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Preface ‒ Namibia Scientific Society

Preface ‒ Namibia Scientific Society
The Constitution of the Republic of Namibia came into existence in 1990 and has since 
then been the foundation of all our civic rights and duties, as well as legislation and 
government policies. In the spirit of its founding parents, the members of the elected 
Constituent Assembly of 1989/90, it is important to keep the Constitution alive in our 
planning and thinking, or to make it a living document, as it is often cited. In practice, 
this means that the Constitution needs to be accessible as well as comprehensible to all 
citizens, visitors, investors and foreigners who are living and working in Namibia in 
order to serve as a guideline for political, economic and civic decisions. 

This edition of the Namibian Constitution is a contribution towards this objective. It is 
intended to serve as a reference guide, handbook and source of information. It contains 
not only the full text of the Constitution including its three Amendment Acts, but also 
comprehensive additional information both for practical use and for a better understanding 
of important and controversial parts of the Constitution. 

For practical purposes, this publication also includes the musical score and lyrics of the 
Namibian National Anthem and the lyrics of the Anthem of the African Union, as well 
as information on Namibia’s National Flag, other state flags, the National Coat of Arms 
and the National Seal. 

For a better understanding, you will find a short overview of the history of the Constitution, 
and the texts of UN Resolution 435 and the 1982 Constitutional Principles, both of which 
had a decisive influence on the content of the Constitution of an independent Namibia. 
Furthermore, this book provides some explanatory notes on controversial parts of the 
Constitution, such as provisions on land expropriation, the death penalty, affirmative 
action, compulsory education and the terms of office of the President. 

We can surely be proud of our Constitution. However, its practical application in 
all spheres of life presupposes thorough knowledge of its provisions and principles. It 
is the wish of the Namibia Scientific Society and the Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung that 
this edition will contribute to enhancing this knowledge, and that it will encourage the 
implementation of constitutional law for the benefit of our society and each individual 
citizen. 

October 2015
May 2018
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Preface ‒ Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung

Preface ‒ Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung
The Constitution sets out the fundamental legal order for the Republic of Namibia.  
It forms the foundation of our common values in society, and as an embodiment of our 
supreme rule of law it provides the guiding principles according to which the State may 
exercise its power.

Since its adoption in 1990, the Namibian Constitution has been amended only three 
times, by a two-thirds majority in Parliament. The objective of the amendments was to 
respond to social and political developments or to provide orientation with respect to new 
important political issues.

The guiding principles for the work of the Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung are liberty, 
justice and solidarity, and all of our efforts centre on the unique dignity of human beings 
and their basic rights and duties. We therefore see it as one of our main tasks to promote 
and consolidate the process of democratisation and to bring the Constitution nearer to its 
people, inter alia through regular socio-political training programmes. The Constitution 
forms the foundation of our peaceful coexistence. It lays down the basic structure of our 
political order, and at the same time determines the everyday life of each individual. 

Through the publication of this latest version of the Namibian Constitution, the Konrad-
Adenauer-Stiftung would like to promote the knowledge and awareness of Namibian 
citizens of their basic democratic rights and duties. We hope that in this way a kind of 
‘constitutional patriotism’ can develop that will empower us to master the challenges 
of our society in the spirit of solidarity and justice while respecting democratic rules. 
Democracy needs citizens who are committed and engaged, and it is essential that the 
concept of human dignity, freedom, equality and tolerance are translated into action. 
This, however, is only possible if the Constitution is clearly known and understood by 
everyone. 

It is therefore our particular concern – 28 years after the date of independence – to make 
the Constitution available in different Namibian languages so that the entire population 
is reached. Along with this English version, translations in Oshiwambo and German are 
now available.

October 2015
May 2018
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Namibia’s Constitution –  
an extraordinary document 

In November 1989, after 30 years of waging a war for liberation from colonial rule, 
Namibia elected a Constituent Assembly under the auspices of the United Nations. 
On 21 November, the Assembly’s 72 members convened for the first time under the 
chairmanship of Dr Hage Geingob, who became Namibia’s third President in 2015. 
Only 80 days later, on 9 February 1990, the Constitution was adopted. It came into force 
on Independence Day, 21 March 1990. 

Namibia’s independence was achieved during a time of political upheaval both in the 
Western world and in Southern Africa. In Europe, the fall of the Berlin Wall in November 
1989 marked the end of the Cold War, and in South Africa, Nelson Mandela was released 
in February 1990, after 27 years of imprisonment, marking the end of Apartheid. Both 
of these events had a decisive impact on the independence process in Namibia.

The Namibian Constitution, which was written between those two watershed events, is 
an extraordinary document in many ways. It was the first time that an African colony 
became an independent state on the basis of a Constitution written as part and parcel of 
an international process rather than as a unilateral act by the former colony itself. Several 
proposals for Namibia’s Constitution – including the Constitution drafted by the South 
West Africa People’s Organisation (SWAPO) and the 1982 Constitutional Principles 
established by the Western Five Contact Group – were laid on the table and discussed, 
and the content of the final Constitution is a reflection of a give-and-take process and 
numerous compromises. It contains elements of international law, entrenches universal 
human rights, and makes reference to the troubled history of the country which had been 
a German colony for three decades (until 1915) and then a South African colony for 75 
years (until 1990). The desire for reconciliation as well as unity, justice and liberty was 
therefore of fundamental importance.

The 72 elected members of the Constituent Assembly belonged to seven political parties, 
some of which had stood against each other as enemies during the war for liberation. 
And yet they wrote this Constitution in an atmosphere characterised by mutual respect, 
openness and political magnanimity. After only 80 days, the Constitution was adopted 
not only by a majority, but unanimously. Since then it has been the supreme law of the 
Namibian nation, and one to which all other laws as well as policies and structures of 
government have to conform.

Following is a summary of some of the special features of this extraordinary document.

Namibia’s Constitution – an extraordinary document
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Namibia’s Constitution – an extraordinary document

SOME SPECIAL FEATURES OF NAMIBIA’S CONSTITUTION

Fundamental human rights and freedoms
Chapter 3 of the Constitution contains a Bill of Rights with a comprehensive catalogue 
of entrenched fundamental human rights and freedoms which may never be abolished 
or diminished, not even by a two-thirds majority in Parliament. They include freedom of 
speech, religion and assembly, and the freedom of the press – rights which for decades 
were denied to the people of Namibia under South Africa’s system of Apartheid. The 
Constitution also prohibits discrimination or inhumane treatment of persons on the 
grounds of their “sex, race, colour, ethnic origin, religion, creed or social or economic 
status” (Article 10). 

Death penalty
One of the fundamental rights enshrined in the Constitution is the right to life (Article 6). 
The related controversial issue of capital punishment (or the death penalty) was discussed 
extensively and contentiously in the Constituent Assembly. Many members pleaded 
for the retention of capital punishment, but in the end, the view of those who pleaded 
against it prevailed. They argued that the repressive apartheid regime had misused the 
death penalty as an instrument for eliminating political opponents, and in a new and 
free Namibia this abuse of power should be counteracted right from the start. Hence 
the application of the death penalty is constitutionally prohibited in Namibia – in spite 
of repeated public demands for its reintroduction in the wake of increasing incidences of 
murder, rape, deaths resulting from domestic violence, and other serious crimes.

Property rights and land reform
All Namibian citizens have a constitutional right to private property, including the 
right to own land. According to Article 16(1), “all persons shall have the right in any 
part of Namibia to acquire, own and dispose of all forms of immovable and movable 
property ...”. This implies that property rights during the pre-independence era are not 
negated, although the State may, according to Article 16(2), “expropriate property in the 
public interest subject to the payment of just compensation.”

No Article in the Constitution demands or describes any form of land redistribution, 
thus the Constitution does not provide any right to reinstitute pre-colonial property rights 
or to claim ancestral land. This was a disappointment to many Namibians who expected 
some form of compensation for land expropriations during colonial times. Nonetheless, 
Article 16 is of special importance for the land reform process in Namibia, because it 
does provide the constitutional guidelines for land redistribution and land expropriation. 
However, in the spirit of national reconciliation instilled ever since independence, the 
Government has not extensively exercised its right to expropriate land, but has rather 
established different instruments for redistributing land.
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Namibia’s Constitution – an extraordinary document

Sexual orientation
While the South African Constitution explicitly prescribes that no person may be 
discriminated against on the basis of sexual orientation, the Namibian Constitution only 
stipulates that persons may not be discriminated against based on their sex. However, 
in 1999 a legal precedent was set when a lesbian couple took a state department to court 
because they felt that they had been disadvantaged on account of their sexual orientation. 
The court ruled in favour of their lawsuit.

Protection of the environment 
The Namibian Constitution set an example worldwide when it included the protection 
of the environment as a primary principle of state policy. Part of this policy is to take 
express measures against the dumping of foreign nuclear waste. Article 95(l) says, among 
other things, that the State “shall adopt policies aimed at the ... utilization of living 
natural resources on a sustainable basis for the benefit of all Namibians, both present 
and future; in particular, the Government shall provide measures against the dumping or 
recycling of foreign nuclear and toxic waste on Namibian territory.”

Affirmative action
The Constitution implicitly prescribes that men and women shall be treated equally, 
and commits the Government to enact legislation to ensure equality of opportunity for 
women (Article 95(a)). It also commits the Government to a policy of “Affirmative 
Action” in favour of “persons within Namibia who have been socially, economically or 
educationally disadvantaged by past discriminatory laws or practices” (Article 23(2)). 
This includes a “balanced structuring of the public service, the defence force, the police 
force, and the correctional services” (ibid.). 

Education for all and poverty alleviation
Article 20 refers to the right to free primary education for all, and stipulates that primary 
education is compulsory up to the age of 16 or until the completion of primary education 
– whichever occurs first. All persons also have the right to establish private schools, 
colleges or institutions of tertiary education at their own expense.

Article 95 obliges the State to actively promote the welfare of its people. For example, 
the State must ensure that senior citizens receive a regular pension that helps them to 
maintain “a decent standard of living” (95(f)), and that “the unemployed, the incapacitated, 
the indigent and the disadvantaged” are accorded social benefits (95(g)). 

On account of the low population density in large parts of Namibia, the high HIV/
AIDS rate, the high rate of poverty (particularly in the rural areas) and other factors, the 
Government has struggled to do justice to Articles 20 and 95 to the extent intended. In 
2015 the newly elected President established a new ministry, the Ministry of Poverty 
Eradication and Social Welfare, to address the issue of poverty in a more focused way. 
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Secular state
After the end of Apartheid it was the wish of most members of the Constituent Assembly 
that Namibia would become a secular state without a state religion. The explicit separation 
of State and Church was important to them, as the NG Church of the Afrikaans (white) 
people had been a close political ally of the Apartheid Government. The NG Church not 
only had substantial influence on all state schools by virtue of the political orientation 
of the Government, but had also ideologically underpinned the politics of apartheid in 
its teachings. The requirement of secularisation led to, among other things, the abolition 
of religious education in Namibia’s public schools, and of the customary prayer at the 
beginning of public events or meetings. However, such prayer was soon reintroduced on 
a voluntary basis, and the Council of Churches in Namibia (CCN) has long advocated 
for, and is working towards, the reintroduction of religious education in the schools.

The power of the President
In Chapter 5, the Constitution deems Namibia’s President to be the “Head of State and 
Government” (Article 27), and prescribes that the President will be elected directly 
by the people every five years (Articles 28 and 29(1)(a)). The Constitution gives the 
President comprehensive executive powers, but in order to prohibit a President from 
staying in office for two or more decades as has happened in some other African States, 
the Constituent Assembly unanimously resolved to allow the President only two five-
year terms of office. Later, an exception was made only for the first President of Namibia, 
Dr Sam Nujoma, on the technical grounds that, for his first term, he was elected by 
the Constituent Assembly and not directly by the people. The first amendment to the 
Constitution, made in 1998, allowed him, and only him, to be re-elected for a third term 
after two terms of office, and he was duly re-elected by a large majority of the people.

In accordance with the third amendment of the Constitution, in October 2014, Namibia 
now also has a Vice-President, appointed by the President. This appointment must take 
account of the diversity of the Namibian population, or, as the Constitution now states 
(in Article 32(3A)), “the President shall have due regard for the need to obtain a balanced 
reflection of the national character of the people of Namibia.”

The Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act (2014) also provides for several 
important extensions of the President’s powers. For example, the Head of the Intelligence 
Service and all Regional Governors (the political heads of the country’s 14 regions) are 
now directly appointed by the President, and all members of the Electoral Commission 
are appointed by the President with the approval of the National Assembly.

Executive and Legislative – a true division of power?
The separation of legislative and executive powers as prescribed by the Constitution has 
worked only to a limited extent in practice in Namibia. This is due to the constitutional 
requirement that the President, when appointing the Prime Minister and all Ministers 
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and Deputy Ministers (and also the Vice-President since 2015), may select only from the 
members of the National Assembly. This requirement was based on entirely democratic 
considerations, the aim being to prevent the composition of a Cabinet which in practice 
could consist entirely of non-elected and possibly unqualified candidates who are in one 
way or another close to the President. In addition, the writers of the Constitution wanted 
appointed Ministers to be included in the National Assembly, where they could directly 
and at any time be held accountable by those Members of Parliament. 

Although such a requirement is not uncommon among Parliaments worldwide, in 
Namibia, as in some other countries, it became an obstacle to the effective functioning of 
the Legislative vis-à-vis the Executive. The reason for this in Namibia is that the National 
Assembly with its 72 voting members (up to 2015) was numerically very small compared 
to the Namibian Cabinet with its more than 40 Ministers and Deputy-Ministers, with far 
more than half of the Members of the National Assembly simultaneously being members 
of the Executive, which enabled the Executive to impose a decision on the Legislative 
by a majority vote. For this reason, the Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act of 
2014 increased the number of voting members of the National Assembly from 72 to 96.

Amendments to the Constitution 
Chapter 19 of the Constitution makes provision for amending this supreme law, but 
stipulates that no repeal or amendment of the fundamental rights and freedoms contained 
and defined in Chapter 3 will be permitted if it diminishes or detracts from any of those 
fundamental rights and freedoms (Article 131). 

The Constitution can be amended only if at least two-thirds of all Members of the 
National Assembly approve, and if two-thirds of all members of the National Council 
approve (the National Council being Namibia’s second House of Parliament), or if a 
two-thirds majority of all the votes cast in a national referendum are in agreement with 
the proposed change.

During the first 28 years of independence, there were only three amendments to the 
Constitution. The first one, in 1998, applied only to the extended term of office of the 
first President of Namibia. The Second Amendment, in 2010, also did not provide for 
any fundamental changes, but rather modified, among other things, the conditions for 
acquiring Namibian citizenship; decreased the limit of tenure of the National Council 
from six to five years; instituted additional anti-corruption measures; and effected some 
name changes, such as “prison service“ to “correctional service”. 

In August 2014, despite controversial debates within and outside the Houses of 
Parliament, the Third Amendment Act was passed. It came into force on 3 October 
2014, ahead of the national elections. This Act contains a number of structural and, in 
part, far-reaching changes.

The Third Amendment Act makes way for increasing the number of voting members 
of the National Assembly from 72 to 96, and for giving the President and the Executive 
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more power and control over state affairs and the appointment (instead of election) of 
Regional Governors. The number of seats in the National Council was also increased, 
to cater for the increase in 2013 from 13 to 14 regions (when Kavango Region was 
split into Kavango East and Kavango West), as well as for the increase of constituencies 
in the country from 95 to 121. Whereas initially the National Council had 26 members 
(2 representatives for each of the 13 regions), it now has 42 members (3 representatives 
for each of the 14 regions).

Other notable changes include making provision for establishing the Namibia Central 
Intelligence Service as a constitutional body, and for allowing the President to appoint 
the Head of that body. In addition, the Third Amendment Act provides for numerous 
administrative changes, such as the reform of the Judiciary to render it a financially 
and administratively independent organ of the State under the supervision of the Chief 
Justice instead of the Ministry of Justice; the establishment of a Boundaries Delimitation 
and Demarcation Commission as a permanent body; and the insertion of the Electoral 
Commission of Namibia (ECN) into the Constitution.

The harsh criticism of the third amendment of the Namibian Constitution pertained 
mainly to the lack of information and public participation in advance of the amendment. 
Non-governmental organisations argued that an amendment of the Constitution without 
the participation of the citizens is in breach of Article 17(1) of the Constitution, which 
states that “all citizens shall have the right to participate in peaceful political activity to 
influence the composition and policies of Government.” There was also harsh criticism 
regarding the high costs that would arise for the country’s taxpayers, in view of, among 
other things, the additional salaries that would have to be paid to the increased number 
of Members of Parliament. 

Namibians are proud of their democratic Constitution, and justifiably so. However, 
this supreme law is not a law set in stone. Rather, it is a living document that is guiding, 
or should be guiding, the everyday life of all citizens as well as all political actions, 
policies and decisions. To enable every new generation to interpret, apply and further 
build the Constitution, all citizens of our country need to have access to it, and to know, 
understand and apply it. Only then will the Constitution indeed serve as an expression 
of the will of the people.

Erika von Wietersheim 
Oktober 2015 (updated 2018 for this annotated edition)
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Introduction to this Annotated Edition of Namibia’s Constitution

Introduction to this Annotated Edition 
of Namibia’s Constitution

The Namibian Parliament in collaboration with the National Planning Commission 
and the Delegation of the European Union to the Republic of Namibia implemented 
a three-year Parliamentary Support Programme (from 2013 to 2015), funded by the  
10th European Development Fund and implemented by the Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung 
and Transtec Project Management. One objective of this initiative was to enhance 
public access to the laws in force in Namibia, as amended. This objective was advanced 
by the creation of a complete, accurate and current archive of all the laws of Namibia. 
This project was supervised by the Parliamentary Support Programme (Johan C. De Waal, 
Doris Kellner and Sonja Poller). The annotated Constitution was prepared for this project 
by the Legal Assistance Centre (public-interest law firm based in Windhoek).

The Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung is an international political think tank with principles that, 
among other things, support the fostering of democracy, the rule of law, justice and equity.  
In Namibia, KAS has been supporting these goals as we believe that the rule of law is 
the basis for a stronger democracy. The Constitution is the supreme law in Namibia. It is 
therefore important that citizens know and understand it well. Availing and distributing 
the Constitution is an expensive and huge task that cannot be left for the government 
alone. Hence, KAS saw the need to assist in making the Constitution widely available. 
This edition is published with a view to enhancing the understanding of the supreme law 
of Namibia as a noble gesture to the people of Namibia.

The archive of annotated laws and regulations is freely available to the public on both a 
dedicated parliamentary website (https://laws.parliament.na) and the Legal Assistance 
Centre’s website (www.lac.org.na). 

All amendments of the Constitution made by the First, Second and Third Amendment 
Acts have been incorporated into the text in this volume, with annotations inserted directly 
below the applicable chapter/article/sub-article.

The annotations in this volume are the same as those in the archived versions, except that 
this volume excludes the annotations pertaining to the few obvious errors of spelling 
and numbering in the applicable Government Gazettes. Such errors have simply been 
corrected in this volume.

As in the archived versions, the annotations in this volume are formatted differently to the 
main text, so that they are clearly distinguishable at a glance.
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CONSTITUTION OF THE REPUBLIC OF NAMIBIA
(including amendments from 1998 to 2014)

Government Gazette No. 2 of 1990
The Namibian Constitution was published and came into force  

on the date of Independence: 21 March 1990 (Article 130).

as amended by

Namibian Constitution First Amendment Act 34 of 1998 

Government Gazette No. 2014 of 1998
This amending Act came into force on its date of publication: 24 December 1998.

Namibian Constitution Second Amendment Act 7 of 2010 

Government Gazette No. 4480 of 2010
This amending Act came into force on its date of publication: 7 May 2010,  

with some exceptions (section 17 of Act 7 of 2010):

Sections 6 and 12 commenced “on the date the term of office of the existing 
members of the National Council ends”, referring to the members of the 

National Council in office when Act 7 of 2010 was enacted. 

There is some uncertainty about what this date actually was. 
Article 70(1) of the Namibian Constitution, as it stood prior to amendment by the 

Namibian Constitution Second Amendment Act 7 of 2010, stated that members of the 
National Council “shall hold their seats for six (6) years from the date of their election”. 

This is somewhat inconsistent with 26(2) of the Regional Councils Act 22 of 1992, 
which states that a regional council member elected to the National Council 
“shall become a member of the National Council… with effect from the date 

following the date on which the period of office of the existing members 
expires”. There are also different methods for counting “years”. 

Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014 

Government Gazette No. 5589 of 2014
This amending Act came into force on its date of publication: 13 October 2014,  

with some exceptions (section 46 of Act 8 of 2014): 

CONSTITUTION OF THE REPUBLIC OF NAMIBIA
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Sections 1, 2(a), (b) and (d), 4(a) and (b), 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 41 and 43 
commenced “after the expiry” of the term of office of the President of the 

Republic of Namibia in office when Act 8 of 2014 was enacted. 

Sections 4(d), 10, 12 and 44 commenced “after the expiry” of the term of office of the 
members of the National Assembly in office when Act 8 of 2014 was enacted.

Sections 14 and 18 commenced “after the expiry” of the term of office of the 
members of the National Council in office when Act 8 of 2014 was enacted.

The references to provisions coming into force “after the expiry” of certain terms of 
office do not provide precise commencement dates for the provisions in question. 

The intention may have been rather for the provisions in question to come into force 
“upon the expiry” or “on the date of expiry” of these terms of office. Article 29(1)(a) of the 
Namibian Constitution states “The President’s term of office shall be five (5) years unless 

he or she dies or resigns before the expiry of the said term or is removed from office.” 
Article 50 of the Namibian Constitution provides that every National Assembly 

“shall continue for a maximum period of five (5) years”, thus allowing for some flexibility. 
Article 70(1) of the Namibian Constitution, after amendment in 2010, states that “Members of 
the National Council shall hold their seats for five (5) years from the date of their election…”. 

This is somewhat inconsistent with 26(2) of the Regional Councils Act 22 of 1992, which 
states that a regional council member elected to the National Council “shall become a member 
of the National Council… with effect from the date following the date on which the period of 
office of the existing members expires”. There are also different methods for counting “years”.

***

The Table of Contents in the Government Gazette includes page numbers.  
Because of the amendments and annotations, the original page numbers are not accurate  

for this version of the Namibian Constitution and have been revised accordingly.

Capitalisation is reproduced throughout this volume as it appears in the Government Gazettes, 
except in the case of the few obvious errors, which have been corrected herein without annotations.

The amending Acts refer to “paragraphs” and “subparagraphs”, 
but the Constitution itself refers only to “Sub-Articles”, 

regardless of whether the sections are numbered ((1), (2), (3), etc), 
lettered ((a), (b), (c), etc) or double-lettered ((aa), (bb), (cc), etc).

In the Third Amendment Act, not all of the changes are indicated by amendment markings. 
For the reader’s convenience, all amendment markings missing in the Act have been added 

in this volume as per the original annotations, and the annotations have been deleted.

CONSTITUTION OF THE REPUBLIC OF NAMIBIA
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PREAMBLE

Whereas recognition of the inherent dignity and of the equal and inalienable rights of all 
members of the human family is indispensable for freedom, justice and peace;

Whereas the said rights include the right of the individual to life, liberty and the pursuit 
of happiness, regardless of race, colour, ethnic origin, sex, religion, creed or social or 
economic status;

Whereas the said rights are most effectively maintained and protected in a democratic 
society, where the government is responsible to freely elected representatives of the 
people, operating under a sovereign constitution and a free and independent judiciary;

Whereas these rights have for so long been denied to the people of Namibia by 
colonialism, racism and apartheid;

Whereas we the people of Namibia -

have finally emerged victorious in our struggle against colonialism, racism and 
apartheid;

are determined to adopt a Constitution which expresses for ourselves and our 
children our resolve to cherish and to protect the gains of our long struggle;

desire to promote amongst all of us the dignity of the individual and the unity 
and integrity of the Namibian nation among and in association with the nations 
of the world;

will strive to achieve national reconciliation and to foster peace, unity and a 
common loyalty to a single state;

committed to these principles, have resolved to constitute the Republic of Namibia 
as a sovereign, secular, democratic and unitary State securing to all our citizens 
justice, liberty, equality and fraternity,

Now therefore, we the people of Namibia accept and adopt this Constitution as the 
fundamental law of our Sovereign and Independent Republic.

Preamble
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CHAPTER 1

The Republic

Article 1 Establishment of the Republic of Namibia and Identification of its 
Territory

(1) The Republic of Namibia is hereby established as a sovereign, secular, democratic 
and unitary State founded upon the principles of democracy, the rule of law and 
justice for all.

(2) All power shall vest in the people of Namibia who shall exercise their sovereignty 
through the democratic institutions of the State.

(3) The main organs of the State shall be the Executive, the Legislature and the 
Judiciary.

(4) The national territory of Namibia shall consist of the whole of the territory 
recognised by the international community through the organs of the United 
Nations as Namibia, including the enclave, harbour and port of Walvis Bay, as 
well as the off-shore islands of Namibia, and its southern boundary shall extend 
to the middle of the Orange River.

(5) Windhoek shall be the seat of central Government.

(6) This Constitution shall be the Supreme Law of Namibia.

Article 2 National Symbols

(1) Namibia shall have a National Flag, the description of which is set out in Schedule 
6 hereof.

(2) Namibia shall have a National Coat of Arms, a National Anthem and a National 
Seal to be determined by Act of Parliament, which shall require a two-thirds 
majority of all the members of the National Assembly for adoption and amendment.

(3)  (a) The National Seal of the Republic of Namibia shall show the Coat of Arms 
circumscribed with the word “NAMIBIA” and the motto of the country, 
which shall be determined by Act of Parliament as aforesaid.

Chapter 1 – The Republic
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(b) The National Seal shall be in the custody of the President or such person 
whom the President may designate for such purpose and shall be used on 
such official documents as the President may determine.

Article 3 Language

(1) The official language of Namibia shall be English.

(2) Nothing contained in this Constitution shall prohibit the use of any other language 
as a medium of instruction in private schools or in schools financed or subsidised 
by the State, subject to compliance with such requirements as may be imposed by 
law, to ensure proficiency in the official language, or for pedagogic reasons.

(3) Nothing contained in Sub-Article (1) hereof shall preclude legislation by 
Parliament which permits the use of a language other than English for legislative, 
administrative and judicial purposes in regions or areas where such other language 
or languages are spoken by a substantial component of the population.

CHAPTER 2

Citizenship

Article 4 Acquisition and Loss of Citizenship

(1) The following persons shall be citizens of Namibia by birth:

(a) those born in Namibia before the date of Independence whose fathers or 
mothers would have been Namibian citizens at the time of the birth of such 
persons, if this Constitution had been in force at that time; and

(b) those born in Namibia before the date of Independence, who are not Namibian 
citizens under Sub-Article (a) hereof, and whose fathers or mothers were 
ordinarily resident in Namibia at the time of the birth of such persons: 
provided that their fathers or mothers were not then persons:

(aa) who were enjoying diplomatic immunity in Namibia under any law 
relating to diplomatic privileges; or

(bb) who were career representatives of another country; or

Chapter 2 – Citizenship
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(cc)  who were members of any police, military or security unit seconded 
for service within Namibia by the Government of another country: 
provided further that this Sub-Article shall not apply to persons 
claiming citizenship of Namibia by birth if such persons were 
ordinarily resident in Namibia at the date of Independence and had 
been so resident for a continuous period of not less than five (5) 
years prior to such date, or if the fathers or mothers of such persons 
claiming citizenship were ordinarily resident in Namibia at the date of 
the birth of such persons, and had been so resident for a continuous 
period of not less than five (5) years prior to such date;

(c) those born in Namibia after the date of Independence whose fathers or 
mothers are Namibian citizens at the time of the birth of such persons;

(d) those born in Namibia after the date of Independence who do not qualify 
for citizenship under Sub-Article (c) hereof, and whose fathers or mothers 
are ordinarily resident in Namibia at the time of the birth of such persons: 
provided that their fathers or mothers are not then persons:

(aa)  enjoying diplomatic immunity in Namibia under any law relating to 
diplomatic privileges; or

(bb) who are career representatives of another country; or

(cc)  who are members of any police, military or security unit seconded 
for service within Namibia by the Government of another country; 
or

(dd) who are illegal immigrants:

provided further that Sub-Articles (aa), (bb), (cc) and (dd) hereof will not 
apply to children who would otherwise be stateless.

(2) The following persons shall be citizens of Namibia by descent:

(a) those who are not Namibian citizens under Sub-Article (1) hereof and whose 
fathers or mothers at the time of the birth of such persons are citizens of 
Namibia or whose fathers or mothers would have qualified for Namibian 
citizenship by birth under Sub-Article (1) hereof, if this Constitution had 
been in force at that time; and

Chapter 2 – Citizenship
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(b) who comply with such requirements as to registration of citizenship as may 
be required by Act of Parliament: provided that nothing in this Constitution 
shall preclude Parliament from enacting legislation which requires the birth 
of such persons born after the date of Independence to be registered within 
a specific time either in Namibia or at an embassy, consulate or office of a 
trade representative of the Government of Namibia.

(3) The following persons shall be citizens of Namibia by marriage:

(a) those who are not Namibian citizens under Sub-Article (1) or (2) hereof 
and who:

(aa)  in good faith marry a Namibian citizen or, prior to the coming into 
force of this Constitution, in good faith married a person who would 
have qualified for Namibian citizenship if this Constitution had been 
in force; and

(bb)  subsequent to such marriage have ordinarily resided in Namibia as 
the spouse of such person for a period of not less than ten (10) years; 
and

[Sub-Article (3)(a)(bb) is amended by the 
Namibian Constitution Second Amendment Act 7 of 2010.]

(cc) apply to become citizens of Namibia;

(b) for the purposes of this Sub-Article (and without derogating from any effect 
that it may have for any other purposes) a marriage by customary law shall 
be deemed to be a marriage: provided that nothing in this Constitution shall 
preclude Parliament from enacting legislation which defines the requirements 
which need to be satisfied for a marriage by customary law to be recognised 
as such for the purposes of this Sub-Article.

(4) Citizenship by registration may be claimed by persons who are not Namibian 
citizens under Sub-Articles (1), (2) or (3) hereof and who were ordinarily resident 
in Namibia at the date of Independence, and had been so resident for a continuous 
period of not less than five (5) years prior to such date: provided that application for 
Namibian citizenship under this Sub-Article is made within a period of twelve (12) 
months from the date of Independence, and prior to making such application, such 
persons renounce the citizenship of any other country of which they are citizens.

Chapter 2 – Citizenship
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(5) Citizenship by naturalisation may be applied for by persons who are not Namibian 
citizens under Sub-Articles (1), (2), (3) or (4) hereof and who:

(a) are ordinarily resident in Namibia at the time when the application for 
naturalisation is made; and

(b) have been so resident in Namibia for a continuous period of not less than 
ten (10) years; and

[Sub-Article (5)(b) is amended by the  
Namibian Constitution Second Amendment Act 7 of 2010.]

(c) satisfy any other criteria pertaining to health, morality, security or legality 
of residence as may be prescribed by law.

(6) Nothing contained herein shall preclude Parliament from authorizing by law the 
conferment of Namibian citizenship upon any fit and proper person by virtue 
of any special skill or experience or commitment to or services rendered to the 
Namibian nation either before or at any time after the date of Independence.

(7) Namibian citizenship shall be lost by persons who renounce their Namibian 
citizenship by voluntarily signing a formal declaration to that effect.

(8) Nothing in this Constitution shall preclude Parliament from enacting legislation 
providing for the loss of Namibian citizenship by persons who, after the date of 
Independence:

(a) have acquired the citizenship of any other country by any voluntary act; or

(b) have served or volunteered to serve in the armed or security forces of any 
other country without the written permission of the Namibian Government; or

(c) have taken up permanent residence in any other country and have absented 
themselves thereafter from Namibia for a period in excess of two (2) years 
without the written permission of the Namibian Government:

provided that no person who is a citizen of Namibia by birth or descent may be 
deprived of Namibian citizenship by such legislation.

(9) Parliament shall be entitled to make further laws not inconsistent with this 
Constitution regulating the acquisition or loss of Namibian citizenship.
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CHAPTER 3

Fundamental Human Rights and Freedoms

Article 5 Protection of Fundamental Rights and Freedoms

The fundamental rights and freedoms enshrined in this Chapter shall be respected and 
upheld by the Executive, Legislature and Judiciary and all organs of the Government and 
its agencies and, where applicable to them, by all natural and legal persons in Namibia, 
and shall be enforceable by the Courts in the manner hereinafter prescribed.

Article 6 Protection of Life

The right to life shall be respected and protected. No law may prescribe death as a 
competent sentence. No Court or Tribunal shall have the power to impose a sentence of 
death upon any person. No executions shall take place in Namibia.

Article 7 Protection of Liberty

No persons shall be deprived of personal liberty except according to procedures 
established by law.

Article 8 Respect for Human Dignity

(1)  The dignity of all persons shall be inviolable.

(2) (a) In any judicial proceedings or in other proceedings before any organ of the 
State, and during the enforcement of a penalty, respect for human dignity 
shall be guaranteed.

(b) No persons shall be subject to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading 
treatment or punishment.

Article 9 Slavery and Forced Labour

(1) No persons shall be held in slavery or servitude.

(2) No persons shall be required to perform forced labour.

(3) For the purposes of this Article, the expression “forced labour” shall not include:
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(a) any labour required in consequence of a sentence or order of a Court;

(b) any labour required of persons while lawfully detained which, though not 
required in consequence of a sentence or order of a Court, is reasonably 
necessary in the interests of hygiene;

(c) any labour required of members of the defence force, the police force and 
the correctional service in pursuance of their duties as such or, in the case 
of persons who have conscientious objections to serving as members of 
the defence force, any labour which they are required by law to perform in 
place of such service;

[Sub-Article (3)(c) is amended by the
Namibian Constitution Second Amendment Act 7 of 2010.]

(d) any labour required during any period of public emergency or in the event 
of any other emergency or calamity which threatens the life and well-being 
of the community, to the extent that requiring such labour is reasonably 
justifiable in the circumstances of any situation arising or existing during 
that period or as a result of that other emergency or calamity, for the purpose 
of dealing with that situation;

(e) any labour reasonably required as part of reasonable and normal communal 
or other civic obligations.

Article 10 Equality and Freedom from Discrimination

(1) All persons shall be equal before the law.

(2) No persons may be discriminated against on the grounds of sex, race, colour, 
ethnic origin, religion, creed or social or economic status.

Article 11 Arrest and Detention

(1) No persons shall be subject to arbitrary arrest or detention.

(2) No persons who are arrested shall be detained in custody without being informed 
promptly in a language they understand of the grounds for such arrest.

(3) All persons who are arrested and detained in custody shall be brought before 
the nearest Magistrate or other judicial officer within a period of forty-eight (48) 
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hours of their arrest or, if this is not reasonably possible, as soon as possible 
thereafter, and no such persons shall be detained in custody beyond such period 
without the authority of a Magistrate or other judicial officer.

(4) Nothing contained in Sub-Article (3) hereof shall apply to illegal immigrants held 
in custody under any law dealing with illegal immigration: provided that such 
persons shall not be deported from Namibia unless deportation is authorised by a 
Tribunal empowered by law to give such authority.

(5) No persons who have been arrested and held in custody as illegal immigrants shall 
be denied the right to consult confidentially legal practitioners of their choice, and 
there shall be no interference with this right except such as is in accordance with 
the law and is necessary in a democratic society in the interest of national security 
or for public safety.

Article 12 Fair Trial

(1) (a) In the determination of their civil rights and obligations or any criminal 
charges against them, all persons shall be entitled to a fair and public hearing 
by an independent, impartial and competent Court or Tribunal established 
by law: provided that such Court or Tribunal may exclude the press and/or 
the public from all or any part of the trial for reasons of morals, the public 
order or national security, as is necessary in a democratic society.

(b) A trial referred to in Sub-Article (a) hereof shall take place within a reasonable 
time, failing which the accused shall be released.

(c) Judgments in criminal cases shall be given in public, except where the 
interests of juvenile persons or morals otherwise require.

(d) All persons charged with an offence shall be presumed innocent until 
proven guilty according to law, after having had the opportunity of calling 
witnesses and cross-examining those called against them.

(e) All persons shall be afforded adequate time and facilities for the preparation 
and presentation of their defence, before the commencement of and during 
their trial, and shall be entitled to be defended by a legal practitioner of 
their choice.

(f) No persons shall be compelled to give testimony against themselves or 
their spouses, who shall include partners in a marriage by customary law, 
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and no Court shall admit in evidence against such persons testimony which 
has been obtained from such persons in violation of Article 8(2)(b) hereof.

(2) No persons shall be liable to be tried, convicted or punished again for any criminal 
offence for which they have already been convicted or acquitted according to 
law: provided that nothing in this Sub-Article shall be construed as changing the 
provisions of the common law defences of “previous acquittal” and “previous 
conviction”.

(3) No persons shall be tried or convicted for any criminal offence or on account 
of any act or omission which did not constitute a criminal offence at the time 
when it was committed, nor shall a penalty be imposed exceeding that which was 
applicable at the time when the offence was committed.

Article 13 Privacy

(1) No persons shall be subject to interference with the privacy of their homes, 
correspondence or communications save as in accordance with law and as is 
necessary in a democratic society in the interests of national security, public 
safety or the economic well-being of the country, for the protection of health or 
morals, for the prevention of disorder or crime or for the protection of the rights 
or freedoms of others.

(2) Searches of the person or the homes of individuals shall only be justified:

(a) where these are authorised by a competent judicial officer;

(b) in cases where delay in obtaining such judicial authority carries with it the 
danger of prejudicing the objects of the search or the public interest, and 
such procedures as are prescribed by Act of Parliament to preclude abuse 
are properly satisfied.

Article 14 Family

(1) Men and women of full age, without any limitation due to race, colour, ethnic 
origin, nationality, religion, creed or social or economic status shall have the 
right to marry and to found a family. They shall be entitled to equal rights as to 
marriage, during marriage and at its dissolution.

(2) Marriage shall be entered into only with the free and full consent of the intending 
spouses.
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(3) The family is the natural and fundamental group unit of society and is entitled to 
protection by society and the State.

Article 15 Children’s Rights

(1) Children shall have the right from birth to a name, the right to acquire a nationality 
and, subject to legislation enacted in the best interests of children, as far as possible 
the right to know and be cared for by their parents.

(2) Children are entitled to be protected from economic exploitation and shall not 
be employed in or required to perform work that is likely to be hazardous or to 
interfere with their education, or to be harmful to their health or physical, mental, 
spiritual, moral or social development. For the purposes of this Sub-Article children 
shall be persons under the age of sixteen (16) years.

(3) No children under the age of fourteen (14) years shall be employed to work in 
any factory or mine, save under conditions and circumstances regulated by Act of 
Parliament. Nothing in this Sub-Article shall be construed as derogating in any 
way from Sub-Article (2) hereof.

(4) Any arrangement or scheme employed on any farm or other undertaking, the object 
or effect of which is to compel the minor children of an employee to work for 
or in the interest of the employer of such employee, shall for the purposes of 
Article 9 hereof be deemed to constitute an arrangement or scheme to compel the 
performance of forced labour.

(5) No law authorising preventive detention shall permit children under the age of 
sixteen (16) years to be detained.

Article 16 Property

(1) All persons shall have the right in any part of Namibia to acquire, own and dispose 
of all forms of immovable and movable property individually or in association 
with others and to bequeath their property to their heirs or legatees: provided that 
Parliament may by legislation prohibit or regulate as it deems expedient the right 
to acquire property by persons who are not Namibian citizens.

(2) The State or a competent body or organ authorised by law may expropriate property 
in the public interest subject to the payment of just compensation, in accordance 
with requirements and procedures to be determined by Act of Parliament.
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Article 17  Political Activity

(1) All citizens shall have the right to participate in peaceful political activity intended 
to influence the composition and policies of the Government. All citizens shall 
have the right to form and join political parties and, subject to such qualifications 
prescribed by law as are necessary in a democratic society, to participate in the 
conduct of public affairs, whether directly or through freely chosen representatives.

(2) Every citizen who has reached the age of eighteen (18) years shall have the right 
to vote and who has reached the age of twenty-one (21) years to be elected to 
public office, unless otherwise provided herein.

(3) The rights guaranteed by Sub-Article (2) hereof may only be abrogated, suspended 
or be impinged upon by Parliament in respect of specified categories of persons 
on such grounds of infirmity or on such grounds of public interest or morality as 
are necessary in a democratic society.

Article 18 Administrative Justice

Administrative bodies and administrative officials shall act fairly and reasonably and 
comply with the requirements imposed upon such bodies and officials by common law 
and any relevant legislation, and persons aggrieved by the exercise of such acts and 
decisions shall have the right to seek redress before a competent Court or Tribunal.

Article 19  Culture

Every person shall be entitled to enjoy, practise, profess, maintain and promote any 
culture, language, tradition or religion subject to the terms of this Constitution and further 
subject to the condition that the rights protected by this Article do not impinge upon the 
rights of others or the national interest.

Article 20 Education

(1) All persons shall have the right to education.

(2) Primary education shall be compulsory and the State shall provide reasonable 
facilities to render effective this right for every resident within Namibia, by 
establishing and maintaining State schools at which primary education will be 
provided free of charge.
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(3) Children shall not be allowed to leave school until they have completed their 
primary education or have attained the age of sixteen (16) years, whichever is the 
sooner, save in so far as this may be authorised by Act of Parliament on grounds 
of health or other considerations pertaining to the public interest.

(4) All persons shall have the right, at their own expense, to establish and to maintain 
private schools, or colleges or other institutions of tertiary education: provided that:

(a) such schools, colleges or institutions of tertiary education are registered 
with a Government department in accordance with any law authorising and 
regulating such registration;

(b) the standards maintained by such schools, colleges or institutions of tertiary 
education are not inferior to the standards maintained in comparable schools, 
colleges or institutions of tertiary education funded by the State;

(c) no restrictions of whatever nature are imposed with respect to the admission 
of pupils based on race, colour or creed;

(d) no restrictions of whatever nature are imposed with respect to the recruit-
ment of staff based on race or colour.

Article 21 Fundamental Freedoms

(1) All persons shall have the right to:

(a) freedom of speech and expression, which shall include freedom of the press 
and other media;

(b) freedom of thought, conscience and belief, which shall include academic 
freedom in institutions of higher learning;

(c) freedom to practise any religion and to manifest such practice;

(d) assemble peaceably and without arms;

(e) freedom of association, which shall include freedom to form and join 
associations or unions, including trade unions and political parties;

(f) withhold their labour without being exposed to criminal penalties;
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(g) move freely throughout Namibia;

(h) reside and settle in any part of Namibia;

(i) leave and return to Namibia;

(j) practise any profession, or carry on any occupation, trade or business.

(2) The fundamental freedoms referred to in Sub-Article (1) hereof shall be exercised 
subject to the law of Namibia, in so far as such law imposes reasonable restrictions 
on the exercise of the rights and freedoms conferred by the said Sub-Article, 
which are necessary in a democratic society and are required in the interests of the 
sovereignty and integrity of Namibia, national security, public order, decency or 
morality, or in relation to contempt of court, defamation or incitement to an offence.

Article 22 Limitation upon Fundamental Rights and Freedoms

Whenever or wherever in terms of this Constitution the limitation of any fundamental 
rights or freedoms contemplated by this Chapter is authorised, any law providing for 
such limitation shall:

(a) be of general application, shall not negate the essential content thereof, and shall 
not be aimed at a particular individual;

(b) specify the ascertainable extent of such limitation and identify the Article or 
Articles hereof on which authority to enact such limitation is claimed to rest.

Article 23 Apartheid and Affirmative Action

(1) The practice of racial discrimination and the practice and ideology of apartheid 
from which the majority of the people of Namibia have suffered for so long shall 
be prohibited and by Act of Parliament such practices, and the propagation of 
such practices, may be rendered criminally punishable by the ordinary Courts by 
means of such punishment as Parliament deems necessary for the purposes of 
expressing the revulsion of the Namibian people at such practices.

(2) Nothing contained in Article 10 hereof shall prevent Parliament from enacting 
legislation providing directly or indirectly for the advancement of persons within 
Namibia who have been socially, economically or educationally disadvantaged 
by past discriminatory laws or practices, or for the implementation of policies 
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and programmes aimed at redressing social, economic or educational imbalances 
in the Namibian society arising out of past discriminatory laws or practices, or 
for achieving a balanced structuring of the public service, the defence force, the 
police force, and the correctional service.

[Sub-Article (2) is amended by the 
Namibian Constitution Second Amendment Act 7 of 2010.]

(3) In the enactment of legislation and the application of any policies and practices 
contemplated by Sub-Article (2) hereof, it shall be permissible to have regard to 
the fact that women in Namibia have traditionally suffered special discrimination 
and that they need to be encouraged and enabled to play a full, equal and effective 
role in the political, social, economic and cultural life of the nation.

Article 24 Derogation

(1) Nothing contained in or done under the authority of Article 26 hereof shall be 
held to be inconsistent with or in contravention of this Constitution to the extent 
that it authorises the taking of measures during any period when Namibia is in a 
state of national defence or any period when a declaration of emergency under 
this Constitution is in force.

(2) Where any persons are detained by virtue of such authorisation as is referred to in 
Sub-Article (1) hereof, the following provisions shall apply:

(a) they shall, as soon as reasonably practicable and in any case not more than 
five (5) days after the commencement of their detention, be furnished with 
a statement in writing in a language that they understand specifying in 
detail the grounds upon which they are detained and, at their request, this 
statement shall be read to them;

(b) not more than fourteen (14) days after the commencement of their detention, 
a notification shall be published in the Gazette stating that they have been 
detained and giving particulars of the provision of law under which their 
detention is authorised;

(c) not more than one (1) month after the commencement of their detention 
and thereafter during their detention at intervals of not more than three (3) 
months, their cases shall be reviewed by the Advisory Board referred to 
in Article 26 (5)(c) hereof, which shall order their release from detention 
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if it is satisfied that it is not reasonably necessary for the purposes of the 
emergency to continue the detention of such persons;

(d) they shall be afforded such opportunity for the making of representations 
as may be desirable or expedient in the circumstances, having regard to the 
public interest and the interests of the detained persons.

(3) Nothing contained in this Article shall permit a derogation from or suspension of 
the fundamental rights or freedoms referred to in Articles 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14, 15, 
18, 19 and 21(1)(a), (b), (c) and (e) hereof, or the denial of access by any persons 
to legal practitioners or a Court of law.

Article 25 Enforcement of Fundamental Rights and Freedoms

(1) Save in so far as it may be authorised to do so by this Constitution, Parliament or 
any subordinate legislative authority shall not make any law, and the Executive 
and the agencies of Government shall not take any action which abolishes or 
abridges the fundamental rights and freedoms conferred by this Chapter, and any 
law or action in contravention thereof shall to the extent of the contravention be 
invalid: provided that:

(a) a competent Court, instead of declaring such law or action to be invalid, 
shall have the power and the discretion in an appropriate case to allow 
Parliament, any subordinate legislative authority, or the Executive and the 
agencies of Government, as the case may be, to correct any defect in the 
impugned law or action within a specified period, subject to such conditions 
as may be specified by it. In such event and until such correction, or until 
the expiry of the time limit set by the Court, whichever be the shorter, such 
impugned law or action shall be deemed to be valid;

(b) any law which was in force immediately before the date of Independence 
shall remain in force until amended, repealed or declared unconstitutional. 
If a competent Court is of the opinion that such law is unconstitutional, 
it may either set aside the law, or allow Parliament to correct any defect 
in such law, in which event the provisions of Sub-Article (a) hereof shall 
apply.

(2) Aggrieved persons who claim that a fundamental right or freedom guaranteed by 
this Constitution has been infringed or threatened shall be entitled to approach a 
competent Court to enforce or protect such a right or freedom, and may approach 
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the Ombudsman to provide them with such legal assistance or advice as they require, 
and the Ombudsman shall have the discretion in response thereto to provide such 
legal or other assistance as he or she may consider expedient.

(3) Subject to the provisions of this Constitution, the Court referred to in Sub-Article 
(2) hereof shall have the power to make all such orders as shall be necessary and 
appropriate to secure such applicants the enjoyment of the rights and freedoms 
conferred on them under the provisions of this Constitution, should the Court 
come to the conclusion that such rights or freedoms have been unlawfully denied 
or violated, or that grounds exist for the protection of such rights or freedoms by 
interdict.

(4) The power of the Court shall include the power to award monetary compensation 
in respect of any damage suffered by the aggrieved persons in consequence of such 
unlawful denial or violation of their fundamental rights and freedoms, where it 
considers such an award to be appropriate in the circumstances of particular cases.

CHAPTER 4

Public Emergency, State of National Defence 
and Martial Law

Article 26 State of Emergency, State of National Defence and Martial Law

(1) At a time of national disaster or during a state of national defence or public 
emergency threatening the life of the nation or the constitutional order, the 
President may by Proclamation in the Gazette declare that a state of emergency 
exists in Namibia or any part thereof.

(2) A declaration under Sub-Article (1) hereof, if not sooner revoked, shall cease to 
have effect:

(a) in the case of a declaration made when the National Assembly is sitting or 
has been summoned to meet, at the expiration of a period of seven (7) days 
after publication of the declaration; or

(b) in any other case, at the expiration of a period of thirty (30) days after 
publication of the declaration;
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unless before the expiration of that period, it is approved by a resolution passed 
by the National Assembly by a two-thirds majority of all its members.

(3) Subject to the provisions of Sub-Article (4) hereof, a declaration approved by a 
resolution of the National Assembly under Sub-Article (2) hereof shall continue 
to be in force until the expiration of a period of six (6) months after being so 
approved or until such earlier date as may be specified in the resolution: provided 
that the National Assembly may, by resolution by a two-thirds majority of all its 
members, extend its approval of the declaration for periods of not more than six 
(6) months at a time.

(4) The National Assembly may by resolution at any time revoke a declaration approved 
by it in terms of this Article.

(5) (a) During a state of emergency in terms of this Article or when a state of national 
defence prevails, the President shall have the power by Proclamation to make 
such regulations as in his or her opinion are necessary for the protection of 
national security, public safety and the maintenance of law and order.

(b) The powers of the President to make such regulations shall include the 
power to suspend the operation of any rule of the common law or statute or 
any fundamental right or freedom protected by this Constitution, for such 
period and subject to such conditions as are reasonably justifiable for the 
purpose of dealing with the situation which has given rise to the emergency: 
provided that nothing in this Sub-Article shall enable the President to act 
contrary to the provisions of Article 24 hereof.

(c) Where any regulation made under Sub-Article (b) hereof provides for 
detention without trial, provision shall also be made for an Advisory Board, 
to be appointed by the President on the recommendation of the Judicial 
Service Commission, and consisting of no more than five (5) persons, of 
whom no fewer than three (3) persons shall be Judges of the Supreme Court 
or the High Court or qualified to be such. The Advisory Board shall perform 
the function set out in Article 24 (2)(c) hereof.

(6) Any regulations made by the President pursuant to the provisions of Sub-Article 
(5) hereof shall cease to have legal force if they have not been approved by a 
resolution of the National Assembly within fourteen (14) days from the date when 
the National Assembly first sits in session after the date of the commencement of 
any such regulations.
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(7) The President shall have the power to proclaim or terminate martial law. 
Martial law may be proclaimed only when a state of national defence involving 
another country exists or when civil war prevails in Namibia: provided that any 
proclamation of martial law shall cease to be valid if it is not approved within a 
reasonable time by a resolution passed by a two-thirds majority of all the members 
of the National Assembly.

CHAPTER 5

The President

Article 27 Head of State and Government

(1) The President shall be the Head of State and of the Government and the 
Commander-in-Chief of the Defence Force.

(2) The executive power of the Republic of Namibia shall vest in the President and 
the Cabinet.

(3) Except as may be otherwise provided in this Constitution or by law, the President 
shall in the exercise of his or her functions be obliged to act in consultation with 
the Cabinet.

Article 27A  Composition of the Presidency

The Presidency shall consist of the President and the Vice-President, who shall be served 
by Ministers, Special Advisers and such other persons as the President may appoint as 
well as such staff members from the public service as may be appointed for that purpose 
in accordance with the laws regulating appointments in the public service.

[Article 27A is inserted by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.]

Article 28 Election of the President and appointment of the Vice-President

[The heading of Article 28 is substituted by the  
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.] 
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(1) The President shall be elected in accordance with the provisions of this Constitution 
and subject thereto.

(1A)  A Vice-President shall be appointed by the President from the elected members of 
the National Assembly in accordance with the provisions of this Constitution.

 
[Sub-Article (1A) is inserted by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.]

(2) Election of the President shall be:

(a) by direct, universal and equal suffrage; and

(b) conducted in accordance with principles and procedures to be determined 
by Act of Parliament: provided that no person shall be elected as President 
unless he or she received more than fifty (50) percent of the valid votes 
cast and if no candidate received more than fifty (50) percent of the votes, a 
second ballot shall be conducted in which the two (2) candidates who have 
received the most votes in the previous ballot shall participate and the candi-
date who received the most votes in the second ballot shall be duly elected.

[Sub-Article (2)(b) is amended by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.]  

(2A) The Vice-President shall:

(a) serve at the pleasure of the President;

(b) deputise, assist and advise the President, in the performance of his or her 
duties as may be required by the President, to whom he or she shall be 
accountable;

(c) upon appointment resign as a member of the National Assembly in accor-
dance with Article 48(1)(c) hereof;

(d) not at the same time be the Prime Minister, Deputy-Prime Minister, a 
Minister or any other office bearer in the Government of Namibia;

(e) be subject to the conditions of service, remuneration as may be provided 
by Act of Parliament;
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(f) while acting as President has the same immunity as provided in Article 31 
and after he or she has acted as President also has the same immunity as the 
President has after leaving office; and

(g) in the event of resignation, dismissal, death or incapacity be replaced by a 
person appointed by the President under this Constitution.

[Sub-Article (2A) is inserted by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.]

(2B)  Before formally assuming office, the Vice-President shall make and subscribe to 
an oath or solemn affirmation before the Chief Justice, the Deputy-Chief Justice 
or another Judge designated by the Chief Justice, in terms set out in Schedule 2 
hereof.

[Sub-Article (2B) is inserted by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.]

(2C)  If the President-elect is unable to assume office due to his or her death, incapacity, 
disqualification or other reason, the Vice-President appointed by the President 
whose term is due to expire, shall make the oath or affirmation contained in  
Article 30 of this Constitution before the Chief Justice, the Deputy-Chief Justice or 
another Judge designated by the Chief Justice and assume the Office of President 
in an acting capacity until the assumption of office by the President elected in the 
subsequent presidential by-election as contemplated in Article 29(4)(b).

[Sub-Article (2C) is inserted by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.]

(3) Every citizen of Namibia by birth or descent, over the age of thirty-five (35) years, 
and who is eligible to be elected to office as a member of the National Assembly 
shall be eligible for election as President.

(4) The procedures to be followed for the nomination of candidates for election as 
President, and for all matters necessary and incidental to ensure the free, fair 
and effective election of a President, shall be determined by Act of Parliament: 
provided that any registered political party shall be entitled to nominate a 
candidate, and any person supported by a minimum number of registered voters 
to be determined by Act of Parliament shall also be entitled to be nominated as a 
candidate.
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Article 29 Term of Office

(1)  (a) The President’s term of office shall be five (5) years unless he or she dies 
or resigns before the expiry of the said term or is removed from office.

(b) In the event of the dissolution of the National Assembly in the circumstances 
provided for under Article 57(1) hereof, the President’s term of office shall 
also expire.

(2) A President shall be removed from office if a two-thirds majority of all the 
members of the National Assembly, confirmed by a two-thirds majority of all the 
members of the National Council, adopts a resolution impeaching the President 
on the ground that he or she has been guilty of a violation of the Constitution or 
guilty of a serious violation of the laws of the land or otherwise guilty of such 
gross misconduct or ineptitude as to render him or her unfit to hold with dignity 
and honour the office of President.

(3) A person shall hold office as President for not more than two terms.

(4) If a President dies, resigns or is removed from office in terms of this Constitution, 
the vacant office of President shall be filled for the unexpired period thereof as 
follows:

(a) if the vacancy occurs not more than one (1) year before the date on which 
Presidential elections are required to be held, the vacancy shall be filled in 
accordance with the provisions of Article 34 hereof;

(b) if the vacancy occurs more than one (1) year before the date on which 
Presidential elections are required to be held, an election for the President 
shall be held in accordance with the provisions of Article 28 hereof within 
a period of ninety (90) days from the date on which the vacancy occurred, 
and pending such election the vacant office shall be filled in accordance 
with the provisions of Article 34 hereof.

(5) If the President dissolves the National Assembly under Articles 32(3)(a) and 
57(1) hereof, a new election for President shall be held in accordance with the 
provisions of Article 28 hereof within ninety (90) days, and pending such election 
the President shall remain in office, and the provisions of Article 58 hereof shall 
be applicable.
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(6) If a person becomes President under Sub-Article (4) hereof, the period of time 
during which he or she holds office consequent upon such election or succession 
shall not be regarded as a term for the purposes of Sub-Article (3) hereof.

Article 30  Oath or Affirmation

Before formally assuming office, a President-elect shall make the following oath or 
affirmation which shall be administered by the Chief Justice, the Deputy-Chief Justice 
or a Judge designated by the Chief Justice for this purpose:

“I, ............................................., do hereby swear/solemnly affirm,

That I will strive to the best of my ability to uphold, protect and defend as the 
Supreme Law the Constitution of the Republic of Namibia, and faithfully to obey, 
execute and administer the laws of the Republic of Namibia;

That I will protect the independence, sovereignty, territorial integrity and the 
material and spiritual resources of the Republic of Namibia; and

That I will endeavour to the best of my ability to ensure justice for all the 
inhabitants of the Republic of Namibia.

(in the case of an oath) 

So help me God.”

[Article 30 is amended by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.] 

Article 31 Immunity from Civil and Criminal Proceedings

(1) No person holding the office of President or performing the functions of President 
may be sued in any civil proceedings save where such proceedings concern an act 
done in his or her official capacity as President.

(2) No person holding the office of President shall be charged with any criminal 
offence or be amenable to the criminal jurisdiction of any Court in respect of any 
act allegedly performed, or any omission to perform any act, during his or her 
tenure of office as President.
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(3) After a President has vacated that office:

(a) no Court may entertain any action against him or her in any civil proceedings 
in respect of any act done in his or her official capacity as President;

(b) a civil or criminal Court shall only have jurisdiction to entertain proceedings 
against him or her, in respect of acts of commission or omission alleged to 
have been perpetrated in his or her personal capacity whilst holding office 
as President, if Parliament by resolution has removed the President on the 
grounds specified in this Constitution and if a resolution is adopted by 
Parliament resolving that any such proceedings are justified in the public 
interest notwithstanding any damage such proceedings might cause to the 
dignity of the office of President.

Article 32 Functions, Powers and Duties

(1) As the Head of State, the President shall uphold, protect and defend the Constitution 
as the Supreme Law, and shall perform with dignity and leadership all acts 
necessary, expedient, reasonable and incidental to the discharge of the executive 
functions of the Government, subject to the overriding terms of this Constitution 
and the laws of Namibia, which he or she is constitutionally obliged to protect to 
administer and to execute.

(2) In accordance with the responsibility of the executive branch of Government to 
the legislative branch, the President and the Cabinet shall each year during the 
consideration of the official budget attend Parliament. During such session the 
President shall address Parliament on the state of the nation and on the future 
policies of the Government, shall report on the policies of the previous year and 
shall be available to respond to questions.

(3) Without derogating from the generality of the functions and powers contemplated 
by Sub-Article (1) hereof, the President shall preside over meetings of the Cabinet 
and shall have the power, subject to this Constitution to:

(a) dissolve the National Assembly by Proclamation in the circumstances 
provided for in Article 57(1) hereof:

(b) determine the times for the holding of special sessions of the National 
Assembly, and to prorogue such sessions;
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(c) accredit, receive and recognise ambassadors, and to appoint ambassadors, 
plenipotentiaries, diplomatic representatives and other diplomatic officers, 
consuls and consular officers;

(d) pardon or reprieve offenders, either unconditionally or subject to such 
conditions as the President may deem fit;

(e) negotiate and sign international agreements, and to delegate such power;

(f) declare martial law or, if it is necessary for the defence of the nation, 
declare that a state of national defence exists: provided that this power 
shall be exercised subject to the terms of Article 26(7) hereof;

(g) establish and dissolve such Government departments and ministries as the 
President may at any time consider to be necessary or expedient for the 
good government of Namibia;

(h) confer such honours as the President considers appropriate on citizens, 
residents and friends of Namibia in consultation with interested and relevant 
persons and institutions;

(i) appoint the following persons: 

(aa) the Vice-President; 

(bb) the Prime Minister;

(cc) the Deputy-Prime Minister;

(dd) Ministers and Deputy-Ministers; 

(ee) the Attorney-General;

(ff) the Director-General of Planning; 

(gg) the Head of the Intelligence Service;

(hh)  any other person or persons who are required by any other provision 
of this Constitution or any other law to be appointed by the President.
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[Sub-Article (3)(i) is substituted by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.]

(3A) In the appointment of the Vice-President, the President shall have due regard for 
the need to obtain a balanced reflection of the national character of the people of 
Namibia.

 
[Sub-Article (3A) is inserted by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.]

(4) The President shall also have the power, subject to this Constitution, to appoint:

(a) on the recommendation of the Judicial Service Commission:

(aa)  the Chief Justice, the Judge-President of the High Court and other 
Judges of the Supreme Court and the High Court;

(bb) the Ombudsman;

(cc) the Prosecutor-General;

(b) on the recommendation of the Public Service Commission:

(aa) the Auditor-General;

(bb) the Governor and the Deputy-Governors of the Central Bank;

[Sub-Article (4)(b)(bb) is amended by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.]

(c) on the recommendation of the Security Commission:

(aa) the Chief of the Defence Force;

(bb) the Inspector-General of Police; 

(cc) the Commissioner-General of Correctional Service.

[Sub-Article (4)(c)(cc) is amended by the 
Namibian Constitution Second Amendment Act 7 of 2010.]
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(5) Subject to the provisions of this Constitution dealing with the signing of any laws 
passed by Parliament and the promulgation and publication of such laws in the 
Gazette, the President shall have the power to:

(a) sign and promulgate any Proclamation which by law he or she is entitled to 
proclaim as President;

(b) initiate, in so far as he or she considers it necessary and expedient, laws for 
submission to and consideration by the National Assembly;

(c) appoint as members of the National Assembly but without any vote therein, 
not more than eight (8) persons by virtue of their special expertise, status, 
skill or experience.

[Sub-Article (5)(c) is amended by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.]

(6) Subject to the provisions of this Constitution or any other law, any person appointed 
by the President pursuant to the powers vested in him or her by this Constitution 
or any other law may be removed by the President by the same process through 
which such person was appointed.

(7) Subject to the provisions of this Constitution and of any other law of application 
in this matter, the President may, in consultation with the Cabinet and on the 
recommendation of the Public Service Commission:

(a) constitute any office in the public service of Namibia not otherwise provided 
for by any other law;

(b) appoint any person to such office;

(c) determine the tenure of any person so appointed as well as the terms and 
conditions of his or her service.

(8) All appointments made and actions taken under Sub-Articles (3), (4), (5), (6) and 
(7) hereof shall be announced by the President by Proclamation in the Gazette.

(9) Subject to the provisions of this Constitution and save where this Constitution 
otherwise provides, any action taken by the President pursuant to any power 
vested in the President by the terms of this Article shall be capable of being 
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reviewed, reversed or corrected on such terms as are deemed expedient and proper 
should there be a resolution proposed by at least one-third of all the members of 
the National Assembly and passed by a two-thirds majority of all the members 
of the National Assembly disapproving any such action and resolving to review, 
reverse or correct it.

(10) Notwithstanding the review, reversal or correction of any action in terms of Sub-
Article (9) hereof, all actions performed pursuant to any such action during the 
period preceding such review, reversal or correction shall be deemed to be valid 
and effective in law, until and unless Parliament otherwise enacts.

Article 33  Remuneration

Provision shall be made by Act of Parliament for the payment out of the State Revenue 
Fund of remuneration and allowances for the President, as well as for the payment 
of pensions to former Presidents and, in the case of their deaths, to their surviving 
spouses.

Article 34  Succession

(1)  If the office of President becomes vacant or if the President is otherwise unable 
to fulfil the duties of the office, the following persons shall in the order provided 
for in this Sub-Article act as President for the unexpired portion of the President’s 
term of office or until the President is able to resume office, whichever is the 
earlier:

(a) the Vice-President;

(b) the Prime Minister;

(c) the Deputy-Prime Minister; and

(d) a person appointed by the President from the members of Cabinet in terms 
of Sub-Article (2).

[Sub-Article (1) is substituted by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.]

(2) In the absence of the Vice-President, Prime Minister or Deputy-Prime Minister and 
if it is regarded as necessary or expedient that a person deputise for the President 
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because of a temporary absence from the country or because of pressure of work, 
the President shall be entitled to appoint any other person enumerated in Sub-
Article (1) hereof to act in his or her stead in respect of such specific occasions or 
such specific matters and for such specific periods as in his or her discretion may 
be considered wise and expedient.

[Sub-Article (2) is substituted by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.] 

CHAPTER 6

The Cabinet

Article 35  Composition

(1) Notwithstanding Article 29(2A)(c), the Cabinet shall consist of the President, 
the Vice-President, the Prime Minister, Deputy-Prime Minister and such other 
Ministers from the members of the National Assembly, including members 
nominated under Article 46(1)(b) hereof, for the purposes of administering and 
executing the functions of the Government.

[Sub-Article (1) is amended by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.]

Not all of the changes are indicated by amendment markings. Amongst other unmarked 
changes, the words “as the President may appoint” have been deleted from the original 
phrase “as the President may appoint from the members of the National Assembly”. 
Since this deletion is not marked, it may be inadvertent – particularly since it seems 
to remove an essential element of the Sub-Article. The cross-reference to Article 
29(2A)(c) is in error as there is no such provision in the Namibian Constitution; it 
must have been intended to refer to Article 28(2A)(c).]

(2) The President may, if he or she considers it to be necessary or expedient, also 
appoint a Deputy-Prime Minister to perform such functions as may be assigned 
to him or her by the President, the Vice-President or the Prime Minister.

[Sub-Article (2) is amended by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.] 
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(3) The President or, in his or her absence, the Vice-President, the Prime Minister, 
Deputy-Prime Minister or other Minister designated for this purpose by the 
President, shall preside at meetings of the Cabinet.

[Sub-Article (3) is amended by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.] 

Article 36 Functions of the Prime Minister

The Prime Minister shall be the leader of Government business in Parliament, shall 
co-ordinate the work of the Cabinet as head of administration, and shall perform other 
functions as may be assigned by the President or the Vice-President.

[Article 36 is amended by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.]

Article 37  Deputy-Ministers

The President may appoint from the members of the National Assembly, including members 
nominated under Article 46(1)(b) hereof, and the National Council such Deputy-Ministers 
as he or she may consider expedient, to exercise or perform on behalf of Ministers any of 
the powers, functions and duties which may have been assigned to such Ministers.

Article 38 Oath or Affirmation

Before formally assuming office, a Minister or Deputy-Minister shall make and subscribe 
to an oath or solemn affirmation before the President, the Vice-President or a person 
designated by the President for this purpose, in the terms set out in Schedule 2 hereof.

[Article 38 is amended by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.] 

Article 39  Vote of No Confidence

The President shall be obliged to terminate the appointment of any member of the 
Cabinet, if the National Assembly by a majority of all its members resolves that it has 
no confidence in that member.

Article 40 Duties and Functions

The members of the Cabinet shall have the following functions:
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(a) to direct, co-ordinate and supervise the activities of Ministries and Government 
departments including para-statal enterprises, and to review and advise the 
President and the National Assembly on the desirability and wisdom of any 
prevailing subordinate legislation, regulations or orders pertaining to such 
para-statal enterprises, regard being had to the public interest;

(b) to initiate bills for submission to the National Assembly;

(c) to formulate, explain and assess for the National Assembly the budget of 
the State and its economic development plans and to report to the National 
Assembly thereon;

(d) to carry out such other functions as are assigned to them by law or are 
incidental to such assignment;

(e) to attend meetings of the National Assembly and to be available for the 
purposes of any queries and debates pertaining to the legitimacy, wisdom, 
effectiveness and direction of Government policies;

(f) to take such steps as are authorised by law to establish such economic 
organisations, institutions and para-statal enterprises on behalf of the State 
as are directed or authorised by law;

(g) to formulate, explain and analyse for the members of the National Assembly 
the goals of Namibian foreign policy and its relations with other States and 
to report to the National Assembly thereon;

(h) to formulate, explain and analyse for the members of the National Assembly 
the directions and content of foreign trade policy and to report to the National 
Assembly thereon;

(i) to assist the President in determining what international agreements are 
to be concluded, acceded to or succeeded to and to report to the National 
Assembly thereon;

(j) to advise the President on the state of national defence and the maintenance 
of law and order and to inform the National Assembly thereon;

(k) to issue notices, instructions and directives to facilitate the implementation 
and administration of laws administered by the Executive, subject to the 
terms of this Constitution or any other law;
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(l) to remain vigilant and vigorous for the purposes of ensuring that the 
scourges of apartheid, tribalism and colonialism do not again manifest 
themselves in any form in a free and independent Namibia and to protect 
and assist disadvantaged citizens of Namibia who have historically been 
the victims of these pathologies.

Article 41 Ministerial Accountability

All Ministers shall be accountable individually for the administration of their own 
Ministries and collectively for the administration of the work of the Cabinet, both to the 
President and to Parliament.

Article 42  Outside Employment

(1) During their tenure of office as members of the Cabinet, Ministers may not take up 
any other paid employment, engage in activities inconsistent with their positions 
as Ministers, or expose themselves to any situation which carries with it the risk 
of a conflict developing between their interests as Ministers and their private 
interests.

(2) No members of the Cabinet shall use their positions as such or use information 
entrusted to them confidentially as such members of the Cabinet, directly or 
indirectly to enrich themselves.

Article 43  Secretary to the Cabinet

(1) There shall be a Secretary to the Cabinet who shall be appointed by the President 
and who shall perform such functions as may be determined by law and such 
functions as are from time to time assigned to the Secretary by the President, 
the Vice-President or the Prime Minister. Upon appointment by the President, 
the Secretary shall be deemed to have been appointed to such office on the 
recommendation of the Public Service Commission.

[Sub-Article (1) is amended by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.] 

(2) The Secretary to the Cabinet shall also serve as a depository of the records, minutes 
and related documents of the Cabinet.
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CHAPTER 7

The National Assembly

Article 44  Legislative Power

The legislative power of Namibia shall be vested in the National Assembly with the 
power to pass laws with the assent of the President as provided in this Constitution 
subject, where applicable, to the powers and functions of the National Council as set out 
in this Constitution.

Article 45  Representative Nature

The members of the National Assembly shall be representative of all the people and 
shall in the performance of their duties be guided by the objectives of this Constitution, 
by the public interest and by their conscience.

Article 46  Composition

(1) The composition of the National Assembly shall be as follows:

(a) ninety-six (96) members to be elected by the registered voters by direct and 
secret ballot. Every Namibian citizen who has the qualifications described 
in Article 17 hereof shall be entitled to vote in the elections for members 
of the National Assembly and, subject to Article 47 hereof shall be eligible 
for candidature as a member of the National Assembly;

(b) not more than eight (8) persons appointed by the President under Article 
32(5)(c) hereof by virtue of their special expertise, status, skill or experience: 
provided that such members shall have no vote in the National Assembly, 
and shall not be taken into account for the purpose of determining any 
specific majorities that are required under this Constitution or any other law.

[Sub-Article (1) is amended by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.]

(2) Subject to the principles referred to in Article 49 hereof, the members of the 
National Assembly referred to in Sub-Article (1)(a) hereof shall be elected in 
accordance with procedures to be determined by Act of Parliament.
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Article 47 Disqualification of Members

(1) No persons may become members of the National Assembly if they:

(a) have at any time after Independence been convicted of any offence in 
Namibia, or outside Namibia if such conduct would have constituted an 
offence within Namibia, and for which they have been sentenced to death 
or to imprisonment of more than twelve (12) months without the option of 
a fine, unless they have received a free pardon or unless such imprisonment 
has expired at least ten (10) years before the date of their election; or

(b) have at any time prior to Independence been convicted of an offence, if 
such conduct would have constituted an offence within Namibia after 
Independence, and for which they have been sentenced to death or to 
imprisonment of more than twelve (12) months without the option of a 
fine, unless they have received a free pardon or unless such imprisonment 
has expired at least ten (10) years before the date of their election: provided 
that no person sentenced to death or imprisonment for acts committed in 
connection with the struggle for the independence of Namibia shall be 
disqualified under this Sub-Article from being elected as a member of the 
National Assembly; or

(c) are unrehabilitated insolvents; or

(d) are of unsound mind and have been so declared by a competent Court; or

(e) are remunerated members of the public service of Namibia; or

(f) are members of the National Council, Regional Councils or Local Authorities.

(2) For the purposes of Sub-Article (1) hereof:

(a) no person shall be considered as having been convicted by any Court 
until any appeal which might have been noted against the conviction or 
sentence has been determined, or the time for noting an appeal against such 
conviction has expired;

(b) the public service shall be deemed to include the defence force, the police 
force, the correctional service, para-statal enterprises, Regional Councils 
and Local Authorities.
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[Sub-Article (2)(b) is amended by the 
Namibian Constitution Second Amendment Act 7 of 2010.]

Article 48 Vacation of Seats

(1) Members of the National Assembly shall vacate their seats:

(a) if they cease to have the qualifications which rendered them eligible to be 
members of the National Assembly;

(b) if the political party which nominated them to sit in the National Assembly 
informs the Speaker that such members are no longer members of such 
political party;

(c) if they resign their seats in writing addressed to the Speaker;

(d) if they are removed by the National Assembly pursuant to its rules and 
standing orders permitting or requiring such removal for good and sufficient 
reasons;

(e) if they are absent during sittings of the National Assembly for ten (10) 
consecutive sitting days, without having obtained the special leave of the 
National Assembly on grounds specified in its rules and standing orders.

(2) If the seat of a member of the National Assembly is vacated in terms of Sub-
Article (1) hereof, the political party which nominated such member to sit in the 
National Assembly shall be entitled to fill the vacancy by nominating any person 
on the party’s election list compiled for the previous general election, or if there 
be no such person, by nominating any member of the party.

Article 49  Elections

The election of members in terms of Article 46(1)(a) hereof shall be on party lists and 
in accordance with the principles of proportional representation as set out in Schedule 
4 hereof.

Article 50  Duration

Every National Assembly shall continue for a maximum period of five (5) years, but 
it may before the expiry of its term be dissolved by the President by Proclamation as 
provided for in Articles 32(3)(a) and 57(1) hereof.
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Article 51  Speaker

(1) At the first sitting of a newly elected National Assembly, the National Assembly, 
with the Secretary acting as Chairperson, shall elect a member as Speaker. The 
National Assembly shall then elect another member as Deputy-Speaker. The 
Deputy-Speaker shall act as Speaker whenever the Speaker is not available.

(2) The Speaker or Deputy-Speaker shall cease to hold office if he or she ceases to 
be a member of the National Assembly. The Speaker or Deputy-Speaker may be 
removed from office by resolution of the National Assembly, and may resign from 
office or from the National Assembly in writing addressed to the Secretary of the 
National Assembly.

(3) When the office of Speaker or Deputy-Speaker becomes vacant the National 
Assembly shall elect a member to fill the vacancy.

(4) When neither the Speaker nor the Deputy-Speaker is available for duty, the 
National Assembly, with the Secretary acting as Chairperson, shall elect a member 
to act as Speaker.

Article 52  Secretary and other Officers

(1) Subject to the laws of Namibia regulating the employment of Parliamentary staff 
and the directives of the National Assembly, the Speaker shall appoint a person if 
such laws prescribe a different procedure for the appointment of the Secretary, or 
designate the person holding the appropriate post as the Secretary of the National 
Assembly, who shall perform the functions and duties assigned to such Secretary 
by this Constitution or by the Speaker.

 
[Sub-Article (1) is amended by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.]

(2) Subject to the laws governing the control of public monies, the Secretary shall 
perform his or her functions and duties under the control of the Speaker.

(3) The Secretary shall be assisted by officers of the National Assembly who shall be 
appointed in accordance with the laws referred to in Sub-Article (1).

[Sub-Article (3) is amended by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.]
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(4)  The laws referred to in Sub-Article (1) and Article 73A(1), shall create a Parliamentary 
Service Commission which shall be composed in such a manner, perform such 
functions and exercise such powers as may be prescribed by such laws.

[Sub-Article (4) is inserted by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.]

Article 53  Quorum

(1)  Subject to Sub-Article (2) the presence of at least forty-nine (49) members of 
the National Assembly entitled to vote, other than the Speaker or the presiding 
member, shall be necessary to constitute a meeting of the National Assembly 
when any voting is required.

(2) The presence of at least twenty-six (26) members of the National Assembly entitled to 
vote, other than the Speaker or the presiding member, shall be sufficient to constitute 
a meeting of the National Assembly when no voting on any matter is required.

[Article 53 is amended by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.]

Article 54 Casting Vote

In the case of an equality of votes in the National Assembly, the Speaker or the Deputy-
Speaker or the presiding member shall have and may exercise a casting vote.

Article 55  Oath or Affirmation

Every member of the National Assembly shall make and subscribe to an oath or solemn 
affirmation before the Chief Justice, the Deputy-Chief Justice or a Judge designated by 
the Chief Justice for this purpose, in the terms set out in Schedule 3 hereof.

[Article 55 is amended by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.]

Article 56  Assent to Bills

(1) Every bill passed by Parliament in terms of this Constitution in order to acquire 
the status of an Act of Parliament shall require the assent of the President to be 
signified by the signing of the bill and the publication of the Act in the Gazette.
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Chapter 7 – The National Assembly

(2) Where a bill is passed by a majority of two-thirds of all the members of the 
National Assembly and has been confirmed by the National Council the President 
shall be obliged to give his or her assent thereto.

(3) Where a bill is passed by a majority of the members of the National Assembly but 
such majority consists of less than two-thirds of all the members of the National 
Assembly and has been confirmed by the National Council, but the President declines 
to assent to such bill, the President shall communicate such dissent to the Speaker.

(4) If the President has declined to assent to a bill under Sub-Article (3) hereof, the 
National Assembly may reconsider the bill and, if it so decides, pass the bill in the 
form in which it was referred back to it, or in an amended form or it may decline 
to pass the bill. Should the bill then be passed by a majority of the National 
Assembly it will not require further confirmation by the National Council but, if 
the majority consists of less than two-thirds of all the members of the National 
Assembly, the President shall retain his or her power to withhold assent to the bill. 
If the President elects not to assent to the bill, it shall then lapse.

Article 57 Dissolution

(1) The National Assembly may be dissolved by the President on the advice of the 
Cabinet if the Government is unable to govern effectively.

(2) Should the National Assembly be dissolved a national election for a new National 
Assembly and a new President shall take place within a period of ninety (90) days 
from the date of such dissolution.

Article 58 Conduct of Business after Dissolution

Notwithstanding the provisions of Article 57 hereof:

(a) every person who at the date of its dissolution was a member of the National 
Assembly shall remain a member of the National Assembly and remain competent 
to perform the functions of a member until the day immediately preceding the 
first polling day for the election held in pursuance of such dissolution;

(b) the President shall have power to summon Parliament for the conduct of business 
during the period following such dissolution, up to and including the day immediately 
preceding the first polling day for the election held in pursuance of such dissolution, 
in the same manner and in all respects as if the dissolution had not occurred.
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Article 59 Rules of Procedure, Committees and Standing Orders

(1) The National Assembly may make such rules of procedure for the conduct of 
its business and proceedings and may also make such rules for the establishing, 
functioning and procedures of committees, and formulate such standing orders, 
as may appear to it to be expedient or necessary.

(2) The National Assembly shall in its rules of procedure make provision for such 
disclosure as may be considered to be appropriate in regard to the financial or 
business affairs of its members.

(3) For the purposes of exercising its powers and performing its functions any 
committee of the National Assembly established in terms of Sub-Article (1) hereof 
shall have the power to subpoena persons to appear before it to give evidence on 
oath and to produce any documents required by it.

Article 60 Duties, Privileges and Immunities of Members

(1) The duties of the members of the National Assembly shall include the following:

(a) all members of the National Assembly shall maintain the dignity and image 
of the National Assembly both during the sittings of the National Assembly 
as well as in their acts and activities outside the National Assembly;

(b) all members of the National Assembly shall regard themselves as servants 
of the people of Namibia and desist from any conduct by which they seek 
improperly to enrich themselves or alienate themselves from the people.

(2) A private members’ bill may be introduced in the National Assembly if supported 
by one-third of all the members of the National Assembly.

(3) Rules providing for the privileges and immunities of members of the National 
Assembly shall be made by Act of Parliament and all members shall be entitled 
to the protection of such privileges and immunities.

Article 61 Public Access to Sittings

(1) Save as provided in Sub-Article (2) hereof, all meetings of the National Assembly 
shall be held in public and members of the public shall have access to such 
meetings.
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(2) Access by members of the public in terms of Sub-Article (1) hereof may be 
denied if the National Assembly adopts a motion supported by two-thirds of all 
its members excluding such access to members of the public for specified periods 
or in respect of specified matters. Such a motion shall only be considered if it is 
supported by at least one-tenth of all the members of the National Assembly and 
the debate on such motion shall not be open to members of the public.

Article 62 Sessions

(1) The National Assembly shall sit:

(a) at its usual place of sitting determined by the National Assembly, unless 
the Speaker directs otherwise on the grounds of public interest, security or 
convenience;

(b) for at least two (2) sessions during each year, to commence and terminate 
on such dates as the National Assembly from time to time determines;

(c) for such special sessions as directed by Proclamation by the President from 
time to time.

(2) During such sessions the National Assembly shall sit on such days and during 
such times of the day or night as the National Assembly by its rules and standing 
orders may provide.

(3) The day of commencement of any session of the National Assembly may be altered 
by Proclamation by the President, if the President is requested to do so by the 
Speaker on grounds of public interest or convenience.

Article 63 Functions and Powers

(1) The National Assembly, as the principal legislative authority in and over Namibia, 
shall have the power, subject to this Constitution, to make and repeal laws for the 
peace, order and good government of the country in the best interest of the people 
of Namibia.

(2) The National Assembly shall further have the power and function, subject to this 
Constitution:

(a) to approve budgets for the effective government and administration of the 
country;
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(b) to provide for revenue and taxation;

(c) to take such steps as it considers expedient to uphold and defend this 
Constitution and the laws of Namibia and to advance the objectives of 
Namibian independence;

(d) to consider and decide whether or not to succeed to such international 
agreements as may have been entered into prior to Independence by admin-
istrations within Namibia in which the majority of the Namibian people 
have historically not enjoyed democratic representation and participation;

(e) to agree to the ratification of or accession to international agreements which 
have been negotiated and signed in terms of Article 32(3)(e) hereof;

(f) to receive reports on the activities of the Executive, including para-statal 
enterprises, and from time to time to require any senior official thereof to 
appear before any of the committees of the National Assembly to account 
for and explain his or her acts and programmes;

(g) to initiate, approve or decide to hold a referendum on matters of national 
concern;

(h) to debate and to advise the President in regard to any matters which by this 
Constitution the President is authorised to deal with;

(i) to remain vigilant and vigorous for the purposes of ensuring that the scourges 
of apartheid, tribalism and colonialism do not again manifest themselves 
in any form in a free and independent Namibia and to protect and assist 
disadvantaged citizens of Namibia who have historically been the victims 
of these pathologies;

(j) generally to exercise any other functions and powers assigned to it by this 
Constitution or any other law and any other functions incidental thereto.

Article 64 Withholding of Presidential Assent

(1) Subject to the provisions of this Constitution, the President shall be entitled to 
withhold his or her assent to a bill approved by the National Assembly if in the 
President’s opinion such bill would upon adoption conflict with the provisions of 
this Constitution.
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(2) Should the President withhold assent on the grounds of such opinion, he or she 
shall so inform the Speaker who shall inform the National Assembly thereof, and 
the Attorney-General, who may then take appropriate steps to have the matter 
decided by a competent Court.

(3) Should such Court thereafter conclude that such bill is not in conflict with the 
provisions of this Constitution, the President shall assent to the said bill if it was 
passed by the National Assembly by a two-thirds majority of all its members. If 
the bill was not passed with such majority, the President may withhold his or her 
assent to the bill, in which event the provisions of Article 56(3) and (4) hereof 
shall apply.

(4) Should such Court conclude that the disputed bill would be in conflict with any 
provisions of this Constitution, the said bill shall be deemed to have lapsed and 
the President shall not be entitled to assent thereto.

Article 65  Signature and Enrolment of Acts

(1) When any bill has become an Act of Parliament as a result of its having been 
passed by Parliament, signed by the President and published in the Gazette, the 
Secretary of the National Assembly shall promptly cause two (2) fair copies of 
such Act in the English language to be enrolled in the office of the Registrar of the 
Supreme Court and such copies shall be conclusive evidence of the provisions of 
the Act.

(2) The public shall have the right of access to such copies subject to such regulations 
as may be prescribed by Parliament to protect the durability of the said copies and 
the convenience of the Registrar’s staff.

Article 66  Customary and Common Law

(1) Both the customary law and the common law of Namibia in force on the date 
of Independence shall remain valid to the extent to which such customary or 
common law does not conflict with this Constitution or any other statutory 
law.

(2) Subject to the terms of this Constitution, any part of such common law or cus-
tomary law may be repealed or modified by Act of Parliament, and the appli-
cation thereof may be confined to particular parts of Namibia or to particular 
periods.
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Article 67  Requisite Majorities

Save as provided in this Constitution, a simple majority of votes cast in the National 
Assembly shall be sufficient for the passage of any bill or resolution of the National 
Assembly.

CHAPTER 8

The National Council

Article 68 Establishment

There shall be a National Council which shall have the powers and functions set out in 
this Constitution.

Article 69 Composition

(1) The National Council shall consist of three (3) members from each region referred 
to in Article 102 hereof, to be elected from amongst their members by the Regional 
Council for such region.

[Sub-Article (1) is amended by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.]

(2) The elections of members of the National Council shall be conducted according 
to procedures to be prescribed by Act of Parliament.

Article 70 Term of Office of Members

(1) Members of the National Council shall hold their seats for five (5) years from the 
date of their election and shall be eligible for re-election.

[Sub-Article (1) is amended by the 
Namibian Constitution Second Amendment Act 7 of 2010.]

(2) When a seat of a member of the National Council becomes vacant through death, 
resignation or disqualification, an election for a successor to occupy the vacant 
seat until the expiry of the predecessor’s term of office shall be held, except in 
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the instance where such vacancy arises less than six (6) months before the expiry 
of the term of the National Council, in which instance such vacancy need not be 
filled. Such election shall be held in accordance with the procedures prescribed 
by the Act of Parliament referred to in Article 69(2) hereof.

Article 71 Oath or Affirmation

Every member of the National Council shall make and subscribe to an oath or solemn 
affirmation before the Chief Justice, or a Judge designated by the Chief Justice for this 
purpose, in the terms set out in Schedule 3 hereof.

Article 72 Qualifications of Members

No person shall be qualified to be a member of the National Council if he or she is an 
elected member of a Local Authority, and unless he or she is qualified under Article 
47(1)(a) to (e) hereof to be a member of the National Assembly.

Article 73  Chairperson and Vice-Chairperson

(1) At the first sitting of a newly elected National Council, the National Council, with 
the Secretary acting as Chairperson, shall elect a member as Chairperson.

(2) The National Council shall then elect another member as Vice-Chairperson.

(3) Subject to Sub-Article (4), the Chairperson, or in his or her absence the Vice-
Chairperson, shall preside over sessions of the National Council.

(4) If neither the Chairperson nor the Vice-Chairperson is present at any session, the 
National Council, with the Secretary acting as Chairperson, shall elect a member 
to act as Chairperson.

[Article 73 is substituted by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.]

Article 73A  Secretary and other Officers

(1) Subject to the laws of Namibia regulating the appointment of Parliamentary staff, 
and the directives of the National Council, the Chairperson shall appoint or if 
such laws prescribe a different procedure for the appointment of the Secretary, 
designate the person holding the appropriate post as the Secretary of the National 
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Council, who shall perform the functions and duties assigned to such Secretary 
by this Constitution or by the Chairperson.

(2) Subject to the laws governing the control of public monies, the Secretary shall 
perform his or her functions and duties under the control of the Chairperson.

(3) The Secretary shall be assisted by officers of the National Council who shall be 
persons appointed in accordance with the laws referred to in Sub-Article (1).

[Article 73A is inserted by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.]

Article 74 Powers and Functions

(1) The National Council shall have the power to:

(a) consider in terms of Article 75 hereof all bills passed by the National 
Assembly;

(b) investigate and report to the National Assembly on any subordinate legis-
lation, reports and documents which under law must be tabled in the 
National Assembly and which are referred to it by the National Assembly 
for advice;

(c) recommend legislation on matters of regional concern for submission to 
and consideration by the National Assembly;

(d) perform any other functions assigned to it by the National Assembly or by 
an Act of Parliament.

(2) The National Council shall have the power to establish committees and to adopt 
its own rules and procedures for the exercise of its powers and the performance of 
its functions. A committee of the National Council shall be entitled to conduct all 
such hearings and collect such evidence as it considers necessary for the exercise 
of the National Council’s powers of review and investigations, and for such 
purposes shall have the powers referred to in Article 59(3) hereof.

(3) The National Council shall in its rules of procedure make provision for such 
disclosure as may be considered to be appropriate in regard to the financial or 
business affairs of its members.
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(4) The duties of the members of the National Council shall include the following:

(a) all members of the National Council shall maintain the dignity and image 
of the National Council both during the sittings of the National Council as 
well as in their acts and activities outside the National Council;

(b) all members of the National Council shall regard themselves as servants 
of the people of Namibia and desist from any conduct by which they seek 
improperly to enrich themselves or alienate themselves from the people.

(5) Rules providing for the privileges and immunities of members of the National 
Council shall be made by Act of Parliament and all members shall be entitled to 
the protection of such privileges and immunities.

Article 75 Review of Legislation

(1) All bills passed by the National Assembly shall be referred by the Speaker to the 
National Council.

(2) The National Council shall consider bills referred to it under Sub-Article (1) hereof 
and shall submit reports thereon with its recommendations to the Speaker.

(3) If in its report to the Speaker the National Council confirms a bill, the Speaker 
shall refer it to the President to enable the President to deal with it under Articles 
56 and 64 hereof.

(4) (a) If the National Council in its report to the Speaker recommends that the bill 
be passed subject to amendments proposed by it, such bill shall be referred 
by the Speaker back to the National Assembly.

(b) If a bill is referred back to the National Assembly under Sub-Article (a) 
hereof, the National Assembly may reconsider the bill and may make any 
amendments thereto, whether proposed by the National Council or not. 
If the bill is again passed by the National Assembly, whether in the form in 
which it was originally passed, or in an amended form, the bill shall not 
again be referred to the National Council, but shall be referred by the Speaker 
to the President to enable it to be dealt with under Articles 56 and 64 hereof.

(4A) Sub-Article (4) shall mutatis mutandis apply to bills dealing with the levying of 
taxes or the appropriation of public monies subject thereto that the National Council 
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may only propose corrections to such bills for consideration by the National 
Assembly and that any reference in Sub-Article (4) hereof to “amendments” shall 
be construed to refer to “corrections”.

[Sub-Article (4A) is inserted by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.]

(5) (a) If a majority of two-thirds of all the members of the National Council objects 
to the principle of a bill, this shall be mentioned in its report to the Speaker. In 
that event, the report shall also indicate whether or not the National Council 
proposes that amendments be made to the bill, if the principle of the bill is 
confirmed by the National Assembly under Sub-Article (b) hereof, and if 
amendments are proposed, details thereof shall be set out in the report.

(b) If the National Council in its report objects to the principle of the bill, the 
National Assembly shall be required to reconsider the principle. If upon 
such reconsideration the National Assembly reaffirms the principle of the 
bill by a majority of two-thirds of all its members, the principle of the bill 
shall no longer be an issue. If such two-thirds majority is not obtained in 
the National Assembly, the bill shall lapse.

(6) (a) If the National Assembly reaffirms the principle of the bill under Sub-Article 
5(b) hereof by a majority of two-thirds of all its members, and the report 
of the National Council proposed that in such event amendments be made 
to the bill, the National Assembly shall then deal with the amendments 
proposed by the National Council, and in that event the provisions of Sub-
Article 4(b) shall apply mutatis mutandis.

(b) If the National Assembly reaffirms the principle of the bill under Sub-Article 
5(b) hereof by a majority of two-thirds of all its members, and the report 
of the National Council did not propose that in such event amendments be 
made to the bill, the National Council shall be deemed to have confirmed 
the bill, and the Speaker shall refer the bill to the President to be dealt with 
under Articles 56 and 64 hereof.

(7) Sub-Articles (5) and (6) hereof shall not apply to bills dealing with the levying of 
taxes or the appropriation of public monies.

(8) The National Council shall report to the Speaker on all bills dealing with the 
levying of taxes or appropriations of public monies within thirty (30) days of the 
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date on which such bills were referred to it by the Speaker, and on all other bills 
within three (3) months of the date of referral by the Speaker, failing which the 
National Council will be deemed to have confirmed such bills and the Speaker 
shall then refer them promptly to the President to enable the President to deal 
with the bills under Articles 56 and 64 hereof.

(9) If the President withholds his or her assent to any bill under Article 56 hereof 
and the bill is then dealt with in terms of that Article, and is again passed by the 
National Assembly in the form in which it was originally passed or in an amended 
form, such bill shall not again be referred to the National Council, but shall be 
referred by the Speaker directly to the President to enable the bill to be dealt with 
in terms of Articles 56 and 64 hereof.

Article 76  Quorum

(1) Subject to Sub-Article (2), the presence of a majority of the total number of 
members of the National Council as required by Article 69, shall be necessary to 
constitute a meeting of the National Council for the exercise of its powers and the 
performance of its functions when any voting is required.

(2) The presence of at least a third of the total number of members of the National 
Council as required by Article 69, shall be sufficient to constitute a meeting of the 
National Council when no voting on any matter is required.

[Article 76 is substituted by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.]

Article 77  Voting

Save as is otherwise provided in this Constitution, all questions in the National Council 
shall be determined by a majority of the votes cast by members present other than the 
Chairperson, or in his or her absence the Vice-Chairperson or the member presiding at 
that session, who shall, however, have and may exercise a casting vote in the case of an 
equality of votes.
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CHAPTER 9

The Administration of Justice

Article 78  The Judiciary

(1) The judicial power shall be vested in the Courts of Namibia, which shall consist 
of:

(a) a Supreme Court of Namibia;

(b) a High Court of Namibia;

(c) Lower Courts of Namibia.

(2) The Courts shall be independent and subject only to this Constitution and the law.

(3) No member of the Cabinet or the Legislature or any other person shall interfere 
with Judges or judicial officers in the exercise of their judicial functions, and 
all organs of the State shall accord such assistance as the Courts may require to 
protect their independence, dignity and effectiveness, subject to the terms of this 
Constitution or any other law.

(4) The Supreme Court and the High Court shall have the inherent jurisdiction which 
vested in the Supreme Court of South-West Africa immediately prior to the date 
of Independence, including the power to regulate their own procedures and to 
make court rules for that purpose.

(5) The financial and other administrative matters of the High Court and Supreme 
Court shall be performed in such a manner that the independence of the Judiciary 
can be effectively and practically promoted and guaranteed by means of appropriate 
legislative and administrative measures.

[Sub-Article (5) is inserted by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.]

(6) In accordance with the relevant laws, an accounting officer shall be designated 
who shall subject to the direction and control of the Chief Justice, perform the 
functions of an accounting officer as head of the administration of the Judiciary 

Chapter 9 – The Administration of Justice
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with the assistance of such other staff members designated from the public service 
for such purpose.

[Sub-Article (6) is inserted by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.]

(7) The Chief Justice shall supervise the Judiciary, exercise responsibility over the 
Judiciary, and monitor the norms and standards for the exercise of the judicial 
functions of all Courts.

[Sub-Article (7) is inserted by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.]

Article 79 The Supreme Court

(1) The Supreme Court shall consist of a Chief Justice, a Deputy-Chief Justice 
who shall deputise the Chief Justice in the performance of his or her functions 
under this Constitution or any other law, and such additional Judges as the 
President, acting on the recommendation of the Judicial Service Commission, 
may determine.

[Sub-Article (1) is amended by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.]

(2) The Supreme Court shall be presided over by the Chief Justice and shall hear and 
adjudicate upon appeals emanating from the High Court, including appeals which 
involve the interpretation, implementation and upholding of this Constitution and 
the fundamental rights and freedoms guaranteed thereunder. The Supreme Court 
shall also deal with matters referred to it for decision by the Attorney-General 
under this Constitution, and with such other matters as may be authorised by Act 
of Parliament.

(3) Three (3) Judges shall constitute a quorum of the Supreme Court when it hears 
appeals or deals with matters referred to it by the Attorney-General under this 
Constitution: provided that provision may be made by Act of Parliament for a 
lesser quorum in circumstances in which a Judge seized of an appeal dies or 
becomes unable to act at any time prior to judgment.

(4) The jurisdiction of the Supreme Court with regard to appeals shall be determined 
by Act of Parliament.
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Article 80 The High Court

(1)  The High Court shall consist of a Judge-President, who shall be the Deputy-
Chief Justice referred to in Article 79(1) hereof and an ex officio Judge of the 
Supreme Court, such Deputy Judges-President and such additional Judges as the 
President, acting on the recommendation of the Judicial Service Commission, 
may determine.

[Sub-Article (1) is substituted by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.]

(2) The High Court shall have original jurisdiction to hear and adjudicate upon 
all civil disputes and criminal prosecutions, including cases which involve 
the interpretation, implementation and upholding of this Constitution and 
the fundamental rights and freedoms guaranteed thereunder. The High Court 
shall also have jurisdiction to hear and adjudicate upon appeals from Lower 
Courts.

(3) The jurisdiction of the High Court with regard to appeals shall be determined by 
Act of Parliament.

Article 81  Binding Nature of Decisions of the Supreme Court

A decision of the Supreme Court shall be binding on all other Courts of Namibia and all 
persons in Namibia unless it is reversed by the Supreme Court itself, or is contradicted 
by an Act of Parliament lawfully enacted.

Article 82  Appointment of Judges

(1) All appointments of Judges to the Supreme Court and the High Court shall be 
made by the President on the recommendation of the Judicial Service Commission 
and upon appointment Judges shall make an oath or affirmation of office in the 
terms set out in Schedule 1 hereof.

(2) At the request of the Chief Justice the President may appoint Acting Judges of the 
Supreme Court to fill casual vacancies in the Court from time to time, or as ad 
hoc appointments to sit in cases involving constitutional issues or the guarantee 
of fundamental rights and freedoms, if in the opinion of the Chief Justice it is 
desirable that such persons should be appointed to hear such cases by reason of 
their special knowledge of or expertise in such matters.
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(3) At the request of the Judge-President, the President may appoint Acting Judges of 
the High Court from time to time to fill casual vacancies in the Court, or to enable 
the Court to deal expeditiously with its work.

(4) All Judges, except Acting Judges, appointed under this Constitution shall hold 
office until the age of sixty-five (65) but the President shall be entitled to extend 
the retiring age of any Judge to seventy (70): provided that non-Namibian citizens 
are appointed as Judges under a fixed term contract of employment.

[Sub-Article (4) is amended by the 
Namibian Constitution Second Amendment Act 7 of 2010.]

Article 83  Lower Courts

(1) Lower Courts shall be established by Act of Parliament and shall have the jurisdic tion 
and adopt the procedures prescribed by such Act and regulations made thereunder.

(2) Lower Courts shall be presided over by Magistrates or other judicial officers 
appointed in accordance with procedures prescribed by Act of Parliament.

(3)  A Magistrates Commission, responsible for the transfer, discipline, removal, remu-
neration and other conditions of service of Magistrates, subject to this Constitution, 
shall be established by Act of Parliament which Act shall further describe its powers, 
functions and duties.

[Sub-Article (3) is inserted by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014,  
which provides the following transitional provision in section 45(1):
“The Magistrates Act, 2003 (Act No. 3 of 2003), is deemed to have been  
enacted in terms of Article 83(3) of the Namibian Constitution.”]

(4) Further commissions may be established by Act of Parliament to regulate matters 
relating to such other Lower Courts as may be established by Act of Parliament.

[Sub-Article (4) is inserted by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.]

Article 84 Removal of Judges from Office

(1) A Judge may be removed from office before the expiry of his or her tenure only by 
the President acting on the recommendation of the Judicial Service Commission.
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(2) Judges may only be removed from office on the ground of mental incapacity or 
for gross misconduct, and in accordance with the provisions of Sub-Article (3) 
hereof.

(3) If the Judicial Service Commission considers that the question of removing a Judge 
of the Supreme Court or the High Court under this Article ought to be investigated, 
it shall establish a tribunal which -

(a) shall consist of a Chairperson and not less than two other members, who 
hold or have held judicial office;

(b) shall enquire into the matter and report on the facts thereof to the Judicial 
Service Commission; and

(c) if the Judicial Service Commission, after due deliberation, advises the 
President to remove the Judge for any reason referred to in Sub-Article (2), 
the President must remove such Judge from office.

[Sub-Article (3) is substituted by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.]

(4) If the deliberations of the Judicial Service Commission pursuant to this Article 
involve the conduct of a member of the Judicial Service Commission, such Judge 
shall not participate in the deliberations and the President shall appoint another 
Judge to fill such vacancy.

(5) The Judicial Service Commission may, before establishing a tribunal in terms of Sub-
Article (3), recommend to the President to suspend the Judge under investigation 
from office pending the outcome of the enquiry by the tribunal: Provided that the 
President may on the recommendation of the Judicial Service Commission, revoke 
any suspension.

[Sub-Article (5) is substituted by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.]

Article 85 The Judicial Service Commission

(1) There shall be a Judicial Service Commission consisting of the Chief Justice, 
the Deputy-Chief Justice, the Attorney-General and two members of the legal 
profession nominated in accordance with the provisions of an Act of Parliament 
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by the professional organisation or organisations representing the interests of the 
legal profession in Namibia.

[Sub-Article (1) is amended by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.]

(2) The Judicial Service Commission shall perform such functions as are prescribed 
for it by this Constitution or any other law.

(3) The Judicial Service Commission shall be entitled to make such rules and 
regulations for the purposes of regulating its procedures and functions as are not 
inconsistent with this Constitution or any other law.

(4) Any casual vacancy in the Judicial Service Commission may be filled by the 
Chief Justice or in his or her absence by the Deputy-Chief Justice.

[Sub-Article (4) is amended by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.]

(5)  A quorum at a meeting of the Judicial Service Commission shall be three members.

[Sub-Article (5) is inserted by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.]

Article 86 The Attorney-General

There shall be an Attorney-General appointed by the President in accordance with the 
provisions of Article 32(3)(1)(cc) hereof.

Article 87 Powers and Functions of the Attorney-General

The powers and functions of the Attorney-General shall be:

(a) to exercise the final responsibility for the office of the Prosecutor-General;

(b) to be the principal legal adviser to the President and Government;

(c) to take all action necessary for the protection and upholding of the Constitution;

(d) to perform all such functions and duties as may be assigned to the Attorney-General 
by Act of Parliament.
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Article 88 The Prosecutor-General

(1) There shall be a Prosecutor-General appointed by the President on the recom-
mendation of the Judicial Service Commission. No person shall be eligible for 
appointment as Prosecutor-General unless such person:

(a) possesses legal qualifications that would entitle him or her to practise in all 
the Courts of Namibia;

(b) is, by virtue of his or her experience, conscientiousness and integrity, a fit 
and proper person to be entrusted with the responsibilities of the office of 
Prosecutor-General.

(2) The powers and functions of the Prosecutor-General shall be:

(a) to prosecute, subject to the provisions of this Constitution, in the name of 
the Republic of Namibia in criminal proceedings;

(b) to prosecute and defend appeals in criminal proceedings in the High Court 
and the Supreme Court;

(c) to perform all functions relating to the exercise of such powers;

(d) to delegate to other officials, subject to his or her control and direction, 
authority to conduct criminal proceedings in any Court;

(e) to perform all such other functions as may be assigned to him or her in 
terms of any other law.

Article 88A Removal of Prosecutor-General from office

(1) The Prosecutor-General may be removed from office before the expiry of his or 
her term of office by the President acting on the recommendation of the Judicial 
Service Commission.

(2) The Prosecutor-General may only be removed from office on the ground of 
incapacity or for gross misconduct, and in accordance with the provisions of Sub-
Article (3) hereof.

(3) If the Judicial Service Commission considers that the question of removing the 
Prosecutor-General under this Article ought to be investigated it shall establish a 
tribunal which -
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(a) shall consist of a Chairperson and not less than two other members, who 
hold or have held judicial office;

(b) shall enquire into the matter and report on the facts thereof to the Judicial 
Service Commission; and

(c) if after considering that report, the Judicial Service Commission, after 
due deliberation, recommends that the President removes the Prosecutor-
General for any reason referred to in Sub-Article (2), the President must 
remove the Prosecutor-General from office.

[Article 88A is inserted by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.]

CHAPTER 10

The Ombudsman

Article 89 Establishment and Independence

(1) There shall be an Ombudsman, who shall have the powers and functions set out 
in this Constitution.

(2) The Ombudsman shall be independent and subject only to this Constitution and 
the law.

(3) No member of the Cabinet or the Legislature or any other person shall interfere 
with the Ombudsman in the exercise of his or her functions and all organs of 
the State shall accord such assistance as may be needed for the protection of the 
independence, dignity and effectiveness of the Ombudsman.

(4) The Ombudsman shall either be a Judge of Namibia, or a person possessing the legal 
qualifications which would entitle him or her to practise in all the Courts of Namibia.

Article 90 Appointment and Term of Office

(1) The Ombudsman shall be appointed by Proclamation by the President on the 
recommendation of the Judicial Service Commission.
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(2) The Ombudsman shall hold office until the age of sixty-five (65) but the President 
may extend the retiring age of any Ombudsman to seventy (70).

Article 91 Functions

The functions of the Ombudsman shall be defined and prescribed by an Act of Parliament 
and shall include the following:

(a) the duty to investigate complaints concerning alleged or apparent instances of 
violations of fundamental rights and freedoms, abuse of power, unfair, harsh, 
insensitive or discourteous treatment of an inhabitant of Namibia by an official 
in the employ of any organ of Government (whether central or local), manifest 
injustice, or conduct by such official which would properly be regarded as unlawful, 
oppressive or unfair in a democratic society;

[Sub-Article (a) is amended by the 
Namibian Constitution Second Amendment Act 7 of 2010.]

(b) the duty to investigate complaints concerning the functioning of the Public Service 
Commission, administrative organs of the State, the defence force, the police 
force and the correctional service in so far as such complaints relate to the failure 
to achieve a balanced structuring of such services or equal access by all to the 
recruitment of such services or fair administration in relation to such services;

[Sub-Article (b) is amended by the 
Namibian Constitution Second Amendment Act 7 of 2010.]

(c) the duty to investigate complaints concerning the over-utilization of living natural 
resources, the irrational exploitation of non-renewable resources, the degradation 
and destruction of ecosystems and failure to protect the beauty and character of 
Namibia;

(d) the duty to investigate complaints concerning practices and actions by persons, 
enterprises and other private institutions where such complaints allege that 
violations of fundamental rights and freedoms under this Constitution have taken 
place;

(e) the duty and power to take appropriate action to call for the remedying, correction 
and reversal of instances specified in the preceding Sub-Articles through such 
means as are fair, proper and effective, including:
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(aa) negotiation and compromise between the parties concerned;

(bb) causing the complaint and his or her finding thereon to be reported 
to the superior of an offending person;

(cc) referring the matter to the Prosecutor-General;

(dd)  bringing proceedings in a competent Court for an interdict or some other 
suitable remedy to secure the termination of the offending action or 
conduct, or the abandonment or alteration of the offending procedures;

(ee) bringing proceedings to interdict the enforcement of such legislation 
or regulation by challenging its validity if the offending action or 
conduct is sought to be justified by subordinate legislation or regu-
lation which is grossly unreasonable or otherwise ultra vires;

(ff) reviewing such laws as were in operation before the date of Inde-
pendence in order to ascertain whether they violate the letter or the 
spirit of this Constitution and to make consequential recommendations 
to the President, the Cabinet or the Attorney-General for appropriate 
action following thereupon;

(f) the duty to investigate vigorously all instances of alleged or suspected misap-
propriation of public monies by officials and to take appropriate steps, including 
reports to the Prosecutor-General and the Auditor-General pursuant thereto;

[Sub-Article (f) is amended by the 
Namibian Constitution Second Amendment Act 7 of 2010.]

(g) the duty to report annually to the National Assembly on the exercise of his 
or her powers and functions.

Article 92 Powers of Investigation

The powers of the Ombudsman shall be defined by Act of Parliament and shall include 
the power:

(a) to issue subpoenas requiring the attendance of any person before the Ombudsman 
and the production of any document or record relevant to any investigation by the 
Ombudsman;
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(b) to cause any person contemptuous of any such subpoena to be prosecuted before 
a competent Court;

(c) to question any person;

(d) to require any person to co-operate with the Ombudsman and to disclose truth-
fully and frankly any information within his or her knowledge relevant to any 
investigation of the Ombudsman.

Article 93 Meaning of “Official”

For the purposes of this Chapter the word “official” shall, unless the context otherwise 
indicates, include any elected or appointed official or employee of any organ of the 
central or local Government, any official of a para-statal enterprise owned or managed 
or controlled by the State, or in which the State or the Government has substantial 
interest, or any officer of the defence force, the police force or the correctional service, 
but shall not include a Judge of the Supreme Court or High Court or, in so far as a 
complaint concerns the performance of a judicial function, any other judicial officer.

[Article 93 is amended by the
Namibian Constitution Second Amendment Act 7 of 2010.]

Article 94 Removal from Office

(1) The Ombudsman may be removed from office before the expiry of his or her term 
of office by the President acting on the recommendation of the Judicial Service 
Commission.

(2) The Ombudsman may only be removed from office on the ground of mental 
incapacity or for gross misconduct, and in accordance with the provisions of Sub-
Article (3) hereof.

(3) If the Judicial Service Commission considers that the question of removing the 
Ombudsman under this Article ought to be investigated it shall establish a tribunal 
which -

(a) shall consist of a Chairperson and not less than two other members, who hold 
or have held judicial office;

(b) shall enquire into the matter and report on the facts thereof to the Judicial 
Service Commission; and
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(c) if after considering that report, the Judicial Service Commission, after due 
deliberation, recommends that the President removes the Ombudsman for 
any reason referred to in Sub-Article (2), the President must remove the 
Ombudsman from office.

[Sub-Article (3) is substituted by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.]

(4) 

[Sub-Article (4) is deleted by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.]

CHAPTER 10A

Anti-Corruption Measures
[Chapter 10A, comprising Article 94A, is inserted by the 

Namibian Constitution Second Amendment Act 7 of 2010.]

Article 94A  Anti-Corruption Measures

(1)  The State shall put in place administrative and legislative measures necessary to 
prevent and combat corruption.

(2)  There shall be established by an Act of Parliament an Anti-Corruption Commission 
with its powers and functions provided for in such Act.

(3)  The Anti-Corruption Commission shall be an independent and impartial body.

(4)  The Anti-Corruption Commission shall consist of a Director-General, a Deputy 
Director-General and other staff members of the Commission.

[Sub-Article (4) is substituted by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.]

(5)  The National Assembly shall appoint the Director-General of the Anti-Corruption 
Commission and the Deputy Director-General upon nomination by the President.
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[Sub-Article (5) is substituted by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.]

(6)  The Director-General of the Anti-Corruption Commission and the Deputy Director-
General shall be appointed for a period of five (5) years and their qualifications 
for appointment and conditions and termination of service shall be determined in 
accordance with an Act of Parliament.

[Sub-Article (6) is substituted by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.]

[Article 94A is inserted by the 
Namibian Constitution Second Amendment Act 7 of 2010, 
which provides the following transitional provision: 

“16. The Anti-Corruption Act, 2003 (Act No. 8 of 2003), is deemed to 
have been enacted pursuant to Article 94A, and -
(a)  the Anti-Corruption Commission established by that Act and which exists 

at the commencement of this Act is deemed to have been established as 
contemplated in that Article and continues to exist;

(b)  the Director of the Anti-Corruption Commission and the Deputy Director 
holding office at the commencement of this Act by virtue of their appoint-
ment under that Act continue to so hold office and are deemed to have been 
appointed in terms of that Article;

(c)  anything made or done in terms of or under that Act continues as such and 
is not affected by this Act.”]

CHAPTER 10B

Electoral Commission of Namibia 
[Chapter 10B, comprising Article 94B, is inserted by the 

Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.] 

Article 94B Electoral Commission of Namibia

(1) There shall be an Electoral Commission of Namibia which shall be the exclusive 
body to direct, supervise, manage and control the conduct of elections and referenda, 
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subject to this Constitution, and an Act of Parliament shall further define its powers, 
functions and duties.

(2) The Electoral Commission of Namibia shall be an independent, transparent and 
impartial body.

(3) The Electoral Commission of Namibia shall consist of five Commissioners, 
including the Chairperson, appointed by the President with the approval of the 
National Assembly, and such Commissioners shall be entitled to serve for a five 
(5) year term: Provided that no Commissioner shall serve more than two (2) 
terms.

(4) Subject to Sub-Article (3), the Chairperson shall serve in a full-time capacity for 
a term of five (5) years and shall be eligible for reappointment.

(5) The depository of the records, minutes, documents of the Electoral Commission 
of Namibia, as well as the electoral and referenda materials shall be the Chief 
Electoral and Referenda Officer.

(6) The qualifications for appointment, conditions and termination of service for the 
Chairperson, Commissioners and the Chief Electoral and Referenda Officer shall 
be determined in accordance with an Act of Parliament.

[Article 94B is inserted by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.]

CHAPTER 11

Principles of State Policy

Article 95 Promotion of the Welfare of the People

The State shall actively promote and maintain the welfare of the people by adopting, 
inter alia, policies aimed at the following:

(a) enactment of legislation to ensure equality of opportunity for women, to enable 
them to participate fully in all spheres of Namibian society; in particular, the 
Government shall ensure the implementation of the principle of non-discrimination 
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in remuneration of men and women; further, the Government shall seek, through 
appropriate legislation, to provide maternity and related benefits for women;

(b) enactment of legislation to ensure that the health and strength of the workers, men 
and women, and the tender age of children are not abused and that citizens are not 
forced by economic necessity to enter vocations unsuited to their age and strength;

(c) active encouragement of the formation of independent trade unions to protect 
workers’ rights and interests, and to promote sound labour relations and fair 
employment practices;

(d) membership of the International Labour Organisation (ILO) and, where possible, 
adherence to and action in accordance with the international Conventions and 
Recommendations of the ILO;

(e) ensurance that every citizen has a right to fair and reasonable access to public 
facilities and services in accordance with the law;

(f) ensurance that senior citizens are entitled to and do receive a regular pension 
adequate for the maintenance of a decent standard of living and the enjoyment of 
social and cultural opportunities;

(g) enactment of legislation to ensure that the unemployed, the incapacitated, the 
indigent and the disadvantaged are accorded such social benefits and amenities 
as are determined by Parliament to be just and affordable with due regard to the 
resources of the State;

(h) a legal system seeking to promote justice on the basis of equal opportunity by 
providing free legal aid in defined cases with due regard to the resources of the 
State;

(i) ensurance that workers are paid a living wage adequate for the maintenance of a 
decent standard of living and the enjoyment of social and cultural opportunities;

(j) consistent planning to raise and maintain an acceptable level of nutrition and 
standard of living of the Namibian people and to improve public health;

(k) encouragement of the mass of the population through education and other activities 
and through their organisations to influence Government policy by debating its 
decisions;
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(l) maintenance of ecosystems, essential ecological processes and biological diversity 
of Namibia and utilization of living natural resources on a sustainable basis for the 
benefit of all Namibians, both present and future; in particular, the Government 
shall provide measures against the dumping or recycling of foreign nuclear and 
toxic waste on Namibian territory.

Article 96 Foreign Relations

The State shall endeavour to ensure that in its international relations it:

(a) adopts and maintains a policy of non-alignment;

(b) promotes international co-operation, peace and security;

(c) creates and maintains just and mutually beneficial relations among nations;

(d) fosters respect for international law and treaty obligations;

(e) encourages the settlement of international disputes by peaceful means.

Article 97  Asylum

The State shall, where it is reasonable to do so, grant asylum to persons who reasonably 
fear persecution on the ground of their political beliefs, race, religion or membership of 
a particular social group.

Article 98  Principles of Economic Order

(1) The economic order of Namibia shall be based on the principles of a mixed 
economy with the objective of securing economic growth, prosperity and a life of 
human dignity for all Namibians.

(2) The Namibian economy shall be based, inter alia, on the following forms of 
ownership:

(a) public;

(b) private;

(c) joint public-private;

Chapter 11 – Principles of State Policy
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(d) co-operative;

(e) co-ownership;

(f) small-scale family.

Article 99  Foreign Investments

Foreign investments shall be encouraged within Namibia subject to the provisions of an 
Investment Code to be adopted by Parliament.

Article 100  Sovereign Ownership of Natural Resources

Land, water and natural resources below and above the surface of the land and in the 
continental shelf and within the territorial waters and the exclusive economic zone of 
Namibia shall belong to the State if they are not otherwise lawfully owned.

Article 101  Application of the Principles contained in this Chapter

The principles of state policy contained in this Chapter shall not of and by themselves 
be legally enforceable by any Court, but shall nevertheless guide the Government 
in making and applying laws to give effect to the fundamental objectives of the said 
principles. The Courts are entitled to have regard to the said principles in interpreting 
any laws based on them.

CHAPTER 12

Regional and Local Government

Article 102  Structures of Regional and Local Government

(1)  For purposes of regional and local government, Namibia shall be divided into 
regional and local units, which shall consist of such region and Local Authorities 
as may be determined and defined by Act of Parliament.

(2) The delineation of the boundaries of the regions and Local Authorities referred to 
in Sub-Article (1) hereof shall be geographical only, without any reference to the 
race, colour or ethnic origin of the inhabitants of such areas.

Chapter 12 – Regional and Local Government
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(3) Every organ of regional and local government shall have a Council as the prin-
cipal governing body, freely elected in accordance with this Constitution and the 
Act of Parliament referred to in Sub-Article (1) hereof, with an executive and 
administration which shall carry out all lawful resolutions and policies of such 
Council, subject to this Constitution and any other relevant laws.

(4) For the purposes of this Chapter, a Local Authority shall include all municipalities, 
communities, village councils and other organs of local government defined and 
constituted by Act of Parliament.

(5) There shall be a Council of Traditional Leaders to be established in terms of an 
Act of Parliament in order to advise the President on the control and utilization 
of communal land and on all such other matters as may be referred to it by the 
President for advice.

Article 103  Establishment of Regional Councils

(1)  The boundaries of regions and constituencies shall be determined by the President 
by Proclamation on the recommendation of the Boundaries Delimitation and 
Demarcation Commission established by Article 104(1) in accordance with the 
principles set out in Article 102(2) hereof.

[Sub-Article (1) is substituted by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.]

(2)  The boundaries of regions and constituencies may be changed, new regions and 
constituencies may be created and regions and constituencies may be merged but 
only in accordance with the procedure provided for in Sub-Article (1).

[Sub-Article (2) is substituted by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.]

(3) A Regional Council shall be established for every region the boundaries of which 
have been determined in accordance with Sub-Articles (1) and (2) hereof.

Article 104 Boundaries Delimitation and Demarcation Commission

(1) There shall be a Boundaries Delimitation and Demarcation Commission which 
shall -

(a) delimit and demarcate the boundaries of Namibia subject to Article 1(4);

Chapter 12 – Regional and Local Government
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(b) recommend the determination of the boundaries and names of regions, 
constituencies and local authorities in accordance with this Constitution 
and the provisions of an Act of Parliament,

and shall report thereon to the President.

(2) The Boundaries Delimitation and Demarcation Commission shall consist of a full-
time Chairperson and other part-time Commissioners as may be appointed by the 
President with the approval of the National Assembly.

(3) An Act of Parliament may further regulate any matter not expressly provided for 
by this Constitution, including the method of arriving at a decision.

[Article 104 is substituted by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.]

Article 105  Composition of Regional Councils

Every Regional Council shall consist of a number of persons determined in accordance with 
the procedure provided for in Article 103(1) for the particular region for which that Regional 
Council has been established, and who are qualified to be elected to the National Council.

[Article 105 is amended by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.]

Article 106  Regional Council Elections

(1) Each region shall be divided into constituencies the boundaries of which shall be fixed 
by the Boundaries Delimitation and Demarcation Commission in accordance with 
the provisions of an Act of Parliament and this Constitution: provided that there shall 
be no fewer than six (6) and no more than twelve (12) constituencies in each region.

[Sub-Article (1) is amended by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.]

(2) Each constituency shall elect one member to the Regional Council for the region 
in which it is situated.

(3) The elections shall be by secret ballot to be conducted in accordance with the 
provisions of an Act of Parliament, and the candidate receiving the most votes 
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in any constituency shall be the elected member of the Regional Council for that 
constituency.

(4) All Regional Council elections for the various regions of Namibia shall be held 
on the same day.

(5) The date for Regional Council elections shall be determined by the President by 
Proclamation in the Gazette.

Article 107 Remuneration and Allowances and Other Benefits of  
Members of Regional Councils

 
Members of Regional Councils are entitled to such remuneration and allowances and 
other benefits as determined in accordance with an Act of Parliament.

[Article 107 is amended by the 
Namibian Constitution Second Amendment Act 7 of 2010.]

Article 108 Powers of Regional Councils

Regional Councils shall have the following powers:

(a) to elect members to the National Council;

(b) to exercise within the region for which they have been constituted such executive 
powers and to perform such duties in connection therewith as may be assigned to 
them by Act of Parliament and as may be delegated to them by the President;

(c) to raise revenue, or share in the revenue raised by the central Government within 
the regions for which they have been established, as may be determined by Act of 
Parliament;

(d) to exercise powers, perform any other functions and make such by-laws or 
regulations as may be determined by Act of Parliament.

Article 109 Management Committees

(1) Each Regional Council shall elect from amongst its members a Management 
Committee, which shall be vested with executive powers in accordance with the 
provisions of an Act of Parliament.
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(2) The Management Committee shall have a Chairperson to be elected by the 
members of the Regional Council at the time that they elect the Management 
Committee, and such Chairperson shall preside at meetings of his or her Regional 
Council.

(3) The Chairperson and the members of the Management Committee shall hold office 
for two (2) years and six (6) months and shall be eligible for re-election.

[Sub-Article (3) is amended by the 
Namibian Constitution Second Amendment Act 7 of 2010.]

Article 110 Administration and Functioning of Regional Councils

(1) The holding and conducting of meetings of Regional Councils, the filling of casual 
vacancies on Regional Councils and the manner of appointing staff members the 
method of determining their conditions of service any other matter relating to 
their employment and the availing of staff members in the public service by the 
Public Service Commission to the Regional Councils, as well as all other matters 
dealing with or incidental to the administration and functioning of Regional 
Councils, shall be determined by Act of Parliament.

[Sub-Article (1), as substituted, appears to omit some commas and the word 
“and”. It should perhaps read as follows, although other grammatically-correct 
constructions are possible:

“(1) The holding and conducting of meetings of Regional Councils, the 
filling of casual vacancies on Regional Councils and the manner of appointing 
staff members, the method of determining their conditions of service and any 
other matter relating to their employment, and the availing of staff members in the 
public service by the Public Service Commission to the Regional Councils, as well 
as all other matters dealing with or incidental to the administration and functioning 
of Regional Councils, shall be determined by Act of Parliament.”]

(2) An Act of Parliament may regulate the employment of staff members to perform 
work for Regional Councils.

(3) The Act referred to in Sub-Article (2) may provide for the employment of staff 
members by regional councils or may provide that staff members are employed 
in the public service and may provide for the manner in which staff members 
employed in the public service are made available to Regional Councils.
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(4) The Act referred to in Sub-Article (2) may also provide for the transfer of staff 
members employed by Regional Councils to the public service and their subsequent 
making available to Regional Councils.

(5) The Act referred to in Sub-Article (2) may also provide for any other matter 
relating to the employment, conditions of service, disciplinary matters of the staff 
members in question and any matter that is necessary, incidental or ancillary to 
the employment of the staff members in question.

[Article 110 is substituted by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.]

Article 110A Regional Governors

(1) The President shall appoint Regional Governors as political heads of the regions, 
and an Act of Parliament shall further prescribe their powers and functions.

(2) Regional Governors shall serve at the pleasure of the President.

(3) Subject to this Constitution or any other law, a Regional Governor shall oversee 
the exercise of any executive function of Government in the region for which 
he or she is the Regional Governor, and he or she shall be the link between the 
central Government and the Regional Council, Local Authorities and Traditional 
Leaders in the region concerned.

(4) In the performance of his or her functions, a Regional Governor may in writing 
require the Regional Council of the region of which he or she is the Regional 
Governor to convene urgent special sessions and address any matter.

(5) A Regional Governor shall attend a meeting of the Regional Council of the region for 
which he or she is the Regional Governor once every year, which meeting shall occur 
after the President and Cabinet attend Parliament in terms of Article 32(2) hereof.

(6) During the meeting referred to in Sub-Article (5), the Regional Governor shall 
address the Regional Council on the state of the region, planned activities of the 
central Government in the region, report on the activities of the central Government 
of the previous year in the region and be available to respond to questions.

(7) The President or the Minister responsible for regional government may assign 
further functions to Regional Governors and Regional Governors shall report to 
the President.
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[Article 110A is inserted by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.]

Article 111 Local Authorities

(1) Local Authorities shall be established in accordance with the provisions of Article 
102 hereof.

(2) The boundaries of Local Authorities, the election of Councils to administer the 
affairs of Local Authorities, the method of electing persons to Local Authority 
Councils, the methods of raising revenue for Local Authorities, the remuneration 
of Local Authority Councillors and all other matters dealing with or incidental to 
the administration and functioning of Local Authorities, shall be determined by 
Act of Parliament.

(3) Persons shall be qualified to vote in elections for Local Authority Councils if such 
persons have been resident within the jurisdiction of a Local Authority for not 
less than one (1) year immediately prior to such election and if such persons are 
qualified to vote in elections for the National Assembly.

(4) Different provisions may be made by the Act of Parliament referred to in Sub-
Article (2) hereof in regard to different types of Local Authorities.

(5) All by-laws or regulations made by Local Authorities pursuant to powers vested 
in them by Act of Parliament shall be tabled in the National Assembly and 
shall cease to be of force if a resolution to that effect is passed by the National 
Assembly.

CHAPTER 13

The Public Service Commission

Article 112 Establishment

(1) There shall be established a Public Service Commission which shall have the 
function of advising the President on the matters referred to in Article 113 hereof 
and of reporting to the National Assembly thereon.

(2) The Public Service Commission shall be independent and act impartially.

Chapter 13 – The Public Service Commission
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(3) The Public Service Commission shall consist of a Chairperson and no fewer than 
three (3) and no more than six (6) other persons nominated by the President and 
appointed by the National Assembly by resolution.

(4) Every member of the Public Service Commission shall be entitled to serve on 
such Commission for a period of five (5) years unless lawfully removed before the 
expiry of that period for good and sufficient reasons in terms of this Constitution 
and procedures to be prescribed by Act of Parliament. Every member of the 
Public Service Commission shall be eligible for reappointment.

Article 113 Functions

The functions of the Public Service Commission shall be defined by Act of Parliament 
and shall include the power:

(a) to advise the President and the Government on:

(aa)  the appointment of suitable persons to specified categories of employ-
ment in the public service, with special regard to the balanced structuring 
thereof;

(bb)  the exercise of adequate disciplinary control over such persons in order to 
assure the fair administration of personnel policy;

(cc) the remuneration of any such persons;

[Sub-Article (a)(cc) is amended by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.]

(dd) all other matters which by law pertain to the public service;

(b) to perform all functions assigned to it by Act of Parliament;

(c) to, if requested by the President to do so, advise the President on the identity, 
availability and suitability of persons to be appointed by the President to offices 
in terms of this Constitution or any other law.

[Sub-Article (c) is amended by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.]

Chapter 13 – The Public Service Commission
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CHAPTER 14

The Security Commission

Article 114  Establishment and Functions

(1) There shall be a Security Commission which shall have the functions -

(a) to make recommendations to the President on the appointment of the Chief of 
the Defence Force, the Inspector-General of Police and the Commissioner-
General of Correctional Service;

(b) to advise the President on any matter on which the President may require 
its advice; and

(c) to perform such other functions as may be assigned to it by an Act of 
Parliament.

(2) The Security Commission shall consist of the Chairperson of the Public Service 
Commission, the Chief of the Defence Force, the Inspector-General of Police, 
the Head of the Intelligence Service, the Commissioner-General of Correctional 
Service and two (2) members of the National Assembly, appointed by the President 
on the recommendation of the National Assembly.

(3) No decision of the Security Commission shall be invalid merely as a result of a 
vacancy on the Commission when that decision has been taken.

[Article 114 is amended by the 
Namibian Constitution Second Amendment Act 7 of 2010 
and substituted by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.]

Chapter 14 – The Security Commission
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CHAPTER 15

The Defence Force, 
The Police Force,  

The Intelligence Service 
and The Correctional Service

[Chapter 15, comprising Articles 115-123, is substituted by the  
Namibian Constitution Second Amendment Act 7 of 2010.

The heading of Chapter 15 is again substituted by the  
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.]

Article 115 Establishment of the Defence Force

(1)  There shall be established by Act of Parliament a Namibian Defence Force with 
prescribed composition, powers, duties and procedures, in order to defend the 
territory and national interests of Namibia.

(2) The President shall be the Commander-in-Chief of the Defence Force and shall 
have all the powers and exercise all the functions necessary for that purpose.

[Article 115 is substituted by the 
Namibian Constitution Second Amendment Act 7 of 2010.] 

Article 116  Chief of the Defence Force

(1) There shall be a Chief of the Defence Force who shall be appointed by the President 
in terms of Article 32(4)(c)(aa) hereof.

(2) The Chief of the Defence Force shall make provision for a balanced structuring 
of the defence force and shall have the power to make suitable appointments to 
the defence force, to cause charges of indiscipline among members of the defence 
force to be investigated and prosecuted and to ensure the efficient administration 
of the defence force.

[Article 116 is substituted by the 
Namibian Constitution Second Amendment Act 7 of 2010.]

Chapter 15 – The Defence Force, Police Force, Intelligence Service and Correctional Service
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Article 117 Removal of the Chief of the Defence Force

The President may remove the Chief of the Defence Force from office for good cause 
and in the public interest and in accordance with the provisions of any Act of Parliament 
which may prescribe procedures considered to be expedient for this purpose.

[Article 117 is substituted by the 
Namibian Constitution Second Amendment Act 7 of 2010.] 

Article 118 Establishment of the Police Force

There shall be established by Act of Parliament a Namibian police force with prescribed 
powers, duties and procedures in order to secure the internal security of Namibia and to 
maintain law and order.

[Article 118 is substituted by the 
Namibian Constitution Second Amendment Act 7 of 2010.] 

Article 119  The Inspector-General of Police

(1) There shall be an Inspector-General of Police who shall be appointed by the 
President in terms of Article 32(4)(c)(bb) hereof.

(2) The Inspector-General of Police shall make provision for a balanced structuring 
of the police force and shall have the power to make suitable appointments to the 
police force, to cause charges of indiscipline among members of the police force 
to be investigated and prosecuted and to ensure the efficient administration of the 
police force.

[Article 119 is substituted by the 
Namibian Constitution Second Amendment Act 7 of 2010.] 

Article 120 Removal of the Inspector-General of Police

The President may remove the Inspector-General of Police from office for good cause 
and in the public interest and in accordance with the provisions of any Act of Parliament 
which may prescribe procedures considered to be expedient for this purpose.

[Article 120 is substituted by the 
Namibian Constitution Second Amendment Act 7 of 2010.] 

Chapter 15 – The Defence Force, Police Force, Intelligence Service and Correctional Service
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Article 120A  Establishment of the Intelligence Service

(1) There shall be established by an Act of Parliament, an Intelligence Service with 
its powers and functions provided for in such Act.

(2) The Act referred to in Sub-Article (1) may also provide for the title by which the 
Head of the Intelligence Service shall be known.

(3) The President shall appoint the Head of the Intelligence Service in terms of 
Article 32(3)(i)(gg).

(4) The Head of the Intelligence Service shall serve at the pleasure of the President 
and shall assume political responsibility for the control and direction of the 
Intelligence Service.

(5) The Head of the Intelligence Service shall be the principal advisor to the President 
and the Government on matters relating to national security and intelligence.

[Article 120A is inserted by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014,
which provides the following transitional provisions in section 45:

“(2) The Namibia Central Intelligence Service Act, 1997 (Act No. 10 of 
1997) is deemed to have been enacted in terms of Article 120A(1) of the Namibian 
Constitution.

(3) The Namibia Central Intelligence Service established by that Act and 
which exists at the commencement of this Act is deemed to have been established as 
contemplated in Article 120A and continues to exist.

(4) The Director-General of the Namibia Central Intelligence Service 
holding office at the commencement of this Act by virtue of his appointment 
under the Act continues to so hold office as the Head of the Intelligence Service 
and is deemed to have been appointed in terms of Article 32(3)(i)(gg).”]

Article 121  Establishment of the Correctional Service

There shall be established by Act of Parliament a Namibian correctional service with 
prescribed powers, duties and procedures.

[Article 121 is substituted by the 
Namibian Constitution Second Amendment Act 7 of 2010.]
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Article 122 Commissioner-General of Correctional Service

(1) There shall be a Commissioner-General of Correctional Service who shall be 
appointed by the President in terms of Article 32(4)(c)(cc) hereof.

(2) The Commissioner-General of Correctional Service shall make provision for a 
balanced structuring of the correctional service and shall have the power to make 
suitable appointments to the correctional service, to cause charges of indiscipline 
among members of the correctional service to be investigated and prosecuted and 
to ensure the efficient administration of the correctional service.

[Article 122 is substituted by the 
Namibian Constitution Second Amendment Act 7 of 2010.]

Article 123  Removal of the Commissioner-General of Correctional Service

The President may remove the Commissioner-General of Correctional Service from office 
for good cause and in the public interest and in accordance with the provisions of any Act of 
Parliament which may prescribe procedures considered to be expedient for this purpose.

[Article 123 is substituted by the 
Namibian Constitution Second Amendment Act 7 of 2010.]

CHAPTER 16

Finance

Article 124 Transfer of Government Assets

The assets mentioned in Schedule 5 hereof shall vest in the Government of Namibia on 
the date of Independence.

Article 125 The State Revenue Fund

(1) The Central Revenue Fund of the mandated territory of South West Africa 
instituted in terms of Section 3 of the Exchequer and Audit Proclamation, 1979 
(Proclamation 85 of 1979) and Section 31(1) of Proclamation R101 of 1985 shall 
continue as the State Revenue Fund of the Republic of Namibia.

Chapter 15 – The Defence Force, Police Force, Intelligence Service and Correctional Service
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[Most of the Exchequer and Audit Proclamation 85 of 1979 (RSA Government 
Gazette 9790) was repealed by the State Finance Act 1 of 1982 (South West Africa 
Official Gazette 4610). The remainder (section 3 as amended) was repealed 
by the South West Africa Legislative and Executive Authority Establishment 
Proclamation, RSA Proclamation R.101 of 1985 (RSA Government Gazette 
9790). RSA Proclamation R.101 of 1985 was repealed by the Repeal of the 
Laws on the National Assembly, the Cabinet and the Constitutional Council 
Proclamation, AG 16 of 1989 (South West Africa Official Gazette 5730).]

(2) All income accruing to the central Government shall be deposited in the State 
Revenue Fund and the authority to dispose thereof shall vest in the Government 
of Namibia.

(3) Nothing contained in Sub-Article (2) hereof shall preclude the enactment of any 
law or the application of any law which provides that:

(a) the Government shall pay any particular monies accruing to it into a fund 
designated for a special purpose; or

(b) any body or institution to which any monies accruing to the State have 
been paid, may retain such monies or portions thereof for the purpose of 
defraying the expenses of such body or institution; or

(c) where necessary, subsidies be allocated to regional and Local Authorities.

(4) No money shall be withdrawn from the State Revenue Fund except in accordance 
with an Act of Parliament.

(5) No body or person other than the Government shall have the power to withdraw 
monies from the State Revenue Fund.

Article 126 Appropriations

(1) The Minister responsible for finance shall, at least once every year and thereafter 
at such interim stages as may be necessary, present for the consideration of the 
National Assembly estimates of revenue, expenditure and income for the prospective 
financial year.

[Sub-Article (1) is amended by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.] 

Chapter 16 – Finance
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(2) The National Assembly shall consider such estimates and pass pursuant thereto 
such Appropriation Acts as are in its opinion necessary to meet the financial 
requirements of the State from time to time.

Article 127 The Auditor-General

(1) There shall be an Auditor-General appointed by the President on the recommen-
dation of the Public Service Commission and with the approval of the National 
Assembly. The Auditor-General shall hold office for five (5) years unless removed 
earlier under Sub-Article (4) hereof or unless he or she resigns. The Auditor-
General shall be eligible for reappointment.

(2) The Auditor-General shall audit the State Revenue Fund and shall perform all 
other functions assigned to him or her by the Government or by Act of Parliament 
and shall report annually to the National Assembly thereon.

(3) The Auditor-General shall not be a member of the public service.

(4) The Auditor-General shall not be removed from office unless a two-thirds majority 
of all the members of the National Assembly vote for such removal on the ground 
of mental incapacity or gross misconduct.

CHAPTER 17

Central Bank and 
National Planning Commission

Article 128 The Central Bank

(1) There shall be established by Act of Parliament a Central Bank of the Republic of 
Namibia which shall serve as the State’s principal instrument to control the money 
supply, the currency and banking institutions and any other financial institutions 
that may be placed under the supervision of the Central Bank by Act of Parliament, 
and to perform all other functions ordinarily performed by a central bank.

[Sub-Article (1) is amended by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.] 
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Chapter 16 – Finance

(2) The Governing Board of the Central Bank shall consist of a Governor, Deputy-
Governors and such other members of the Board as shall be prescribed by Act of 
Parliament, and all members of the Board shall be appointed by the President in 
accordance with procedures prescribed by such Act of Parliament.

[Sub-Article (2) is amended by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.] 

(3) Nothing in this Constitution is construed as to prevent the enactment of any law 
or as affecting the validity of any law assigning the regulation of institutions that 
perform financial services to any member of the public by a body other than the 
Central Bank.

[Sub-Article (3) is inserted by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.  

Article 129  The National Planning Commission

(1) There shall be established in the Presidency a National Planning Commission, 
whose task shall be to plan the priorities and direction of national development.

[Sub-Article (1) is amended by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.] 

(2) There shall be a Director-General of Planning appointed by the President in terms 
of Article 32(3)(i)(dd) hereof, who shall be the head of the National Planning 
Commission and the principal adviser to the President in regard to all matters 
pertaining to economic planning and who shall attend Cabinet meetings at the 
request of the President.

(3) The membership, powers, functions and personnel of the National Planning 
Commission shall be regulated by Act of Parliament.
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Chapter 18 – Coming into Force of the Constitution / Chapter 19 – Amendment of the Constitution

CHAPTER 18

Coming into Force of the Constitution

Article 130  Coming into Force of the Constitution

This Constitution as adopted by the Constituent Assembly shall come into force on the 
date of Independence.

[The date of Independence adopted by the 
Constituent Assembly was 21 March 1990, midnight. 
See Constituent Assembly Debates, Volume 1, 21 November 1989-31 January 1990, 
pages 328-329, “Motion on Independence Day”, 31 January 1990.]

CHAPTER 19

Amendment of the Constitution

Article 131  Entrenchment of Fundamental Rights and Freedoms

No repeal or amendment of any of the provisions of Chapter 3 hereof, in so far as such 
repeal or amendment diminishes or detracts from the fundamental rights and freedoms 
contained and defined in that Chapter, shall be permissible under this Constitution, and 
no such purported repeal or amendment shall be valid or have any force or effect.

Article 132  Repeal and Amendment of the Constitution

(1) Any bill seeking to repeal or amend any provision of this Constitution shall 
indicate the proposed repeals and/or amendments with reference to the specific 
Articles sought to be repealed and/or amended and shall not deal with any matter 
other than the proposed repeals or amendments.

(2) The majorities required in Parliament for the repeal and/or amendment of any of 
the provisions of this Constitution shall be:

(a) two-thirds of all the members of the National Assembly; and

(b) two-thirds of all the members of the National Council.
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Chapter 19 – Amendment of the Constitution

(3)  (a) Notwithstanding the provisions of Sub-Article (2) hereof, if a bill proposing 
a repeal and/or amendment of any of the provisions of this Constitution 
secures a majority of two-thirds of all the members of the National 
Assembly, but fails to secure a majority of two-thirds of all the members 
of the National Council, the President may by Proclamation make the 
bill containing the proposed repeals and/or amendments the subject of a 
national referendum.

(b) The national referendum referred to in Sub-Article (a) hereof shall be 
conducted in accordance with procedures prescribed for the holding of 
referenda by Act of Parliament.

(c) If upon the holding of such a referendum the bill containing the proposed 
repeals and/or amendments is approved by a two-thirds majority of all the 
votes cast in the referendum, the bill shall be deemed to have been passed 
in accordance with the provisions of this Constitution, and the President 
shall assent to the bill by signing the bill and the bill shall be published as 
an Act in the Gazette.

[Sub-Article (3)(c) is amended by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.] 

(4) No repeal or amendment of this Sub-Article or Sub-Articles (2) or (3) hereof in 
so far as it seeks to diminish or detract from the majorities required in Parliament 
or in a referendum shall be permissible under this Constitution, and no such 
purported repeal or amendment shall be valid or have any force or effect.

(5) Nothing contained in this Article:

(a) shall detract in any way from the entrenchment provided for in Article 131 
hereof of the fundamental rights and freedoms contained and defined in 
Chapter 3 hereof;

(b) shall prevent Parliament from changing its own composition or structures by 
amending or repealing any of the provisions of this Constitution: provided 
always that such repeals or amendments are effected in accordance with 
the provisions of this Constitution.
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Chapter 20 – The Law in Force and Transitional Provisions

CHAPTER 20

The Law in Force and Transitional Provisions

Article 133  The First National Assembly

Notwithstanding the provisions of Article 46 hereof, the Constituent Assembly shall be 
deemed to have been elected under Articles 46 and 49 hereof, and shall constitute the 
first National Assembly of Namibia, and its term of office and that of the President shall 
be deemed to have begun from the date of Independence.

Article 134  Election of the First President

(1) Notwithstanding the provisions of Article 28 hereof, the first President of Namibia 
shall be the person elected to that office by the Constituent Assembly by a simple 
majority of all its members.

(2) The first President of Namibia shall be deemed to have been elected under Article 
28 hereof and upon assuming office shall have all the powers, functions, duties 
and immunities of a President elected under that Article.

(3)  Notwithstanding Article 29(3), the first President of Namibia may hold office as 
President for three terms.

[Sub-Article (3) is inserted by the 
Namibian Constitution First Amendment Act 34 of 1998.]

Article 135  Implementation of this Constitution

This Constitution shall be implemented in accordance with the provisions of Schedule 
7 hereof.

Article 136 Powers of the National Assembly prior to the Election of a  
National Council

(1) Until elections for a National Council have been held:

(a) all legislation shall be enacted by the National Assembly as if this Consti-
tution had not made provision for a National Council, and Parliament had 
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Chapter 20 – The Law in Force and Transitional Provisions

consisted exclusively of the National Assembly acting on its own without 
being subject to the review of the National Council;

(b) this Constitution shall be construed as if no functions had been vested by 
this Constitution in the National Council;

(c) any reference in Articles 29, 56, 75 and 132 hereof to the National Council 
shall be ignored: provided that nothing contained in this Sub-Article shall 
be construed as limiting in any way the generality of Sub-Articles (a) and 
(b) hereof.

(2) Nothing contained in Sub-Article (1) hereof shall detract in any way from the 
provisions of Chapter 8 or any other provision of this Constitution in so far as 
they make provision for the establishment of a National Council, elections to the 
National Council and its functioning after such elections have been held.

Article 137 Elections of the First Regional Councils and the  
First National Council

(1) The President shall by Proclamation establish the first Delimitation Commission 
which shall be constituted in accordance with the provisions of Article 104 (1) 
hereof, within six (6) months of the date of Independence.

(2) Such Proclamation shall provide for those matters which are referred to in 
Articles 102 to 106 hereof, shall not be inconsistent with this Constitution and 
shall require the Delimitation Commission to determine boundaries of regions 
and Local Authorities for the purpose of holding Local Authority and Regional 
Council elections.

(3) The Delimitation Commission appointed under such Proclamation shall forthwith 
commence its work, and shall report to the President within nine (9) months of 
its appointment: provided that the National Assembly may by resolution and for 
good cause extend the period within which such report shall be made.

(4) Upon receipt of the report of the Delimitation Commission the President shall as 
soon as reasonably possible thereafter establish by Proclamation the boundaries 
of regions and Local Authorities in accordance with the terms of the report.

(5) Elections for Local Authorities in terms of Article 111 hereof shall be held on a 
date to be fixed by the President by Proclamation, which shall be a date within six 
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Chapter 20 – The Law in Force and Transitional Provisions

(6) months of the Proclamation referred to in Sub-Article (4) hereof, or within six 
(6) months of the date on which the legislation referred to in Article 111 hereof has 
been enacted, whichever is the later: provided that the National Assembly may by 
resolution and for good cause extend the period within which such elections shall 
be held.

(6) Elections for Regional Councils shall be held on a date to be fixed by the 
President by Proclamation, which shall be a date within one (1) month of the 
date of the elections referred to in Sub-Article (5) hereof, or within one (1) 
month of the date on which the legislation referred to in Article 106 (3) hereof 
has been enacted, whichever is the later: provided that the National Assembly 
may by resolution and for good cause extend the period within which such 
elections shall be held.

(7) Elections for the first National Council shall be held on a date to be fixed by 
the President by Proclamation, which shall be a date within one (1) month of 
the date of the elections referred to in Sub-Article (6) hereof, or within one (1) 
month of the date on which the legislation referred to in Article 69(2) hereof has 
been enacted, whichever is the later: provided that the National Assembly may by 
resolution and for good cause extend the period within which such elections shall 
be held.

Article 138 Courts and Pending Actions

(1)  The Judge-President and other Judges of the Supreme Court of South-West Africa 
holding office at the date on which this Constitution is adopted by the Constituent 
Assembly shall be deemed to have been appointed as the Judge-President and 
Judges of the High Court of Namibia under Article 82 hereof on the date of 
Independence, and upon making the oath or affirmation of office in the terms set 
out in Schedule 1 hereof, shall become the first Judge-President and Judges of the 
High Court of Namibia: provided that if the Judge-President or any such Judges 
are sixty-five (65) years of age or older on such date, it shall be deemed that their 
appointments have been extended until the age of seventy (70) in terms of Article 
82(4) hereof.

(2) (a) The laws in force immediately prior to the date of Independence governing 
the jurisdiction of Courts within Namibia, the right of audience before such 
Courts, the manner in which procedure in such Courts shall be conducted 
and the power and authority of the Judges, Magistrates and other judicial 
officers, shall remain in force until repealed or amended by Act of Parliament, 
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and all proceedings pending in such Courts at the date of Independence shall 
be continued as if such Courts had been duly constituted as Courts of the 
Republic of Namibia when the proceedings were instituted.

(b) Any appeal noted to the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court of South 
Africa against any judgment or order of the Supreme Court of South-
West Africa shall be deemed to have been noted to the Supreme Court of 
Namibia and shall be prosecuted before such Court as if that judgment or 
order appealed against had been made by the High Court of Namibia and 
the appeal had been noted to the Supreme Court of Namibia.

(c) All criminal prosecutions initiated in Courts within Namibia prior to 
the date of Independence shall be continued as if such prosecutions had 
been initiated after the date of Independence in Courts of the Republic of 
Namibia.

(d) All crimes committed in Namibia prior to the date of Independence which 
would be crimes according to the law of the Republic of Namibia if it had 
then existed, shall be deemed to constitute crimes according to the law of 
the Republic of Namibia, and to be punishable as such in and by the Courts 
of the Republic of Namibia.

(3) Pending the enactment of the legislation contemplated by Article 79 hereof:

(a) the Supreme Court shall have the same jurisdiction to hear and determine 
appeals from Courts in Namibia as was previously vested in the Appellate 
Division of the Supreme Court of South Africa;

(b) the Supreme Court shall have jurisdiction to hear and determine matters 
referred to it for a decision by the Attorney-General under this Constitution;

(c) all persons having the right of audience before the High Court shall have 
the right of audience before the Supreme Court;

(d) three (3) Judges shall constitute a quorum of the Supreme Court when it 
hears appeals or deals with matters under Sub-Articles (a) and (b) hereof: 
provided that if any such Judge dies or becomes unable to act after the 
hearing of the appeal or such matter has commenced, but prior to judgment, 
the law applicable in such circumstances to the death or inability of a Judge 
of the High Court shall apply mutatis mutandis;

Chapter 20 – The Law in Force and Transitional Provisions
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(e) until rules of the Supreme Court are made by the Chief Justice for the noting 
and prosecution of appeals and all matters incidental thereto, the rules which 
regulated appeals from the Supreme Court of South-West Africa to the 
Appellate Division of the Supreme Court of South Africa, and were in force 
immediately prior to the date of Independence, shall apply mutatis mutandis.

Article 139 The Judicial Service Commission

(1) Pending the enactment of legislation as contemplated by Article 85 hereof and the 
appointment of a Judicial Service Commission thereunder, the Judicial Service 
Commission shall be appointed by the President by Proclamation and shall consist 
of the Chief Justice, a Judge appointed by the President, the Attorney-General, an 
advocate nominated by the Bar Council of Namibia and an attorney nominated 
by the Council of the Law Society of South-West Africa: provided that until the 
first Chief Justice has been appointed, the President shall appoint a second Judge 
to be a member of the Judicial Service Commission who shall hold office thereon 
until the Chief Justice has been appointed. The Judicial Service Commission shall 
elect from amongst its members at its first meeting the person to preside at its 
meetings until the Chief Justice has been appointed. The first task of the Judicial 
Service Commission shall be to make a recommendation to the President with 
regard to the appointment of the first Chief Justice.

(2) Save as aforesaid the provisions of Article 85 hereof shall apply to the functioning 
of the Judicial Service Commission appointed under Sub-Article (1) hereof, 
which shall have all the powers vested in the Judicial Service Commission by 
this Constitution.

Article 140 The Law in Force at the Date of Independence

(1) Subject to the provisions of this Constitution, all laws which were in force imme-
diately before the date of Independence shall remain in force until repealed or 
amended by Act of Parliament or until they are declared unconstitutional by a 
competent Court.

(2) Any powers vested by such laws in the Government, or in a Minister or other 
official of the Republic of South Africa shall be deemed to vest in the Government 
of the Republic of Namibia or in a corresponding Minister or official of the 
Government of the Republic of Namibia, and all powers, duties and functions 
which so vested in the Government Service Commission, shall vest in the Public 
Service Commission referred to in Article 112 hereof.

Chapter 20 – The Law in Force and Transitional Provisions
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(3) Anything done under such laws prior to the date of Independence by the 
Government, or by a Minister or other official of the Republic of South Africa 
shall be deemed to have been done by the Government of the Republic of Namibia 
or by a corresponding Minister or official of the Government of the Republic of 
Namibia, unless such action is subsequently repudiated by an Act of Parliament, 
and anything so done by the Government Service Commission shall be deemed 
to have been done by the Public Service Commission referred to in Article 112 
hereof, unless it is determined otherwise by an Act of Parliament.

(4) Any reference in such laws to the President, the Government, a Minister or other 
official or institution in the Republic of South Africa shall be deemed to be a reference 
to the President of Namibia or to a corresponding Minister, official or institution in 
the Republic of Namibia and any reference to the Government Service Commission 
or the government service, shall be construed as a reference to the Public Service 
Commission referred to in Article 112 hereof or the public service of Namibia.

(5) For the purposes of this Article the Government of the Republic of South Africa shall 
be deemed to include the Administration of the Administrator-General appointed 
by the Government of South Africa to administer Namibia, and any reference 
to the Administrator-General in legislation enacted by such Administration shall 
be deemed to be a reference to the President of Namibia, and any reference to a 
Minister or official of such Administration shall be deemed to be a reference to a 
corresponding Minister or official of the Government of the Republic of Namibia.

Article 141 Existing Appointments

(1) Subject to the provisions of this Constitution, any person holding office under 
any law in force on the date of Independence shall continue to hold such office 
unless and until he or she resigns or is retired, transferred or removed from office 
in accordance with law.

(2) Any reference to the Attorney-General in legislation in force immediately prior 
to the date of Independence shall be deemed to be a reference to the Prosecutor-
General, who shall exercise his or her functions in accordance with this Constitution.

Article 142  Appointment of the First Chief of the Defence Force,  
the First Inspector-General of Police and  
First Commissioner-General of Correctional Service 

The President shall, in consultation with the leaders of all political parties represented 
in the National Assembly, appoint by Proclamation the first Chief of the Defence Force, 

Chapter 20 – The Law in Force and Transitional Provisions
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the first Inspector-General of Police and the first Commissioner-General of Correctional 
Service.

[Article 142, including the heading, is amended by the 
Namibian Constitution Second Amendment Act 7 of 2010.]

Article 143  Existing International Agreements

All existing international agreements binding upon Namibia shall remain in force, 
unless and until the National Assembly acting under Article 63(2)(d) hereof otherwise 
decides.

CHAPTER 21

Final Provisions

Article 144  International Law

Unless otherwise provided by this Constitution or Act of Parliament, the general rules of 
public international law and international agreements binding upon Namibia under this 
Constitution shall form part of the law of Namibia.

Article 145  Saving

(1) Nothing contained in this Constitution shall be construed as imposing upon the 
Government of Namibia:

(a) any obligations to any other State which would not otherwise have existed 
under international law;

(b) any obligations to any person arising out of the acts or contracts of prior 
Administrations which would not otherwise have been recognised by inter-
national law as binding upon the Republic of Namibia.

(2) Nothing contained in this Constitution shall be construed as recognising in any way 
the validity of the Administration of Namibia by the Government of the Republic 
of South Africa or by the Administrator-General appointed by the Government of 
the Republic of South Africa to administer Namibia.

Chapter 21 – Final Provisions
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Article 146 Definitions

(1)  Unless the context otherwise indicates, any word or expression in this Constitution 
shall bear the meaning given to such word or expression in any law which deals 
with the interpretation of statutes and which was in operation within the territory 
of Namibia prior to the date of Independence.

(2) (a) The word “Parliament” shall mean the National Assembly and, once the 
first National Council has been elected, shall mean the National Assembly 
acting, when so required by this Constitution, subject to the review of the 
National Council.

(b) Any reference to the plural shall include the singular and any reference to 
the singular shall include the plural.

(c) Any reference to the “date of Independence” or “Independence” shall be 
deemed to be a reference to the day as of which Namibia is declared to be 
independent by the Constituent Assembly.

[The date of Independence adopted by the 
Constituent Assembly was 21 March 1990, midnight. 
See Constituent Assembly Debates, Volume 1, 21 November 1989-31 January 
1990, pages 328-329, “Motion on Independence Day”, 31 January 1990.]

(d) Any reference to the “Constituent Assembly” shall be deemed to be a 
reference to the Constituent Assembly elected for Namibia during November 
1989 as contemplated by United Nations Security Council Resolution 435 of 
1978.

(e) Any reference to “Gazette” shall be deemed to be a reference to the 
Government Gazette of the Republic of Namibia.

Article 147 Repeal of Laws

The laws set out in Schedule 8 hereof are hereby repealed.

Article 148 Short Title

This Constitution shall be called the Namibian Constitution.

Chapter 21 – Final Provisions
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SCHEDULE 1

Oath/Affirmation of Judges

“I, ............................................., do hereby swear/solemnly affirm that as a Judge of the 
Republic of Namibia I will defend and uphold the Constitution of the Republic of Namibia 
as the Supreme Law and will fearlessly administer justice to all persons without favour or 
prejudice and in accordance with the laws of the Republic of Namibia.

(in the case of an oath) 
So help me God.”

***

SCHEDULE 2

[Schedule 2 is substituted by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.]

PART A

Oath or Affirmation of the Vice-President, 
Prime Minister and Deputy-Prime Minister

“I, ............................................., do hereby swear/solemnly affirm,

That I will strive to the best of my ability to uphold, protect and defend as the Supreme 
Law the Constitution of the Republic of Namibia, and faithfully to obey, execute and 
administer the laws of the Republic of Namibia;

That I will protect the independence, sovereignty, territorial integrity and the material 
and spiritual resources of the Republic of Namibia;

That I will not divulge directly or indirectly any matters brought before the Cabinet and 
entrusted to me under secrecy; and

Schedule 1 & Schedule 2 (Part A)
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That I will endeavour to the best of my ability to ensure justice for all the inhabitants of 
the Republic of Namibia, to deputise, assist and advise the President, and to perform the 
duties of my office and the functions entrusted to me by the President conscientiously 
and to the best of my ability.’

So help me God. / I so affirm.”

PART B

Oath or Affirmation of Ministers 
and Deputy-Ministers

“I, ............................................., do hereby swear/solemnly affirm that I will be faithful 
to the Republic of Namibia, hold my office as Minister/Deputy-Minister with honour 
and dignity, uphold, protect and defend the Constitution and faithfully obey, execute 
and administer the laws of the Republic of Namibia, serve the people of Namibia to 
the best of my ability, not divulge directly or indirectly any matters brought before the 
Cabinet and entrusted to me under secrecy, and perform the duties of my office and the 
functions entrusted to me by the President conscientiously and to the best of my ability.

So help me God. / I so affirm.”

***

SCHEDULE 3

Oath/Affirmation of Members of the 
National Assembly and the National Council

“I, .............................................., do hereby swear/solemnly affirm that I will be faithful 
to the Republic of Namibia and its people and I solemnly promise to uphold and defend 
the Constitution and laws of the Republic of Namibia to the best of my ability.

(in the case of an oath) 
So help me God.”

Schedule 2 (Part B) & Schedule 3
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SCHEDULE 4

Election of Members of 
the National Assembly

(1) For the purpose of filling the ninety-six (96) seats in the National Assembly pursuant 
to the provisions of Article 46(1)(a) hereof, the total number of valid votes cast in 
a general election for these seats shall be divided by ninety-six (96) and the result 
shall constitute the quota of valid votes per seat.

[Paragraph (1) is amended by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.]

(2) The total number of votes cast in favour of a registered political party which offers 
itself for this purpose shall be divided by the quota of votes per seat and the result 
shall, subject to paragraph (3), constitute the number of seats to which that political 
party shall be entitled in the National Assembly.

(3) Where the formula set out in paragraph (2) yields a surplus fraction not absorbed 
by the number of seats allocated to the political party concerned, such surplus 
shall compete with other similar surpluses accruing to any other political party or 
parties participating in the election, and any undistributed seat or seats (in terms 
of the formula set out in paragraph (2)) shall be awarded to the party or parties 
concerned in sequence of the highest surplus. In the event of a tie of surpluses, 
and as a result of such tie the undistributed seat(s) cannot be awarded, then the 
undistributed seat(s) will be awarded by lot.

[Paragraph (3) is amended by the 
Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014.]

(4) Subject to the requirements pertaining to the qualification of members of the 
National Assembly, a political party which qualifies for seats in terms of paragraphs 
(2) and (3) shall be free to choose in its own discretion which persons to nominate 
as members of the National Assembly to fill the said seats.

(5) Provision shall be made by Act of Parliament for all parties participating in an 
election of members of the National Assembly to be represented at all material 
stages of the election process and to be afforded a reasonable opportunity for 
scrutinising the counting of the votes cast in such election.

Schedule 4 
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SCHEDULE 5

Property Vesting in the 
Government of Namibia

(1) All property of which the ownership or control immediately prior to the date of 
Independence vested in the Government of the Territory of South West Africa, 
or in any Representative Authority constituted in terms of the Representative 
Authorities Proclamation, 1980 (Proclamation AG 8 of 1980), or in the Government 
of Rehoboth, or in any other body, statutory or otherwise, constituted by or for 
the benefit of any such Government or Authority immediately prior to the date of 
Independence, or which was held in trust for or on behalf of the Government of 
an independent Namibia, shall vest in or be under the control of the Government 
of Namibia.

(2) For the purpose of this Schedule, “property” shall, without detracting from 
the generality of that term as generally accepted and understood, mean and 
include movable and immovable property, whether corporeal or incorporeal and 
wheresoever situate, and shall include any right or interest therein.

(3) All such immovable property shall be transferred to the Government of Namibia 
without payment of transfer duty, stamp duty or any other fee or charge, but 
subject to any existing right, charge, obligation or trust on or over such property 
and subject also to the provisions of this Constitution.

(4) The Registrar of Deeds concerned shall upon production to him or her of the 
title deed to any immovable property mentioned in paragraph (1) endorse such 
title deed to the effect that the immovable property therein described is vested in 
the Government of Namibia and shall make the necessary entries in his or her 
registers, and thereupon the said title deed shall serve and avail for all purposes 
as proof of the title of the Government of Namibia to the said property.

Schedule 5
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SCHEDULE 6

The National Flag of the 
Republic of Namibia

The National Flag of Namibia shall be rectangular in the proportion of three in the 
length to two in the width, tierced per bend reversed, blue, white and green; the white 
bend reversed, which shall be one third of the width of the flag, is charged with another 
of red, one quarter of the width of the flag. In the upper hoist there shall be a gold sun 
with twelve straight rays, the diameter of which shall be one third of the width of the 
flag, with its vertical axis one fifth of the distance from the hoist, positioned equidistant 
from the top edge and from the reversed bend. The rays, which shall each be two fifths 
of the radius of the sun, issue from the outer edge of a blue ring, which shall be one tenth 
of the radius of the sun.

***

SCHEDULE 7

Implementation of this Constitution

1. On the day of Independence, the Secretary-General of the United Nations shall 
administer to the President, elected in terms of Article 134 hereof, the oath or 
affirmation prescribed by Article 30 hereof.

2. The President shall appoint the Prime Minister and administer to him or her the 
oath or affirmation set out in Schedule 2 hereof.

3. The President shall administer to the first Judges of Namibia, appointed under 
Article 138(1) hereof, the oath or affirmation set out in Schedule 1 hereof.

4. On the day determined by the Constituent Assembly the National Assembly shall 
first meet, at a time and at a place specified by the Prime Minister.

5. The members of the National Assembly, with the Prime Minister as Chairperson, 
shall:

Schedule 6 & Schedule 7
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(a) take the oath or affirmation prescribed by Article 55 hereof before the Judge-
President or a Judge designated by the Judge-President for this purpose;

(b) elect the Speaker of the National Assembly.

6. The National Assembly, with the Speaker as Chairperson, shall:

(a) elect a Deputy-Speaker;
(b) conduct such business as it deems appropriate;
(c) adjourn to a date to be determined by the National Assembly.

7.  The rules and procedures followed by the Constituent Assembly for the holding 
of its meetings shall, mutatis mutandis, be the rules and procedures to be followed 
by the National Assembly until such time as the National Assembly has adopted 
rules of procedure and standing orders under Article 59 hereof.

***

SCHEDULE 8

Repeal of Laws

�	South-West Africa Constitution Act, 1968 (Act No. 39 of 1968) 
�	Rehoboth Self-Government Act, 1976 (Act No. 56 of 1976)
�	Establishment of Office of Administrator-General for the Territory of South-West Africa 

Proclamation, 1977 (Proclamation No. 180 of 1977 of the State President)
�	Empowering of the Administrator-General for the Territory of South-West Africa to make Laws 

Proclamation, 1977 (Proclamation No. 181 of 1977 of the State President)
�	Representative Authorities Proclamation, 1980 (Proclamation AG. 8 of 1980)
�	Representative Authority of the Whites Proclamation, 1980 (Proclamation AG. 12 of 1980)
�	Representative Authority of the Coloureds Proclamation, 1980 (Proclamation AG. 14 of 1980)
�	Representative Authority of the Ovambos Proclamation, 1980 (Proclamation AG. 23 of 1980)
�	Representative Authority of the Kavangos Proclamation, 1980 (Proclamation AG. 26 of 1980)
�	Representative Authority of the Caprivians Proclamation, 1980 (Proclamation AG. 29 of 1980)
�	Representative Authority of the Damaras Proclamation, 1980 (Proclamation AG. 32 of 1980)
�	Representative Authority of the Namas Proclamation, 1980 (Proclamation AG. 35 of 1980)
�	Representative Authority of the Tswanas Proclamation, 1980 (Proclamation AG. 47 of 1980)
�	Representative Authority of the Hereros Proclamation, 1980 (Proclamation AG. 50 of 1980)
�	Representative Authority Powers Transfer Proclamation, 1989 (Proclamation AG. 8 of 1989)
�	Government of Rehoboth Powers Transfers Proclamation, 1989 (Proclamation AG. 32 of 1989)

Schedule 8
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Namibian Constitution 
First Amendment Act 34 of 1998

Government Gazette No. 2014. 
This Act came into force on its date of publication: 24 December 1998.

EXPLANATORY NOTE:

__________  Words underlined with a solid line indicate insertions in existing 
provisions.

[   ]  Words in bold type in square brackets indicate omissions from 
existing provisions.

_____________________________________________________________________

ACT

To amend the Namibian Constitution so as to provide that the first President of 
Namibia may hold office as President for three terms, and to provide for incidental 
matters.

(Signed by the President on 7 December 1998)

BE IT ENACTED by the Parliament of the Republic of Namibia, in accordance with 
the requirements of Article 132 of the Namibian Constitution, as follows:-

Amendment of Article 134 of the Namibian Constitution

1.  Article 134 of the Namibian Constitution is amended by the addition of the 
following Sub-Article:

“(3)  Notwithstanding Article 29(3), the first President of Namibia may hold office 
as President for three terms.”.

Short title

2.  This Act shall be called the Namibian Constitution First Amendment Act, 1998.
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Namibian Constitution Second Amendment Act 7 of 2010

Namibian Constitution 
Second Amendment Act 7 of 2010

Government Gazette No. 4480. 
This Act came into force on its date of publication: 7 May 2010,  

with some exceptions (section 17 of Act 7 of 2010):

Sections 6 and 12 commenced “on the date the term of office of the existing 
members of the National Council ends”, referring to the members of 

the National Council in office when Act 7 of 2010 was enacted. 

There is some uncertainty about what this date actually was. Article 70(1) of the 
Namibian Constitution, as it stood prior to amendment by the Namibian Constitution 

Second Amendment Act 7 of 2010, stated that members of the National Council 
“shall hold their seats for six (6) years from the date of their election”. 

This is somewhat inconsistent with 26(2) of the Regional Councils Act 22 of 1992, 
which states that a regional council member elected to the National Council 
“shall become a member of the National Council… with effect from the date 

following the date on which the period of office of the existing members 
expires”. There are also different methods for counting “years”.

ACT

To amend the Namibian Constitution so as to extend a waiting period required for 
acquiring Namibian citizenship by marriage from a period of not less than two years 
to a period of not less than ten years of ordinarily residing in Namibia as spouse 
subsequent to such marriage; to extend a waiting period required for non-Namibian 
citizens who may apply for Namibian citizenship by naturalisation from a period of 
not less than five years to a period of not less than ten years of continuous residence 
in Namibia; to decrease the limit of tenure of members of the National Council from 
six years to five years; to subject the appointment of non-Namibian citizens as judges 
to a fixed term contract of employment; to delete the word “corruption” from the 
functions of the Ombudsman; to insert an Article on Anti-Corruption Measures; to 
decrease the term of office of members of Management Committee from three years 
to two years and six months; to substitute the terms “correctional service” and 
“Commissioner-General of Correctional Service” for the terms “prison service” 
and “Commissioner of Prisons”; and to provide for incidental matters.

(Signed by the President on 7 December 1998)
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EXPLANATORY NOTE:

__________  Words underlined with a solid line indicate insertions in existing 
provisions.

[   ]  Words in bold type in square brackets indicate omissions from 
existing provisions.

[This explanatory note appears above the long title of the Act 
in the Government Gazette. It has been moved below the 

long title here, which is the more usual position.] 

_____________________________________________________________________

ARRANGEMENT OF SECTIONS

1. Amendment of Article 4 of Namibian Constitution
2. Amendment of Article 9 of Namibian Constitution
3. Amendment of Article 23 of Namibian Constitution
4. Amendment of Article 32 of Namibian Constitution
5. Amendment of Article 47 of Namibian Constitution
6. Amendment of Article 70 of Namibian Constitution
7. Amendment of Article 82 of Namibian Constitution
8. Amendment of Article 91 of Namibian Constitution
9. Substitution of Article 93 of Namibian Constitution
10. Insertion of Article 94A of Namibian Constitution
11. Substitution of Article 107 of Namibian Constitution
12. Amendment of Article 109 of Namibian Constitution
13. Substitution of Article 114 of Namibian Constitution
14. Substitution of Chapter 15 of Namibian Constitution
15. Substitution of Article 142 of Namibian Constitution
16. Savings and transitional provisions
17. Short title and commencement

[In this volume, as in Parliament’s archive of annotated statutes, 
a table of contents, normally headed “ARRANGEMENT OF SECTIONS”, 

has been added if the relevant Government Gazette does not contain such a table.]

BE IT ENACTED by the Parliament of the Republic of Namibia, in accordance with 
Article 132 of the Namibian Constitution, as follows:
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Amendment of Article 4 of Namibian Constitution

1. Article 4 of the Namibian Constitution is amended -

(a) by the substitution for subparagraph (bb) of paragraph (a) of Sub-Article (3) 
of the following subparagraph:

“(bb) subsequent to such marriage have ordinarily resided in Namibia as the 
spouse of such person for a period of not less than [two (2)] ten (10) 
years; and”; and

(b) by the substitution for paragraph (b) of Sub-Article (5) of the following 
paragraph:

“(b)  have been so resident in Namibia for a continuous period of not less 
than [five (5)] ten (10) years [(whether before or after the date of 
Independence)]; and”.

Amendment of Article 9 of Namibian Constitution

2.  Article 9 of the Namibian Constitution is amended by the substitution for 
paragraph (c) of Sub-Article (3) of the following paragraph:

“(c)  any labour required of members of the defence force, the police force 
and the [prison] correctional service in pursuance of their duties as 
such or, in the case of persons who have conscientious objections to 
serving as members of the defence force, any labour which they are 
required by law to perform in place of such service;”.

Amendment of Article 23 of Namibian Constitution

3. Article 23 of Namibian Constitution is amended by the substitution for Sub-
Article (2) of the following Sub-Article:

“(2)  Nothing contained in Article 10 hereof shall prevent Parliament from 
enacting legislation providing directly or indirectly for the advancement 
of persons within Namibia who have been socially, economically or 
educationally disadvantaged by past discriminatory laws or practices, 
or for the implementation of policies and programmes aimed at 
redressing social, economic or educational imbalances in the Namibian 
society arising out of discriminatory laws or practices, or for achieving 
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a balanced structuring of the public service, the defence force, the police 
force, [the defence force,] and the [prison] correctional service.”.

Amendment of Article 32 of Namibian Constitution

4.  Article 32 of the Namibian Constitution is amended by the substitution for 
subparagraph (cc) of paragraph (c) of Sub-Article (4) of the following sub paragraph:

“(cc)  the Commissioner-General of [Prisons] Correctional Service.”.

Amendment of Article 47 of Namibian Constitution

5.  Article 47 of the Namibian Constitution is amended by the substitution for 
paragraph (b) of Sub-Article (2) of the following paragraph:

“(b)  the public service shall be deemed to include the defence force, the 
police force, the [prison] correctional service, para-statal enterprises, 
Regional Councils and Local Authorities.”.

Amendment of Article 70 of Namibian Constitution

6.  Article 70 of the Namibian Constitution is amended by the substitution for 
Sub-Article (1) of the following Sub-Article:

“(1)  Members of the National Council shall hold their seats for [six (6)] 
five (5) years from the date of their election and shall be eligible for 
re-election.”.

Amendment of Article 82 of Namibian Constitution

7. Article 82 of the Namibian Constitution is amended by the substitution for 
Sub-Article (4) of the following Sub-Article:

“(4)  All Judges, except Acting Judges, appointed under this Constitution 
shall hold office until the age of sixty-five (65) but the President shall 
be entitled to extend the retiring age of any Judge to seventy (70)[. 
It shall also be possible by Act of Parliament to make provision 
for retirement at ages higher than those specified in this Article]: 
provided that non-Namibian citizens are appointed as Judges under a 
fixed term contract of employment.”.
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Amendment of Article 91 of Namibian Constitution

8. Article 91 of the Namibian Constitution is amended by the substitution for 
paragraphs (a), (b) and (f) of the following paragraphs:

“(a)  the duty to investigate complaints concerning alleged or apparent instances 
of violations of fundamental rights and freedoms, abuse of power, unfair, 
harsh, insensitive or discourteous treatment of an inhabitant of Namibia 
by an official in the employ of any organ of Government (whether central 
or local), manifest injustice, [or corruption] or conduct by such official 
which would properly be regarded as unlawful, oppressive or unfair in a 
democratic society;

(b)  the duty to investigate complaints concerning the functioning of the 
Public Service Commission, administrative organs of the State, the 
defence force, the police force and the [prison] correctional service 
in so far as such complaints relate to the failure to achieve a balanced 
structuring of such services or equal access by all to the recruitment of 
such services or fair administration in relation to such services;

(f)  the duty to investigate vigorously all instances of alleged or suspected 
[corruption and the] misappropriation of public monies by officials 
and to take appropriate steps, including reports to the Prosecutor-General 
and the Auditor-General pursuant thereto;”.

Substitution of Article 93 of Namibian Constitution

9. The following Article is substituted for Article 93 of the Namibian Constitution:

“Article 93 Meaning of “Official”

For the purposes of this Chapter the word “official” shall, unless the context 
otherwise indicates, include any elected or appointed official or employee 
of any organ of the central or local Government, any official of a para-statal 
enterprise owned or managed or controlled by the State, or in which the 
State or the Government has substantial interest, or any officer of the 
defence force, the police force or the [prison] correctional service, but shall 
not include a Judge of the Supreme Court or [the] High Court or, in so far as a 
complaint concerns the performance of a judicial function, any other judicial 
officer.”.
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Insertion of Article 94A of Namibian Constitution

10. The following Article is inserted after Article 94 of the Namibian Constitution:

“CHAPTER 10A
ANTI-CORRUPTION MEASURES

Article 94A   Anti-Corruption Measures

(1)  The State shall put in place administrative and legislative measures 
necessary to prevent and combat corruption.

(2)  There shall be established by an Act of Parliament an Anti-Corruption 
Commission with its powers and functions provided for in such Act.

(3)  The Anti-Corruption Commission shall be an independent and impartial 
body.

(4)   The Anti-Corruption Commission shall consist of a Director, a Deputy 
Director and other staff members of the Commission.

(5)  The National Assembly shall appoint the Director of the Anti-
Corruption Commission and the Deputy Director upon nomination 
by the President.

(6)  The Director of the Anti-Corruption Commission and the Deputy 
Director shall be appointed for a period of five years and their 
qualifications for appointment and conditions and termination of 
service shall be determined in accordance with an Act of Parliament.”.

Substitution of Article 107 of Namibian Constitution

11. The following Article is substituted for Article 107 of the Namibian Constitution:

“Article 107 Remuneration and Allowances and Other Benefits of Members 
of Regional Councils

[The remuneration and allowances to be paid to members of Regional 
Councils shall be determined by Act of Parliament] Members of Regional 
Councils are entitled to such remuneration and allowances and other benefits 
as determined in accordance with an Act of Parliament.”.
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Amendment of Article 109 of Namibian Constitution

12. Article 109 of the Namibian Constitution is amended by the substitution for 
Sub-Article (3) of the following Sub-Article:

“(3)  The Chairperson and the members of the Management Committee shall 
hold office for [three (3)] two (2) years and six (6) months and shall be 
eligible for re-election.”.

Substitution of Article 114 of Namibian Constitution

13. The following Article is substituted for Article 114 of the Namibian Constitution:

“Article 114  Establishment and Functions

(1)  There shall be a Security Commission which shall have the function 
of making recommendations to the President on the appointment of 
the Chief of the Defence Force, the Inspector-General of Police and 
the Commissioner-General of [Prisons] Correctional Service and such 
other functions as may be assigned to it by Act of Parliament.

(2)  The Security Commission shall consist of the Chairperson of the Public 
Service Commission, the Chief of the Defence Force, the Inspector-
General of Police, the Commissioner-General of [Prisons] Correctional 
Service and two (2) members of the National Assembly, appointed by 
the President on the recommendation of the National Assembly.”.

Substitution of Chapter 15 of Namibian Constitution

14. The following Chapter is substituted for Chapter 15 of the Namibian Constitution:

“The Defence and Police Forces 
and the Correctional Service

Article 115   Establishment of the Defence Force

(1)   There shall be established by Act of Parliament a Namibian Defence 
Force with prescribed composition, powers, duties and procedures, in 
order to defend the territory and national interests of Namibia.
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(2)  The President shall be the Commander-in-Chief of the Defence Force 
and shall have all the powers and exercise all the functions necessary 
for that purpose.

Article 116   Chief of the Defence Force

(1)  There shall be a Chief of the Defence Force who shall be appointed by 
the President in terms of Article 32(4)(c)(aa) hereof.

(2)  The Chief of the Defence Force shall make provision for a balanced 
structuring of the defence force and shall have the power to make 
suita ble appointments to the defence force, to cause charges of indis-
cipline among members of the defence force to be investigated and 
prosecuted and to ensure the efficient administration of the defence 
force.

Article 117  Removal of the Chief of the Defence Force

The President may remove the Chief of the Defence Force from office for 
good cause and in the public interest and in accordance with the provisions 
of any Act of Parliament which may prescribe procedures considered to be 
expedient for this purpose.

Article 118  Establishment of the Police Force

There shall be established by Act of Parliament a Namibian police force with 
prescribed powers, duties and procedures in order to secure the internal security 
of Namibia and to maintain law and order.

Article 119   The Inspector-General of Police

(1)  There shall be an Inspector-General of Police who shall be appointed 
by the President in terms of Article 32(4)(c)(bb) hereof.

(2)  The Inspector-General of Police shall make provision for a balanced 
structuring of the police force and shall have the power to make 
suita ble appointments to the police force, to cause charges of indis-
cipline among members of the police force to be investigated and 
prosecuted and to ensure the efficient administration of the police 
force.
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Article 120  Removal of the Inspector-General of Police

The President may remove the Inspector-General of Police from office for 
good cause and in the public interest and in accordance with the provisions 
of any Act of Parliament which may prescribe procedures considered to be 
expedient for this purpose.

Article 121   Establishment of the Correctional Service

There shall be established by Act of Parliament a Namibian correctional service 
with prescribed powers, duties and procedures.

Article 122  Commissioner-General of Correctional Service

(1)  There shall be a Commissioner-General of Correctional Service who 
shall be appointed by the President in terms of Article 32(4)(c)(cc) hereof.

(2)  The Commissioner-General of Correctional Service shall make provision 
for a balanced structuring of the correctional service and shall have the 
power to make suitable appointments to the correctional service, to cause 
charges of indiscipline among members of the correctional service to be 
investigated and prosecuted and to ensure the efficient administration of 
the correctional service.

Article 123   Removal of the Commissioner-General of  
Correctional Service

The President may remove the Commissioner-General of Correctional Service 
from office for good cause and in the public interest and in accordance with 
the provisions of any Act of Parliament which may prescribe procedures 
considered to be expedient for this purpose.”.

Substitution of Article 142 of Namibian Constitution

15. The following Article is substituted for Article 142 of the Namibian Constitution:

“Article 142  Appointment of the First Chief of the Defence Force,  
the First Inspector-General of Police and [the]  
First Commissioner-General of [Prisons]  
Correctional Service
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The President shall, in consultation with the leaders of all political parties 
represented in the National Assembly, appoint by Proclamation the first 
Chief of the Defence Force, the first Inspector-General of Police and the first 
Commissioner-General of [Prisons] Correctional Service.”.

Savings and transitional provisions

16. The Anti-Corruption Act, 2003 (Act No. 8 of 2003), is deemed to have been 
enacted pursuant to Article 94A, and -

(a) the Anti-Corruption Commission established by that Act and which exists at the 
commencement of this Act is deemed to have been established as contemplated 
in that Article and continues to exist;

(b) the Director of the Anti-Corruption Commission and the Deputy Director 
holding office at the commencement of this Act by virtue of their appointment 
under that Act continue to so hold office and are deemed to have been appointed 
in terms of that Article;

(c) anything made or done in terms of or under that Act continues as such and is 
not affected by this Act.”.

Short title and commencement

17. (1) This Act is called the Namibian Constitution Second Amendment Act, 
2010, and commences on the date of its publication in the Gazette.

(2) Sections 6 and 12 commence on the date the term of office of the existing 
members of the National Council ends.
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Namibian Constitution 
Third Amendment Act 8 of 2014

Government Gazette No. 5589. 
This Act came into force on its date of publication: 13 October 2014,  

with some exceptions (section 46 of Act 8 of 2014):

Sections 1, 2(a), (b) and (d), 4(a) and (b), 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 41 and 43 
commenced “after the expiry” of the term of office of the President of 

the Republic of Namibia in office when Act 8 of 2014 was enacted.

Sections 4(d), 10, 12 and 44 commenced “after the expiry” of the term of office of 
the members of the National Assembly in office when Act 8 of 2014 was enacted.

Sections 14 and 18 commenced “after the expiry” of the term of office of the 
members of the National Council in office when Act 8 of 2014 was enacted.

The references to provisions coming into force “after the expiry” of certain terms of 
office do not provide precise commencement dates for the provisions in question. 

The intention may have been rather for the provisions in question to come 
into force “upon the expiry” or “on the date of expiry” of these terms of office. 

Article 29(1)(a) of the Namibian Constitution states “The President’s term of office 
shall be five (5) years unless he or she dies or resigns before the expiry of the said 

term or is removed from office.” Article 50 of the Namibian Constitution provides that 
every National Assembly “shall continue for a maximum period of five (5) years”, 

thus allowing for some flexibility. Article 70(1) of the Namibian Constitution, 
after amendment in 2010, states that “Members of the National Council shall hold their 
seats for five (5) years from the date of their election…”. This is somewhat inconsistent 
with 26(2) of the Regional Councils Act 22 of 1992, which states that a regional council 

member elected to the National Council “shall become a member of the National 
Council … with effect from the date following the date on which the period of office of 
the existing members expires”. There are also different methods for counting “years”.

***

As noted on page 20 herein, amendment markings which are missing in 
Government Gazette No. 5899 have been added in this volume as per 

the original annotations, and the annotations have been deleted.
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ACT

To amend the Namibian Constitution to provide for the Presidency; provide for 
run offs for presidential elections; create a Vice-President to be appointed by the 
President to deputise the President; provide for the appointment by the President 
of the Head of the Intelligence Service; provide that the national character must be 
considered in the appointment of the Vice-President; further regulate the hierarchy 
of succession; insert the Vice-President as a person who may assign functions to 
the Secretary to Cabinet; to provide that Parliamentary staff need not be part 
of the public service; and to provide for the creation of a Parliamentary Service 
Commission; increase the size of the National Assembly; provide for an increase 
in the number of Presidential appointees to the National Assembly; amend the 
quorum requirements of the National Assembly; increase the size of the National 
Council; insert an Article providing for the Secretary of the National Council; 
provide for the role of the Secretary during the election of the Chairperson and 
Vice-Chairperson of the National Council; further regulate the review powers 
of the National Council in relation to bills providing for the levying of taxes and 
appropriations; amend the quorum requirements of the National Council; provide 
for the Judiciary as a financial and administrative independent organ of the State; 
provide for a Deputy-Chief Justice; provide for Deputy Judges-President; provide 
for the Magistrates Commission and other lower courts’ commissions; provide for 
a tribunal to investigate the misconduct of judicial officers; change the composition 
of the Judicial Service Commission; provide for a tribunal to investigate the 
misconduct of the Prosecutor-General; provide for a tribunal to investigate the 
misconduct of the Ombudsman; change the title of the Director and Deputy 
Director of the Anti-Corruption Commission to Director-General and Deputy 
Director-General respectively; insert an Article on the Electoral Commission of 
Namibia; insert an Article creating the Boundaries Delimitation and Demarcation 
Commission to substitute for the Delimitation Commission; provide for Regional 
Governors and their powers and functions; clarify the advisory functions of the 
Public Service Commission; provide for the Head of the Intelligence Service as a 
member of the Security Commission; establish the Intelligence Service, provide 
for the Head of the Intelligence Service and outline his or her functions; introduce 
terminology referring to the Minister responsible for finance; provide for multiple 
Deputy-Governors of the Central Bank and amend the functions of the Central 
Bank; provide for the National Planning Commission within the Presidency; 
substitute Schedule 2; amend Schedule 4 to provide for the resolution of ties by lot; 
and to provide for incidental matters.

(Signed by the President on 19 September 2014)
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EXPLANATORY NOTE:

__________  Words underlined with a solid line indicate insertions in existing 
provisions.

[   ]  Words in bold type in square brackets indicate omissions from 
existing provisions.

_____________________________________________________________________

ARRANGEMENT OF SECTIONS

1. Insertion of Article 27A of the Namibian Constitution
2. Amendment of Article 28 of the Namibian Constitution
3. Amendment of Article 30 of the Namibian Constitution
4. Amendment of Article 32 of the Namibian Constitution
5. Amendment of Article 34 of the Namibian Constitution
6. Substitution of Article 35 of the Namibian Constitution
7. Substitution of Article 36 of the Namibian Constitution
8. Substitution of Article 38 of the Namibian Constitution
9. Amendment of Article 43 of the Namibian Constitution
10. Amendment of Article 46 of the Namibian Constitution
11. Amendment of Article 52 of the Namibian Constitution
12. Substitution of Article 53 of the Namibian Constitution
13. Substitution of Article 55 of the Namibian Constitution
14. Amendment of Article 69 of the Namibian Constitution
15. Substitution of Article 73 of the Namibian Constitution
16. Insertion of Article 73A of the Namibian Constitution
17. Amendment of Article 75 of the Namibian Constitution
18. Substitution of Article 76 of the Namibian Constitution
19. Amendment of Article 78 of the Namibian Constitution
20. Amendment of Article 79 of the Namibian Constitution
21. Amendment of Article 80 of the Namibian Constitution
22. Amendment of Article 83 of the Namibian Constitution
23. Amendment of Article 84 of the Namibian Constitution
24. Amendment of Article 85 of the Namibian Constitution
25. Insertion of Article 88A of the Namibian Constitution
26. Amendment of Article 94 of the Namibian Constitution
27. Amendment of Article 94A of the Namibian Constitution as inserted by Act No. 

7 of 2010
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28. Insertion of Chapter 10B and Article 94B of the Namibian Constitution
29. Amendment of Article 103 of the Namibian Constitution
30. Substitution of Article 104 of the Namibian Constitution
31. Substitution of Article 105 of the Namibian Constitution
32. Amendment of Article 106 of the Namibian Constitution
33. Substitution of Article 110 of the Namibian Constitution
34. Insertion of Article 110A of the Namibian Constitution
35. Amendment of Article 113 of the Namibian Constitution
36. Substitution of Article 114 of the Namibian Constitution as amended by Act No. 

7 of 2010
37. Substitution of heading of Chapter 15 of the Namibian Constitution
38. Insertion of Article 120A of the Namibian Constitution
39. Amendment of Article 126 of the Namibian Constitution
40. Substitution of Article 128 of the Namibian Constitution
41. Amendment of Article 129 of the Namibian Constitution
42. Amendment of Article 132 of the Namibian Constitution
43. Substitution of Schedule 2 of the Namibian Constitution
44. Amendment of Schedule 4 of the Namibian Constitution
45. Saving provisions
46. Short title and commencement

[In this volume, as in Parliament’s archive of annotated statutes, 
a table of contents, normally headed “ARRANGEMENT OF SECTIONS”, 

has been added if the relevant Government Gazette does not contain such a table.]

BE IT ENACTED in accordance with Article 132 of the Namibian Constitution as 
passed by the Parliament, and assented to by the President, of the Republic of Namibia, 
as follows:

Insertion of Article 27A of the Namibian Constitution

1. The following Article is inserted after Article 27 of the Namibian Constitution:

“Article 27A  Composition of the Presidency

The Presidency shall consist of the President and the Vice-President, who 
shall be served by Ministers, Special Advisers and such other persons as the 
President may appoint as well as such staff members from the public service 
as may be appointed for that purpose in accordance with the laws regulating 
appointments in the public service.”.
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Amendment of Article 28 of the Namibian Constitution

2. Article 28 of the Namibian Constitution is amended by -

(a) the substitution for the heading “Election” in Article 28 of the Namibian 
Constitution of the following heading:

“Election of the President and Appointment of the Vice-President”;

(b) the insertion of the following Sub-Article after Sub-Article (1):

“(1A)  A Vice-President shall be appointed by the President from the elected 
members of the National Assembly in accordance with the provisions 
of this Constitution.”;

(c) the substitution for paragraph (b) of Sub-Article (2) of the following paragraph:

“(b)  conducted in accordance with principles and procedures to be deter-
mined by Act of Parliament: provided that no person shall be elected 
as President unless he or she [has] received more than fifty (50) per 
cent of the valid votes cast and [the necessary number of ballots shall 
be conducted until such result is reached] if no candidate received 
more than fifty (50) percent of the votes, a second ballot shall be 
conducted in which the two (2) candidates who have received the most 
votes in the previous ballot shall participate and the candidate who 
received the most votes in the second ballot shall be duly elected.”; 
and

(d) the insertion of the following Sub-Articles after Sub-Article (2):

“(2A) The Vice-President shall:

(a) serve at the pleasure of the President;

(b) deputise, assist and advise the President, in the performance of 
his or her duties as may be required by the President, to whom 
he or she shall be accountable;

(c) upon appointment resign as a member of the National Assembly 
in accordance with Article 48(1)(c) hereof;
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(d) not at the same time be the Prime Minister, Deputy-Prime 
Minister, a Minister or any other office bearer in the Government 
of Namibia;

(e) be subject to the conditions of service, remuneration as may be 
provided by Act of Parliament;

(f) while acting as President has the same immunity as provided 
in Article 31 and after he or she has acted as President also has 
the same immunity as the President has after leaving office; 
and

(g) in the event of resignation, dismissal, death or incapacity be 
replaced by a person appointed by the President under this 
Constitution.

(2B)  Before formally assuming office, the Vice-President shall make and 
subscribe to an oath or solemn affirmation before the Chief Justice, 
the Deputy-Chief Justice or another Judge designated by the Chief 
Justice, in terms set out in Schedule 2 hereof.

(2C)  If the President-elect is unable to assume office due to his or her 
death, incapacity, disqualification or other reason, the Vice-President 
appointed by the President whose term is due to expire, shall make 
the oath or affirmation contained in Article 30 of this Constitution 
before the Chief Justice, the Deputy-Chief Justice or another Judge 
designated by the Chief Justice and assume the Office of President 
in an acting capacity until the assumption of office by the President 
elected in the subsequent presidential by-election as contemplated in 
Article 29(4)(b).”.

Amendment of Article 30 of the Namibian Constitution

3. Article 30 of the Namibian Constitution is amended by the substitution for 
the words preceding the text of the oath of the following words:

“Before formally assuming office, a President-elect shall make the following oath 
or affirmation which shall be administered by the Chief Justice, the Deputy-Chief 
Justice or a Judge designated by the Chief Justice for this purpose:”.
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Amendment of Article 32 of the Namibian Constitution

4. Article 32 of the Namibian Constitution is amended by -

(a) the substitution for paragraph (i) of Sub-Article (3) of the following paragraph:

“(i)  appoint the following persons: 

(aa) the Vice-President; 

(bb) the Prime Minister;

(cc) the Deputy-Prime Minister;

(dd) Ministers and Deputy-Ministers; 

(ee) the Attorney-General;

(ff) the Director-General of Planning; 

(gg) the Head of the Intelligence Service;

(hh)  any other person or persons who are required by any other 
provision of this Constitution or any other law to be appointed 
by the President.”;

(b) the insertion of the following Sub-Article after Sub-Article (3):

“(3A) In the appointment of the Vice-President, the President shall have 
due regard for the need to obtain a balanced reflection of the national 
character of the people of Namibia.”;

(c) the substitution for subparagraph (bb) of paragraph (b) of Sub-Article (4) of 
the following subparagraph:

“(bb)  the Governor and [Deputy-Governor] Deputy-Governors of the 
Central Bank;”; and

(d) the substitution for paragraph (c) of Sub-Article (5) of the following paragraph:
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“(c)   appoint as members of the National Assembly but without any vote 
therein, not more that [six (6)] eight (8) persons by virtue of their special 
expertise, status, skill or experience.”.

Amendment of Article 34 of the Namibian Constitution

5. Article 34 of the Namibian Constitution is amended by -

(a) the substitution for Sub-Article (1) of the following Sub-Article:

“(1)   If the office of President becomes vacant or if the President is otherwise 
unable to fulfil the duties of the office, the following persons shall in the 
order provided for in this Sub-Article act as President for the unexpired 
portion of the President’s term of office or until the President is able to 
resume office, whichever is the earlier:

(a) the Vice-President;

(b) the Prime Minister;

(c) the Deputy-Prime Minister; and

(d) a person appointed by the President from the members of Cabinet 
in terms of Sub-Article (2).”; and

(b) by the substitution for Sub-Article (2) of the following Sub-Article:

“(2)  In the absence of the Vice-President, Prime Minister or Deputy-Prime 
Minister and [Where] if it is regarded as necessary or expedient that 
a person deputise for the President because of a temporary absence 
from the country or because of pressure of work, the President shall be 
entitled to [nominate] appoint any other person enumerated in Sub-
Article (1) hereof to act in his or her stead [deputise for him or her] in 
respect of such specific occasions or such specific matters and for such 
specific periods as in his or her discretion may be considered wise and 
expedient [, subject to consultation with the Cabinet].”.

Substitution of Article 35 of the Namibian Constitution

6. The following Article is substituted for Article 35 of the Namibian Constitution:
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“Article 35   Composition

(1)  Notwithstanding Article 28(2A)(c), the Cabinet shall consist of the 
President, the Vice-President, the Prime Minister, Deputy-Prime Minister 
and such other Ministers [as the President may appoint] from the 
members of the National Assembly, including members nominated 
under Article 46(1)(b) hereof, for the purposes of administering and 
executing the functions of the Government.

[The words “as the President may appoint” are removed from the 
Constitution, without this deletion being indicated by amendment 
markings in the Third Amendment Act. Since this deletion is not 
marked, it may be inadvertent – particularly as it seems to remove 
an essential element of the Sub-Article.]

(2)  The President may, if he or she considers it to be necessary or expedient, 
also appoint a Deputy-Prime Minister to perform such functions as 
may be assigned to him or her by the President, the Vice-President or 
the Prime Minister.

(3)  The President or, in his or her absence, the Vice-President, the Prime 
Minister, Deputy-Prime Minister or other Minister designated 
for this purpose by the President, shall preside at meetings of the 
Cabinet.”.

Substitution of Article 36 of the Namibian Constitution

7. The following Article is substituted for Article 36 of the Namibian Constitution:

“Article 36   Functions of the Prime Minister

The Prime Minister shall be the leader of Government business in Parliament, 
shall co-ordinate the work of the Cabinet as head of administration, and 
shall [advise and assist] perform other functions as may be assigned by 
the President or the Vice-President [in the execution of the functions of 
Government].”.

Substitution of Article 38 of the Namibian Constitution

8. The following Article is substituted for Article 38 of the Namibian Constitution:
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“Article 38  Oath or Affirmation

Before formally assuming office, a Minister or Deputy-Minister shall make 
and subscribe to an oath or solemn affirmation before the President, the Vice-
President or a person designated by the President for this purpose, in the terms 
set out in Schedule 2 hereof.”.

Amendment of Article 43 of the Namibian Constitution

9. Article 43 of the Namibian Constitution is amended by the substitution for 
Sub-Article (1) of the following Sub-Article:

“(1)   There shall be a Secretary to the Cabinet who shall be appointed by the 
President and who shall perform such functions as may be determined 
by law and such functions as are from time to time assigned to the 
Secretary by the President, the Vice-President or the Prime Minister. 
Upon appointment by the President, the Secretary shall be deemed 
to have been appointed to such office on the recommendation of the 
Public Service Commission.”.

Amendment of Article 46 of the Namibian Constitution

10. Article 46 of the Namibian Constitution is amended by the substitution for 
Sub-Article (1) of the following Sub-Article:

“(1)   The composition of the National Assembly shall be as follows:

(a) [seventy-two (72)] ninety-six (96) members to be elected by the 
registered voters by [general,] direct and secret ballot. Every 
Namibian citizen who has the qualifications described in Article 
17 hereof shall be entitled to vote in the elections for members of 
the National Assembly and, subject to Article 47 hereof shall be 
eligible for candidature as a member of the National Assembly;

(b) not more than [six (6)] eight (8) persons appointed by the President 
under Article 32(5)(c) hereof by virtue of their special expertise, 
status, skill or experience: provided that such members shall have 
no vote in the National Assembly, and shall not be taken into 
account for the purpose of determining any specific majorities 
that are required under this Constitution or any other law.”.
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Amendment of Article 52 of the Namibian Constitution

11. Article 52 of the Namibian Constitution is amended by -

(a) the substitution for Sub-Article (1) of the following Sub-Article:

“(1)   Subject to the [provisions of the laws pertaining to the public service] 
laws of Namibia regulating the employment of Parliamentary staff and 
the directives of the National Assembly, the Speaker shall appoint a 
person [(or designate a person in the public service made available 
for that purpose),] if such laws prescribe a different procedure for 
the appointment of the Secretary, or designate the person holding the 
appropriate post as the Secretary of the National Assembly, who shall 
perform the functions and duties assigned to such Secretary by this 
Constitution or by the Speaker.”;

(b) the substitution for Sub-Article (3) of the following Sub-Article:

“(3)   The Secretary shall be assisted by officers of the National Assembly 
who [shall be persons in the public service made available for that 
purpose] shall be appointed in accordance with the laws referred to in 
Sub-Article (1).”;

(c) by the addition of the following Sub-Article after Sub-Article (3):

“(4)   The laws referred to in Sub-Article (1) and Article 73A(1), shall 
create a Parliamentary Service Commission which shall be composed 
in such a manner, perform such functions and exercise such powers 
as may be prescribed by such laws.”.

Substitution of Article 53 of the Namibian Constitution

12. The following Article is substituted for Article 53 of the Namibian Constitution:

“Article 53 Quorum

(1)  Subject to Sub-Article (2) the presence of at least [thirty-seven (37)] 
forty-nine (49) members of the National Assembly entitled to vote, other 
than the Speaker or the presiding member, shall be necessary to constitute 
a meeting of the National Assembly when any voting is required [for 
the exercise of its powers and the performance of its functions].
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(2)  The presence of at least twenty-six (26) members of the National 
Assembly entitled to vote, other than the Speaker or the presiding 
member, shall be sufficient to constitute a meeting of the National 
Assembly when no voting on any matter is required.”.

Substitution of Article 55 of the Namibian Constitution

13. The following Article is substituted for Article 55 of the Namibian Constitution:

“Article 55   Oath or Affirmation

Every member of the National Assembly shall make and subscribe to an oath 
or solemn affirmation before the Chief Justice, the Deputy-Chief Justice or a 
Judge designated by the Chief Justice for this purpose, in the terms set out in 
Schedule 3 hereof.”.

Amendment of Article 69 of the Namibian Constitution

14. Article 69 of the Namibian Constitution is amended by the substitution for 
Sub-Article (1) of the following Sub-Article:

“(1)   The National Council shall consist of [two (2)] three (3) members 
from each region referred to in Article 102 hereof, to be elected from 
amongst their members by the Regional Council for such region.”.

Substitution of Article 73 of the Namibian Constitution

15. The following Article is substituted for Article 73 of the Namibian Constitution:

“Article 73   Chairperson and Vice-Chairperson

(1)  At the first sitting of a newly elected National Council, the National 
Council, with the Secretary acting as Chairperson, shall elect a member 
as Chairperson.

(2)  The National Council shall then elect another member as Vice-
Chairperson.

(3)  Subject to Sub-Article (4), the Chairperson, or in his or her absence the 
Vice-Chairperson, shall preside over sessions of the National Council.
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(4)  If neither the Chairperson nor the Vice-Chairperson is present at any 
session, the National Council, with the Secretary acting as Chairperson, 
shall elect a member to act as Chairperson.”.

Insertion of Article 73A of the Namibian Constitution

16. The following Article is inserted after Article 73 of the Namibian Constitution:

“Article 73A Secretary and other Officers

(1)  Subject to the laws of Namibia regulating the appointment of 
Parliamentary staff, and the directives of the National Council, 
the Chairperson shall appoint or if such laws prescribe a different 
procedure for the appointment of the Secretary, designate the person 
holding the appropriate post as the Secretary of the National Council, 
who shall perform the functions and duties assigned to such Secretary 
by this Constitution or by the Chairperson.

(2)  Subject to the laws governing the control of public monies, the 
Secretary shall perform his or her functions and duties under the 
control of the Chairperson.

(3)  The Secretary shall be assisted by officers of the National Council 
who shall be persons appointed in accordance with the laws referred 
to in Sub-Article (1).”.

Amendment of Article 75 of the Namibian Constitution

17. Article 75 of the Namibian Constitution is amended by the insertion of the 
following Sub-Article after Sub-Article (4): 

“(4A) Sub-Article (4) shall mutatis mutandis apply to bills dealing with the 
levying of taxes or the appropriation of public monies subject thereto 
that the National Council may only propose corrections to such bills 
for consideration by the National Assembly and that any reference in 
Sub-Article (4) hereof to ‘amendments’ shall be construed to refer to 
‘corrections’.”.

Substitution of Article 76 of the Namibian Constitution

18. The following Article is substituted for Article 76 of the Namibian Constitution:
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“Article 76 Quorum

(1)  Subject to Sub-Article (2), the presence of a majority of the total 
number of members of the National Council as required by Article 69, 
shall be necessary to constitute a meeting of the National Council for 
the exercise of its powers and the performance of its functions when 
any voting is required.

(2)  The presence of at least a third of the total number of members of 
the National Council as required by Article 69, shall be sufficient to 
constitute a meeting of the National Council when no voting on any 
matter is required.”.

Amendment of Article 78 of the Namibian Constitution

19. Article 78 of the Namibian Constitution is amended by the addition of the 
following Sub-Articles after Sub-Article (4):

“(5)   The financial and other administrative matters of the High Court and 
Supreme Court shall be performed in such a manner that the inde-
pendence of the Judiciary can be effectively and practically promoted 
and guaranteed by means of appropriate legislative and administrative 
measures.

(6)  In accordance with the relevant laws, an accounting officer shall be 
designated who shall subject to the direction and control of the Chief 
Justice, perform the functions of an accounting officer as head of the 
administration of the Judiciary with the assistance of such other staff 
members designated from the public service for such purpose.

(7)  The Chief Justice shall supervise the Judiciary, exercise responsibility 
over the Judiciary, and monitor the norms and standards for the exercise 
of the judicial functions of all Courts.”. 

Amendment of Article 79 of the Namibian Constitution

20. Article 79 of the Namibian Constitution is amended by the substitution for 
Sub-Article (1) of the following Sub-Article:

“(1)   The Supreme Court shall consist of a Chief Justice, a Deputy-Chief 
Justice who shall deputise the Chief Justice in the performance of his 
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or her functions under this Constitution or any other law, and such 
additional Judges as the President, acting on the recommendation of 
the Judicial Service Commission, may determine.”.

Amendment of Article 80 of the Namibian Constitution

21. Article 80 of the Namibian Constitution is amended by the substitution for 
Sub-Article (1) of the following Sub-Article:

“(1)   The High Court shall consist of a Judge-President, who shall be the 
Deputy-Chief Justice referred to in Article 79(1) hereof and an ex 
officio Judge of the Supreme Court, such Deputy Judges-President and 
such additional Judges as the President, acting on the recommendation 
of the Judicial Service Commission, may determine.”.

Amendment of Article 83 of the Namibian Constitution

22. Article 83 of the Namibian Constitution is amended by the addition of the 
following Sub-Articles after Sub-Article (2):

“(3)   A Magistrates Commission, responsible for the transfer, discipline, 
removal, remuneration and other conditions of service of Magistrates, 
subject to this Constitution, shall be established by Act of Parliament 
which Act shall further describe its powers, functions and duties.

(4)  Further commissions may be established by Act of Parliament to regulate 
matters relating to such other Lower Courts as may be established by Act 
of Parliament.”.

Amendment of Article 84 of the Namibian Constitution

23. Article 84 of the Namibian Constitution is amended by -

(a) the substitution for Sub-Article (3) of the following Sub-Article:

“(3)   If the Judicial Service Commission considers that the question of 
removing a Judge of the Supreme Court or the High Court under 
this Article ought to be investigated, it shall establish a tribunal 
which -
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(a) shall consist of a Chairperson and not less than two other members, 
who hold or have held judicial office;

(b) shall enquire into the matter and report on the facts thereof to the 
Judicial Service Commission; and

(c) if the Judicial Service Commission, after due deliberation, advises 
the President to remove the Judge for any reason referred to in Sub-
Article (2), the President must remove such Judge from office.”; and

(b) by the substitution for Sub-Article (5) of the following Sub-Article: 

“(5)  The Judicial Service Commission may, before establishing a tribunal 
in terms of Sub-Article (3), recommend to the President to suspend 
the Judge under investigation from office pending the outcome of 
the enquiry by the tribunal: Provided that the President may on the 
recommendation of the Judicial Service Commission, revoke any 
suspension.”.

Amendment of Article 85 of the Namibian Constitution

24. Article 85 of the Namibian Constitution is amended by -

(a) the substitution for Sub-Articles (1) and (4) of the following Sub-Articles:

“(1)   There shall be a Judicial Service Commission consisting of the Chief 
Justice, [a Judge appointed by the President] the Deputy-Chief 
Justice, the Attorney-General and two members of the legal profession 
nominated in accordance with the provisions of an Act of Parliament 
by the professional organisation or organisations representing the 
interests of the legal profession in Namibia.

(4)  Any casual vacancy in the Judicial Service Commission may be filled 
by the Chief Justice or in his or her absence by the [Judge appointed 
by the President] Deputy-Chief Justice.”;

(b) the addition of the following Sub-Article after Sub-Article (4):

“(5)   A quorum at a meeting of the Judicial Service Commission shall be 
three members.”.
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Insertion of Article 88A of the Namibian Constitution

25. Article 88A of the Namibian Constitution is inserted after Article 88:

“Article 88A Removal of Prosecutor-General from office

(1)  The Prosecutor-General may be removed from office before the 
expiry of his or her term of office by the President acting on the 
recommendation of the Judicial Service Commission.

(2)  The Prosecutor-General may only be removed from office on the 
ground of incapacity or for gross misconduct, and in accordance with 
the provisions of Sub-Article (3) hereof.

(3)  If the Judicial Service Commission considers that the question of 
removing the Prosecutor-General under this Article ought to be 
investigated it shall establish a tribunal which -

(a) shall consist of a Chairperson and not less than two other 
members, who hold or have held judicial office;

(b) shall enquire into the matter and report on the facts thereof to the 
Judicial Service Commission; and

(c) if after considering that report, the Judicial Service Commission, 
after due deliberation, recommends that the President removes 
the Prosecutor-General for any reason referred to in Sub-Article 
(2), the President must remove the Prosecutor-General from 
office.”.

Amendment of Article 94 of the Namibian Constitution

26. Article 94 of the Namibian Constitution is amended by -

(a) the substitution for Sub-Article (3) of the following Sub-Article:

“(3)   If the Judicial Service Commission considers that the question of 
removing the Ombudsman under this Article ought to be investigated 
it shall establish a tribunal which -
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(a) shall consist of a Chairperson and not less than two other members, 
who hold or have held judicial office;

(b) shall enquire into the matter and report on the facts thereof to the 
Judicial Service Commission; and

(c) if after considering that report, the Judicial Service Commission, 
after due deliberation, recommends that the President removes 
the Ombudsman for any reason referred to in Sub-Article (2), 
the President must remove the Ombudsman from office.”; 
and

(b) the deletion of Sub-Article (4).

Amendment of Article 94A of the Namibian Constitution as inserted by 
Act No. 7 of 2010

27. Article 94A of the Namibian Constitution is amended by the substitution for 
Sub-Articles (4), (5) and (6) of the following Sub-Articles:

“(4)   The Anti-Corruption Commission shall consist of a Director-
General, a Deputy Director-General and other staff members of the 
Commission.

(5)  The National Assembly shall appoint the Director-General of the 
Anti-Corruption Commission and the Deputy Director-General upon 
nomination by the President.

(6)  The Director-General of the Anti-Corruption Commission and the 
Deputy Director-General shall be appointed for a period of five (5) 
years and their qualifications for appointment and conditions and 
termination of service shall be determined in accordance with an Act 
of Parliament.”.

Insertion of Chapter 10B and Article 94B of the Namibian Constitution

28. The following Chapter and Article are inserted after Article 94A of Chapter 
10A of the Namibian Constitution:
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“CHAPTER 10B 

ELECTORAL COMMISSION OF NAMIBIA

Article 94B  Electoral Commission of Namibia

(1)  There shall be an Electoral Commission of Namibia which shall be 
the exclusive body to direct, supervise, manage and control the conduct 
of elections and referenda, subject to this Constitution, and an Act of 
Parliament shall further define its powers, functions and duties.

(2)  The Electoral Commission of Namibia shall be an independent, trans-
parent and impartial body.

(3)  The Electoral Commission of Namibia shall consist of five Commis-
sioners, including the Chairperson, appointed by the President with 
the approval of the National Assembly, and such Commissioners 
shall be entitled to serve for a five (5) year term: Provided that no 
Commissioner shall serve more than two (2) terms.

(4)  Subject to Sub-Article (3), the Chairperson shall serve in a full-time 
capacity for a term of five (5) years and shall be eligible for reappoint-
ment.

(5)  The depository of the records, minutes, documents of the Electoral 
Commission of Namibia, as well as the electoral and referenda 
materials shall be the Chief Electoral and Referenda Officer.

(6)  The qualifications for appointment, conditions and termination of 
service for the Chairperson, Commissioners and the Chief Electoral 
and Referenda Officer shall be determined in accordance with an Act 
of Parliament.”.

Amendment of Article 103 of the Namibian Constitution

29. Article 103 of the Namibian Constitution is amended by the substitution for 
Sub-Articles (1) and (2) of the following Sub-Articles:

“(1)   The boundaries of regions and constituencies shall be determined 
by the President by Proclamation on the recommendation of the 
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Boundaries Delimitation and Demarcation Commission established 
by Article 104(1) in accordance with the principles set out in Article 
102(2) hereof.

(2)   The boundaries of regions and constituencies may be changed, new 
regions and constituencies may be created and regions and constituencies 
may be merged but only in accordance with the procedure provided for 
in Sub-Article (1).”.

Substitution of Article 104 of the Namibian Constitution

30. The following Article is substituted for Article 104 of the Namibian Constitution:

“Article 104  Boundaries Delimitation and Demarcation Commission

(1)  There shall be a Boundaries Delimitation and Demarcation Commission 
which shall -

(a) delimit and demarcate the boundaries of Namibia subject to 
Article 1(4);

(b) recommend the determination of the boundaries and names of 
regions, constituencies and local authorities in accordance with 
this Constitution and the provisions of an Act of Parliament,

and shall report thereon to the President.

(2)  The Boundaries Delimitation and Demarcation Commission shall 
consist of a full-time Chairperson and other part-time Commissioners 
as may be appointed by the President with the approval of the National 
Assembly.

(3)  An Act of Parliament may further regulate any matter not expressly 
provided for by this Constitution, including the method of arriving at a 
decision.”.

Substitution of Article 105 of the Namibian Constitution

31. The following Article is substituted for Article 105 of the Namibian Constitution:
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“Article 105  Composition of Regional Councils

Every Regional Council shall consist of a number of persons determined [by 
the Delimitation Commission] in accordance with the procedure provided 
for in Article 103(1) for the particular region for which that Regional Council 
has been established, and who are qualified to be elected to the National 
Council.”.

Amendment of Article 106 of the Namibian Constitution

32. Article 106 of the Namibian Constitution is amended by the substitution for 
Sub-Article (1) of the following Sub-Article:

“(1)   Each region shall be divided into constituencies the boundaries of 
which shall be fixed by the [Delimitation Commission] Boundaries 
Delimitation and Demarcation Commission in accordance with the 
provisions of an Act of Parliament and this Constitution: provided 
that there shall be no fewer than six (6) and no more than twelve (12) 
constituencies in each region.”.

Substitution of Article 110 of the Namibian Constitution

33. The Namibian Constitution is amended by the substitution for Article 110 of the 
following Article:

“Article 110  Administration and Functioning of Regional Councils

(1)  The holding and conducting of meetings of Regional Councils, the 
filling of casual vacancies on Regional Councils and the manner of 
appointing staff members the method of determining their conditions of 
service any other matter relating to their employment and the availing of 
staff members in the public service by the Public Service Commission 
to the Regional Councils, as well as all other matters dealing with or 
incidental to the administration and functioning of Regional Councils, 
shall be determined by Act of Parliament.

[Sub-Article (1), as substituted, appears to omit some commas and 
the word “and”. It should perhaps read as follows, although other 
grammatically-correct constructions are possible:
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“(1) The holding and conducting of meetings of Regional Councils, 
the filling of casual vacancies on Regional Councils and the 
manner of appointing staff members, the method of determining 
their conditions of service and any other matter relating to their 
employment, and the availing of staff members in the public 
service by the Public Service Commission to the Regional 
Councils, as well as all other matters dealing with or incidental 
to the administration and functioning of Regional Councils, shall 
be determined by Act of Parliament.”]

(2)  An Act of Parliament may regulate the employment of staff members 
to perform work for Regional Councils.

(3)  The Act referred to in Sub-Article (2) may provide for the employment 
of staff members by regional councils or may provide that staff members 
are employed in the public service and may provide for the manner in 
which staff members employed in the public service are made available 
to Regional Councils.

(4)  The Act referred to in Sub-Article (2) may also provide for the transfer 
of staff members employed by Regional Councils to the public service 
and their subsequent making available to Regional Councils.

(5)  The Act referred to in Sub-Article (2) may also provide for any other 
matter relating to the employment, conditions of service, disciplinary 
matters of the staff members in question and any matter that is necessary, 
incidental or ancillary to the employment of the staff members in 
question.”.

Insertion of Article 110A of the Namibian Constitution

34. The following Article is inserted after Article 110 of the Namibian Constitution:

“Article 110A Regional Governors

(1)  The President shall appoint Regional Governors as political heads 
of the regions, and an Act of Parliament shall further prescribe their 
powers and functions.

(2)  Regional Governors shall serve at the pleasure of the President.
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(3) Subject to this Constitution or any other law, a Regional Governor shall 
oversee the exercise of any executive function of Government in the 
region for which he or she is the Regional Governor, and he or she shall 
be the link between the central Government and the Regional Council, 
Local Authorities and Traditional Leaders in the region concerned.

(4) In the performance of his or her functions, a Regional Governor may 
in writing require the Regional Council of the region of which he or 
she is the Regional Governor to convene urgent special sessions and 
address any matter.

(5) A Regional Governor shall attend a meeting of the Regional Council 
of the region for which he or she is the Regional Governor once every 
year, which meeting shall occur after the President and Cabinet attend 
Parliament in terms of Article 32(2) hereof.

(6) During the meeting referred to in Sub-Article (5), the Regional 
Governor shall address the Regional Council on the state of the 
region, planned activities of the central Government in the region, 
report on the activities of the central Government of the previous year 
in the region and be available to respond to questions.

(7) The President or the Minister responsible for regional government 
may assign further functions to Regional Governors and Regional 
Governors shall report to the President.”.

Amendment of Article 113 of the Namibian Constitution

35. Article 113 of the Namibian Constitution is hereby amended by -

(a) the substitution for subparagraph (cc) of paragraph (a) of the following sub-
paragraph:

“(cc)  the remuneration [and the retirement benefits] of any such persons;”; 
and

(b) the substitution for paragraph (c) of the following paragraph:

“(c)   to, if requested by the President to do so, advise the President on the 
identity, availability and suitability of persons to be appointed by the 
President to offices in terms of this Constitution or any other law.”.
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Substitution of Article 114 of the Namibian Constitution as amended by 
Act No. 7 of 2010

36. The following Article is substituted for Article 114 of the Namibian Constitution:

“Article 114  Establishment and Functions

(1) There shall be a Security Commission which shall have the functions -

(a) to make recommendations to the President on the appointment of 
the Chief of the Defence Force, the Inspector-General of Police 
and the Commissioner-General of Correctional Service;

(b) to advise the President on any matter on which the President may 
require its advice; and

(c) to perform such other functions as may be assigned to it by an Act 
of Parliament.

(2)  The Security Commission shall consist of the Chairperson of the Public 
Service Commission, the Chief of the Defence Force, the Inspector-
General of Police, the Head of the Intelligence Service, the Commissioner-
General of Correctional Service and two (2) members of the National 
Assembly, appointed by the President on the recommendation of the 
National Assembly.

(3)  No decision of the Security Commission shall be invalid merely as a 
result of a vacancy on the Commission when that decision has been 
taken.”.

Substitution of heading of Chapter 15 of the Namibian Constitution

37. The following heading is substituted for the heading of Chapter 15 of the 
Namibian Constitution:

“The Defence Force, The Police Force, 
The Intelligence Service and The Correctional Service”.
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Insertion of Article 120A of the Namibian Constitution

38. The following Article is inserted after Article 120 of the Namibian 
Constitution:

“Article 120A Establishment of the Intelligence Service

(1)  There shall be established by an Act of Parliament, an Intelligence 
Service with its powers and functions provided for in such Act.

(2)  The Act referred to in Sub-Article (1) may also provide for the title by 
which the Head of the Intelligence Service shall be known.

(3)  The President shall appoint the Head of the Intelligence Service in 
terms of Article 32(3)(i)(gg).

(4)  The Head of the Intelligence Service shall serve at the pleasure of the 
President and shall assume political responsibility for the control and 
direction of the Intelligence Service.

(5)  The Head of the Intelligence Service shall be the principal advisor 
to the President and the Government on matters relating to national 
security and intelligence.”.

Amendment of Article 126 of the Namibian Constitution

39. Article 126 of the Namibian Constitution is amended by the substitution for 
Sub-Article (1) of the following Sub-Article:

“(1)   The Minister [in charge of the Department of Finance] responsible 
for finance shall, at least once every year and thereafter at such interim 
stages as may be necessary, present for the consideration of the National 
Assembly estimates of revenue, expenditure and income for the pro-
spective financial year.”.

Substitution of Article 128 of the Namibian Constitution

40. The following Article is substituted for Article 128 of the Namibian 
Constitution:
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“Article 128  The Central Bank

(1)  There shall be established by Act of Parliament a Central Bank of the 
Republic of Namibia which shall serve as the State’s principal instrument 
to control the money supply, the currency, and [the institutions of 
finance] banking institutions and any other financial institutions that 
may be placed under the supervision of the Central Bank by Act of 
Parliament, and to perform all other functions ordinarily performed by 
a central bank.

(2)  The Governing Board of the Central Bank shall consist of a Governor, 
[a Deputy-Governor] Deputy-Governors and such other members of 
the Board as shall be prescribed by Act of Parliament, and all members 
of the Board shall be appointed by the President in accordance with 
procedures prescribed by such Act of Parliament.

(3)  Nothing in this Constitution is construed as to prevent the enactment of 
any law or as affecting the validity of any law assigning the regulation 
of institutions that perform financial services to any member of the 
public by a body other than the Central Bank.”.

Amendment of Article 129 of the Namibian Constitution

41. Article 129 of the Namibian Constitution is amended by the substitution for 
Sub-Article (1) of the following Sub-Article:

“(1)   There shall be established in the [office of the President] Presidency 
a National Planning Commission, whose task shall be to plan the 
priorities and direction of national development.”.

Amendment of Article 132 of the Namibian Constitution

42. Article 132 of the Namibian Constitution is amended by the substitution for 
paragraph (c) of Sub-Article (3) of the following paragraph:

“(c)   If upon the holding of such a referendum the bill containing the proposed 
repeals and/or amendments is approved by a two-thirds majority of all 
the valid votes cast in the referendum, the bill shall be deemed to have 
been passed in accordance with the provisions of this Constitution, and 
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the President shall [deal with it in terms of Article 56 hereof] assent 
to the bill by signing the bill and the bill shall be published as an Act in 
the Gazette.”.

Substitution of Schedule 2 of the Namibian Constitution

43. The following Schedule is substituted for Schedule 2 of the Namibian 
Constitution:

“SCHEDULE 2

PART A

Oath or Affirmation of the Vice-President,
Prime Minister and Deputy-Prime Minister

‘I, ............................................., do hereby swear/solemnly affirm,

That I will strive to the best of my ability to uphold, protect and defend as the 
Supreme Law the Constitution of the Republic of Namibia, and faithfully to 
obey, execute and administer the laws of the Republic of Namibia;

That I will protect the independence, sovereignty, territorial integrity and the 
material and spiritual resources of the Republic of Namibia;

That I will not divulge directly or indirectly any matters brought before the 
Cabinet and entrusted to me under secrecy; and

That I will endeavour to the best of my ability to ensure justice for all the 
inhabitants of the Republic of Namibia, to deputise, assist and advise the 
President, and to perform the duties of my office and the functions entrusted 
to me by the President conscientiously and to the best of my ability.’

So help me God. / I so affirm.’

***
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PART B

Oath or Affirmation of Ministers 
and Deputy-Ministers

‘I, ............................................., do hereby swear/solemnly affirm that I will 
be faithful to the Republic of Namibia, hold my office as Minister/Deputy-
Minister with honour and dignity, uphold, protect and defend the Constitution 
and faithfully obey, execute and administer the laws of the Republic of 
Namibia, serve the people of Namibia to the best of my ability, not divulge 
directly or indirectly any matters brought before the Cabinet and entrusted 
to me under secrecy, and perform the duties of my office and the functions 
entrusted to me by the President conscientiously and to the best of my ability.

So help me God. / I so affirm.’ ”.

Amendment of Schedule 4 of the Namibian Constitution

44. Schedule 4 of the Namibian Constitution is amended -

(a) by the substitution for paragraph (1) of the following paragraph:

“(1)   For the purpose of filling the [seventy-two (72)] ninety-six (96) seats 
in the National Assembly pursuant to the provisions of Article 46(1)
(a) hereof, the total number of valid votes cast in a general election for 
these seats shall be divided by [seventy-two (72)] ninety-six (96) and 
the result shall constitute the quota of valid votes per seat.”; and

(b) by the substitution for paragraph (3) of the following paragraph:

“(3)   Where the formula set out in paragraph (2) yields a surplus fraction 
not absorbed by the number of seats allocated to the political party 
concerned, such surplus shall compete with other similar surpluses 
accruing to any other political party or parties participating in the 
election, and any undistributed seat or seats (in terms of the formula set 
out in paragraph (2)) shall be awarded to the party or parties concerned 
in sequence of the highest surplus. In the event of a tie of surpluses, and 
as a result of such tie the undistributed seat(s) cannot be awarded, then 
the undistributed seat(s) will be awarded by lot.”.
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Saving provisions

45. (1)  The Magistrates Act, 2003 (Act No. 3 of 2003), is deemed to have been 
enacted in terms of Article 83(3) of the Namibian Constitution.

(2) The Namibia Central Intelligence Service Act, 1997 (Act No. 10 of 1997) is 
deemed to have been enacted in terms of Article 120A(1) of the Namibian Constitution.

(3) The Namibia Central Intelligence Service established by that Act and which 
exists at the commencement of this Act is deemed to have been established as contem-
plated in Article 120A and continues to exist.

(4) The Director-General of the Namibia Central Intelligence Service holding 
office at the commencement of this Act by virtue of his appointment under the Act 
continues to so hold office as the Head of the Intelligence Service and is deemed to have 
been appointed in terms of Article 32(3)(i)(gg).

Short title and commencement

46. (1)  This Act is called the Namibian Constitution Third Amendment Act, 
2014, and subject to subsection (2), (3) and (4) comes into operation on the date of its 
publication in the Gazette.

(2)  Sections 1, 2(a), (b) and (d), 4(a) and (b), 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 41 and 43 come into 
operation after the expiry of the term of office of the President of the Republic of 
Namibia.

(3) Sections 4(d), 10, 12 and 44 come into operation after the expiry of the term 
of office of the existing members of the National Assembly.

(4) Sections 14 and 18 come into operation after the expiry of the term of office 
of the existing members of the National Council.
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1982 Constitutional Principles
As an international requirement, the Constituent Assembly of 1989-1990 was to adopt the 
so-called 1982 Constitutional Principles. These were established in 1982 by the so-called 
Western Five Contact Group as an addition to UN Security Council Resolution 435. The 
Western Five were the Western members of the UN Security Council at that time, namely 
the United States of America, Canada, France, Great Britain and the Federal Republic 
of Germany. In 1982 they had initiated new negotiations with South Africa, the frontline 
states, SWAPO and other political parties in Namibia, and the 1982 Constitutional 
Principles were the outcome of those discussions. They are contained in the documents 
of Security Council S/15287 of 7 December 1982, and provide for the following:

A.  Constituent Assembly

1.  In accordance with the United Nations Security Council resolution 435(1978), 
elections will be held to select a Constituent Assembly which will adopt a 
Constitution for an independent Namibia. The Constitution will determine the 
organization and powers of all levels of government.

�	Every adult Namibian will be eligible, without discrimination or fear of 
intimidation from any source, to vote, campaign and stand for election to the 
Constituent Assembly.

�	Voting will be by secret ballot, with provisions made for those who cannot 
read or write.

�	The date for the beginning of the electoral campaign, the date of elections, the 
electoral system, the preparation of voter rolls and other aspects of electoral 
procedure will be promptly decided upon so as to give all political parties 
and interested persons, without regard to their political views, a full and fair 
opportunity to organize and participate in the electoral process. 

�	Full freedom of speech, assembly, movement and press shall be guaranteed. 

�	The electoral system will seek to ensure fair representation in the Constituent 
Assembly to different political parties which gain substantial support in the 
election.

2.  The Constituent Assembly will formulate the Constitution for an Independent 
Namibia in accordance with the principles in Part B below and will adopt the 
Constitution as a whole by a two-thirds majority of its total membership.
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B.  Principles for a Constitution for an independent Namibia

1.  Namibia will be a unitary, sovereign, and democratic state.

2.  The Constitution will be the supreme law of the State. It may be amended only 
by a designated process involving the legislature and/or votes cast in a popular 
referendum.

3.  The Constitution will determine the organization and powers of all levels 
of government. It will provide for a system of governance with three branches; 
an elected executive branch which will be responsible to the legislative branch; 
a legislative branch to be elected by universal and equal suffrage which will be 
responsible for the passage of all laws; and an independent judicial branch which 
will be responsible for the interpretation of the Constitution and for ensuring its 
supremacy and the authority of the law. The executive and legislative branches will 
be constituted by periodic and genuine elections which will be held by secret vote. 

4.  The electoral system will be consistent with the principles in A.1 above.

5.  There will be a declaration of fundamental rights, which will include the rights 
to life, personal liberty and freedom of movement; to freedom of conscience; to 
freedom of expression, including freedom of speech and a free press; to freedom 
of assembly and association, including political parties and trade unions; to due 
process and equality before the law; to protection from arbitrary depravation of 
private property or deprivation of private property without just compensation; and 
to freedom from racial, ethnic, religious or sexual discrimination. The declaration 
of rights will be consistent with the provisions of the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights. Aggrieved individuals will be entitled to have the courts adjudicate 
and enforce these rights.

6.  It will be forbidden to create criminal offences with retrospective effect or to 
provide for increased penalties with retrospective effect. 

7.  Provisions will be made for the balanced structure of the public service, the police 
service and defence services and for equal access by all to recruitment of these 
services. The fair administration of personnel policy in relation to these services 
will be assured by appropriate independent bodies.

8.  Provisions will be made for the establishment of elected council for local and/or 
regional administration.

1982 Constitutional Principles
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Resolution 435 of 1978 of 
the UN Security Council

On 29 September 1978, the United Nations Security Council adopted Resolution 435, 
which called for the withdrawal of South Africa’s illegal administration of Namibia 
in order to pave the way for the transfer of power to the people of Namibia with the 
assistance of the United Nations. Resolution 435 was adopted by 12 votes to none. The 
Soviet Union and Czechoslovakia abstained, and the People’s Republic of China did not 
participate in the vote.

RESOLUTION 435 OF 29 SEPTEMBER 1978

The Security Council,

Recalling its resolutions 385 (1976) of 30 January (1976) and 431 (1978) and 432 (1978) 
of 27 July 1978, 

Having considered the report of the Secretary-General submitted pursuant to paragraph 
2 of resolution 431 1978) and his explanatory statement made in the Security Council 
on 29 September 1978 (S/12969), 

Taking note of the relevant communications from the Government of South Africa to 
the Secretary-General,

Taking note also of the letter dated 8 September 1978 from the President of the South 
West Africa People’s Organization to the Secretary-General,

Reaffirming the legal responsibility of the United Nations over Namibia,

1.  Approves the report of the Secretary-General on the implementation of the pro-
posal for a settlement of the Namibian situation and his explanatory statement;

2.  Reiterates that its objective is the withdrawal of South Africa’s illegal admini-
stration from Namibia and the transfer of power to the people of Namibia with the 
assistance of the United Nations in accordance with Security Council resolution 
385 (1976);

3.  Decides to establish under its authority a United Nations Transition Assistance 
Group in accordance with the above-mentioned report of the Secretary-General 

Resolution 435 of 1978 of the UN Security Council
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for a period of up to 12 months in order to assist his Special Representative to 
carry out the mandate conferred upon him by the Security Council in paragraph 1 
of its resolution 431 (1978), namely, to ensure the early independence of Namibia 
through free elections under the supervision and control of the United Nations;

4.  Welcomes the preparedness of the South West Africa People’s Organization to 
co-operate in the implementation of the Secretary-General’s report, including its 
expressed readiness to sign and observe the cease-fire provisions as manifested in 
the letter from its President of 8 September 1978;

5.  Calls upon South Africa forthwith to co-operate with the Secretary-General in the 
implementation of the present resolution;

6.  Declares that all unilateral measures taken by the illegal administration in Namibia 
in relation to the electoral process, including unilateral registration of voters, or 
transfer of power, in contravention of resolutions 385 (1976), 431 (1978) and the 
present resolution, are null and void;

7.  Requests the Secretary-General to report to the Security Council not later than  
23 October 1978 on the implementation of the present resolution. 

Resolution 435 of 1978 of the UN Security Council
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Members of the Constitutional Assembly 1989-90

Members of the Constituent Assembly (1989-90)

	� Rev. Matti Amadhila
	� Ben Amathila
	� Libertine Amathila
	� Nahas Angula
	� Nico Bessinger
	� Willem Biwa
	� Danie Botha
	� Jerry Ekandjo
	� Moses ǁGaroëb 
	� Dr Hage Geingob  
(Assembly Chairperson)
	� Theo-Ben Gurirab
	� Hidipo Hamutenya 
	� H. Hausiku
	� Marco Hausiku
	� Hadino Hishongwa
	� Joshua Hoebeb
	� Michaela Huebschle
	� Pendukeni Iivula-Ithana
	� Nickey Iyambo
	� Richard Kapelwa Kabajani 

	� Rev. Zephania Kameeta
	� Peter Katjavivi
	� Willem Konjore
	� Nathaniel Maxuilili
	� Kaire Mbuende
	� David Meroro
	� Peter Mweshihange
	� Dr Sam Nujoma
	� Dr Hifikepunye Pohamba 
	� Hartmut Ruppel   
	� Pashukeni Shoombe   
	� Ngarikutuke Tjiriange 
	� Mose Penaani Tjitendero
	� Andimba Toivo ya Toivo 
	� Peter Tshirumbu
	� Ben Ulenga 
	� Hendrik Witbooi
	� Anton Von Wietersheim
	� Siegfried Wohler
	� Buddy Wentworth
	� John Ya Otto

SWAPO (South West Africa People’s Organisation)

DTA (Democratic Tumhalle Alliance)

	� Ben Africa
	� Bamey Bames 
	� Magareth Bames
	� Gottlieb Dan
	� Johannes J /Gaseb
	� Allois Gende
	� Joseph Haraseb
	� Jeremia Jagger
	� Piet Junius
	� Geelboy Kashe
	� Katuutire Kaura
	� Constance Kgosimang

	� Fanuel Kozonguizi
	� Daniel Luipert
	� A. Majavero
	� Andrew Matjila
	� Dirk Mudge
	� Mishake Muyongo
	� A. Nuule
	� Hans-Erik Staby
	� C. Van Wyk

UDF, ACN, FCN, NNF, NPF 
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Members of the Constitutional Assembly 1989-90

UDF (United Democratic Front)

	� Eric Biwa
	� Reggie Diergaardt
	� Justus ǁGaroëb
	� Gabriel Siseho 

ACN (Action Christian National)

	� Walter Aston
	� Jan de Wet
	� Kosie Pretorius

FCN (Federal Convention of Namibia)

Hans Diergaardt resigned for health reasons,
and his seat was filled by Mburumba Kerina. 

NNF (Namibia National Front)

Reinhart Vekuii Rukoro

NPF (National Patriotic Front)

Moses Katjiuongua
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Namibia’s National Anthem

Namibia’s National Anthem
When Namibia became independent on 21 March 1990, the young country already had a 
national flag, but not yet a national anthem. At the independence celebrations the African 
song “Nkosi Sikelel’ iAfrica” (God Save Africa) was sung instead. (This song became the 
first portion of the new South African National Anthem adopted in 1997.)

Before Namibia’s independence, the national anthem of Apartheid South Africa, namely 
“Die Stem van Suid-Afrika” (The Call of South Africa) was played at official events in 
Namibia, and on occasion the so-called “Südwesterlied” (“So hart wie Kameldornholz”) 
was sung by some German-speaking Namibians as a kind of unofficial anthem.

National competition

After independence it was time for Namibia to have a national anthem of its own, 
as was provided for in the Namibian Constitution. The Constituent Assembly felt that 
Namibia’s anthem should include the ideas and perceptions of the Namibian population, 
thus it delegated the task to the Namibian Broadcasting Corporation (NBC), and the 
NBC in turn organised a national competition for the composition of an anthem.

Numerous composers competed, and the composition of Axali Doëseb, a Namibian 
professional musician, was selected. Both the melody and the lyrics of his composition 
found wholehearted approval, despite some criticism that the emphasis on certain words 
did not harmonise well with the music.

The basis of Doëseb’s music was a piece that he had played on the organ at the funeral 
of SWAPO activist Adv. Anton Lubowski, who had been murdered in September 1989 
– just six months before Namibia’s independence. People at the funeral were so taken 
with Doëseb’s improvisation that some of them asked him for the written notes, but such 
notes did not exist, and Doëseb could not even remember the exact melody. Fortunately 
someone had taped the funeral proceedings including the music, and Doëseb used that 
recording as the musical template for his written composition.

He now had the music, but no words to go with it. The competition rules stipulated 
that the words should be short and easy to memorise, and should reflect the history of 
the young country. Hence Doëseb decided to travel around Namibia for several weeks 
to consult Namibians of all walks of life and origins as to which topics and words they 
would like their new national anthem to include. The word “brave“, for example, was 
mentioned so often that Doëseb included this word in both the title and the first line of 
his composition, titled “Namibia, Land of the Brave”.
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Namibia’s National Anthem

Our love for our country

The approved version of the new national anthem was introduced to the public on the 
first anniversary of Namibia’s independence, being 21 March 1991, under the composer’s 
direction. On 7 December 1991, an Act of Parliament (Act No. 20 of 1991) proclaimed 
“Namibia, Land of the Brave” as the National Anthem of the Republic of Namibia, and 
Doëseb transferred the copyright of the words and the music to the Republic of Namibia.

The Government’s web page on national symbols states that the anthem “describes the 
will of the Namibian people to survive amid hardship and suffering and, most importantly, 
their love for their country and their nation” (www.gov.na/national-symbols). The Act 
makes it an offence to insult the anthem, with punishment upon conviction of up to 
five years’ imprisonment or a fine of up to R20 000 or both, and allows the President of 
Namibia to make regulations relating to the Act.

Today Namibia’s National Anthem is played at all official events, in schools, and daily in 
the morning and at the end of transmission on national radio stations and TV channels, 
together with the Anthem of the African Union (see page 166).

Words of the Namibian National Anthem

Namibia, Land of the Brave
Freedom fight we have won

Glory to their bravery
Whose blood waters our freedom

We give our love and loyalty
Together in unity

Contrasting beautiful Namibia 
Namibia our country

Beloved land of savannahs 
Hold high the banner of liberty 

Chorus
Namibia our country 
Namibia motherland 

We love thee

Source: www.gov.na/national-symbols; February 2015
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Namibia’s National Anthem

Music of the Namibian National Anthem
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Anthem of the African Union (AU)

Anthem of the African Union (AU)
Namibia is the only country in Southern Africa that sings the AU Anthem following the 
Namibian National Anthem at all official events. 

Words of the AU Anthem

Let us all unite and celebrate together
The victories won for our liberation

Let us dedicate ourselves to rise together
To defend our liberty and unity

Chorus
O Sons and Daughters of Africa

Flesh of the Sun and Flesh of the Sky
Let us make Africa the Tree of Life

Let us all unite and sing together
To uphold the bonds that frame our destiny
Let us dedicate ourselves to fight together

For lasting peace and justice on earth

Chorus
O Sons and Daughters of Africa

Flesh of the Sun and Flesh of the Sky
Let us make Africa the Tree of Life

Let us all unite and toil together
To give the best we have to Africa

The cradle of mankind and fount of culture
Our pride and hope at break of dawn.

Chorus
O Sons and Daughters of Africa

Flesh of the Sun and Flesh of the Sky
Let us make Africa the Tree of Life

Source: www.au.int/en/about/symbol; February 2015
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Namibia’s National Flag

Namibia’s National Flag
Unlike the situation with the National Anthem, Namibia already had its own National 
Flag on the day of independence. The flag was selected by the Namibia National Symbols 
Sub-Committee, which had been established to provide technical advice on new national 
symbols for the new republic. This committee was chaired by the Minister Designate 
of Information and Broadcasting, Hidipo Hamutenya.

In order to find a popular flag design, the Sub-Committee requested the public to submit 
sketches and proposals. From the total of 835 submissions, the committee selected the 
present design, and introduced it to the public on 2 February 1990.

On the night of 21 March 1990, when Namibia’s independence was proclaimed in the 
presence of thousands of Namibians and numerous international guests, the South African 
Flag was lowered, and, amidst much rejoicing and loud applause, the new Namibian Flag 
was hoisted for the first time.

The Constituent Assembly stipulated in Article 2 of the Constitution of Namibia that 
“Namibia shall have a National Flag, the description of which is set out in Schedule 6 
hereof.” In that Schedule, the National Flag is described as follows:

“The National Flag of Namibia shall be rectangular in the proportion of 
three in the length to two in the width, tierced per bend reversed, blue, 
white and green; the white bend reversed, which shall be one third of the 
width of the flag, is charged with another of red, one quarter of the width 
of the flag. In the upper hoist there shall be a gold sun with twelve straight 
rays, the diameter of which shall be one third of the width of the flag, 
with its vertical axis one fifth of the distance from the hoist, positioned 
equidistant from the top edge and from the reversed bend. The rays, which 
shall each be two fifths of the radius of the sun, issue from the outer edge 
of a blue ring, which shall be one tenth of the radius of the sun.”

Explanation of colours and symbols

The website of the Government of Namibia describes the symbols and colours of the 
National Flag as follows:

“Namibia’s National Flag was unanimously adopted by the Constituent 
Assembly on 2 February 1990 as a symbol of the country’s struggle for 
national unity.
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Namibia’s National Flag

It symbolises peace, unity and common loyalty to Namibia. The National 
Flag represents the nation in every aspect. The sun symbolises life and 
energy. The golden colour of the sun represents the warmth and the colour 
of the plains of the Namib Desert. 

The blue symbolises the sky, the Atlantic Ocean, Namibia’s marine resources 
and the importance of rain and water. Red represents the Namibian people, 
their heroism and their determination to build a future of equal opportunity 
for all. White refers to peace and unity, while the green symbolises the 
country’s vegetation and agricultural resources.

The National Flag can be flown in foreign countries to represent Namibia.”

Source: www.gov.na/national-symbols; June 2015
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The Presidential Flag

The Presidential Flag
Namibia’s Presidential Flag was designed by the State Herald of South Africa, Fred 
Brownell, who later, in 1994, also designed South Africa’s new flag. He was also a member 
of the Namibia National Symbols Sub-Committee which selected Namibia’s National Flag.

The website of the Office of the President describes the Presidential Flag as follows:

“The flag of Namibia’s President represents the supreme authority of the 
Head of State and Chief Executive. 

The Flag is rectangular with three triangles in the colours of blue, gold and 
green. The gold is charged with the Coat of Arms. 

The use of the President’s Flag is restricted to Namibia. When the President 
travels to other countries only the National Flag is used. This means that only 
the National Flag can be flown in foreign countries to represent Namibia, 
while the President’s Flag represents the status and authority of the President 
in Namibia.”

PRESIDENTS OF THE 
REPUBLIC OF NAMIBIA 

(21 March 1990 to date)

H.E. Dr Sam Nujoma 
21.03.1990 – 21.03.2005 

H.E. Dr Hifikepunye Pohamba 
21.03.2005 – 21.03.2015

H.E. Dr Hage Geingob 
21.03.2015 to date

Source: www.gov.na; June 2015
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Flags of the Namibian Police Force and Defence Force

Flags of the Namibian Police Force and Defence Force
In addition to the Presidential Flag, Namibia has a Police Flag and a Military Flag.

Flag of the Namibian Police Force

The first design of the Flag of the Namibian Police Force was changed on 1 November 
2009 in order to emphasise the link with its country: it now includes the National Flag 
in the top left-hand corner.

The Flag of the Namibian Police Force always takes secondary position when flown or 
hoisted together with the National Flag. The National Flag must be flown about 1,80 
metres higher than other flags.

Flag of the Namibian Police Force
until 31 October 2009

Flag of the Namibian Police Force
since 1 November 2009

Flag of the Namibian Defence Force

The Namibian Defence Force Flag shows 
the Namibian Defence Force Badge on a 
white triangle, flanked by a red triangle 
and a light-blue triangle, symbolising the 
triune of the Army, Navy and Air Force.

Source: www.mod.gov.na, June 2015

Source: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flag_of_Namibia; June 2015

Source: www.parliament.na; June 2015
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The National Coat of Arms and the National Seal
The National Coat of Arms and the National Seal were also enshrined in the Namibian 
Constitution, and subsequently all former coats of arms used by the colonial South African 
administration no longer applied. The Constitution, in Chapter 1, Sub-Articles 2(2) and 
(3), states the following:

“Namibia shall have a National Coat of Arms, a National Anthem and a 
National Seal to be determined by an Act of Parliament, which shall require 
a two-thirds majority of all the members of the National Assembly for 
adoption and amendment. 

(a)  The National Seal of the Republic of Namibia shall show the Coat 
of Arms circumscribed with the word “NAMIBIA” and the motto 
of the country, which shall be determined by Act of Parliament as 
aforesaid. 

(b)  The National Seal shall be in the custody of the President or such 
person whom the President may designate for such purpose and shall 
be used on such official documents as the President may determine.”

The National Coat of Arms

In 1989 the Constituent Assembly assigned the design for a National Coat of Arms 
and a National Seal to the Namibia National Symbols Sub-Committee, which in turn 
enlisted the assistance of the South African Bureau of Heraldry. 

Following the Constituent Assembly’s approval of the 
design of the National Flag, the National 
Symbols Sub-Committee decided to feature the 
flag in the coat of arms, along with the fish 
eagle (Haliaeetus vocifer), the Oryx antelope 
and the Welwitschia mirabilis, a centuries-old 
desert plant still found in the Namib Desert. 
The Welwitschia was adopted from the coat of 
arms of the former colony of South West Africa. 

The National Coat of Arms is the official emblem 
of the Government Service as a statutory body. 
The Coat of Arms is depicted on all official 
publications and stationery.

The National Coat of Arms and the National Seal
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The National Coat of Arms and the National Seal

The Government’s web page on national symbols describes the National Coat of Arms 
as follows:

“The National Flag is reproduced on the shield of the Coat of Arms. It 
is fi rmly anchored in the sand of the centuries-old Namib Desert. On the 
headband above the shield is the fi sh eagle, representing the north and our 
country’s water resources.

The fi sh eagle has excellent vision and is thus also a symbol of the far-
sightedness of our country’s leaders. The two Oryx antelope on either side 
of the shield are indigenous, specifi cally to the semi-arid parts of Namibia. 
They are renowned for their courage, elegance and pride. The Welwitschia 
mirabilis, rooted in the desert sand is a unique desert plant, a fi ghter for 
survival and, therefore, a symbol of Namibia’s fortitude and tenacity. The 
headband refers to the traditions of our people and the diamond shapes 
symbolise the importance of diamonds to the country’s economy.

The motto, Unity, Liberty, Justice enshrines the key principles embodied in 
the Constitution. Private bodies may not use the Coat of Arms without the 
express permission of the President.

The Coat of Arms may not be used by private bodies without the express 
permission of the President.”

Source: www.gov.na/national-symbols, June 2015.

The National Seal

The National Seal is used by the President 
to verify the authenticity of documents of 
state. The National motto, Unity, Liberty, 
Justice, appears twice on the seal – on the 
band beneath the Coat of Arms, and at the 
bottom of the rim of the seal. Also in the 
rim are two suns with 12 rays each.

Source: www.op.gov.na; June 2015
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Konrad Adenauer Stiftung
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This Annotated Edition of the Constitution is an update of the edition published jointly 
by the Konrad Adenauer Stiftung and the Namibia Scientifi c Society in 2015.

This publication contains:
  the full text of the Constitution of Namibia including its three amending acts 

and amendment annotations; 
  the musical notes and lyrics of the Namibian National Anthem and the lyrics 

of the Anthem of the African Union;
  information on Namibia’s National Flag, other state fl ags, the National Coat 

of Arms and the National Seal;
  the texts of UN Resolution 435 and the 1982 Constitutional Principles;
  explanatory notes on some controversial parts of the Constitution, such as land 

expropriation, the death penalty and affi  rmative action.

The Konrad Adenauer Stiftung (KAS) has worked in Namibia for almost 30 
years for the free and peaceful promotion of democracy, with freedom, justice 
and solidarity as the basic principles underlying our work. We support people to 
live self-determined lives in freedom and dignity, and encourage them to lend a 
hand in shaping the future along these lines. 

Through the publication of this annotated edition of the Namibian Constitution, 
KAS would like to promote Namibian citizens’ knowledge and awareness of 
of their basic democratic rights and duties. We hope that in this way a kind 
of ‘constitutional patriotism’ can develop that will empower us to master the 
challenges of our society in the spirit of solidarity and justice while respecting 
democratic rules.

The Namibia Scientifi c Society was founded in 1925 as a forum for scientists 
and researchers in the country, with the objective of providing the Namibian 
population with access to knowledge and information. Through our Kuiseb Verlag 
we also promote the publication of scientifi c papers and books on topics such as the 
country’s history, fauna and fl ora, biographies, transport and communications, 
archaeology and travel reports.

It is the wish of the Namibia Scientifi c Society that this edition of the Namibian 
Constitution will contribute to enhancing the knowledge of our basic and supreme 
law, as well as encourage the implementation of the Constitution in political and 
everyday life for the benefi t of our society and each individual citizen.
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